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4 Abstrat



AbstratThe evolving demands of the market and the inreasing ompetitionfore ompanies to support their business plans with tools that helpmanagers to make deisions in a rapid and more e�etive way. Present-ing data in a onvining and understandable way requires a lot of workwhen data hanges dynamially.Business Intelligene refers to onepts and methodologies of di�er-ent disiplines whose aim is to provide deision support by transformingthe information usually stored in huge distributed databases into knowl-edge useful to optimise the ompany proesses as well as the ustomerrelationships. Business Intelligene inludes data mining tehniquesthat aims at extrating patterns or models or relationships among thedata that an be easily interpreted and understood.In the data mining researh, very little attention has been devotedso far to human-omputer interation (HCI). HCI might allow the userto get inside the data or to steer the data mining algorithm; it mightalso help to represent prior knowledge, so that the data mining algo-rithm does not redisover what is already known.Visual Data Mining(VDM) is emerging area in explorative data analysis and mining thatmay provide a good ontribution along this diretion. VDM refers tomethods for supporting exploration of large data sets by allowing usersto diretly interat with visual representations of data and dynami-ally modify parameters to see how they a�et the visualized data.The graphial presentation of the data allows users to disover spei�patterns, as well as new and useful properties in the data, their orre-lations, and also detet possible deviations from the expeted values.Using good visualizations to present the information hidden in var-ious ompany repositories an improve the deision proess. Advanesin information visualization o�er promising tehniques for presentingknowledge strutures and for permitting explorative analysis of thedata. 5



6 AbstratThis thesis illustrates a framework for VDM that we have developedas a result of the work within the European funded projet FairsNet(IST-2001-34290). The aim is to provide various visualization teh-niques to assist the users in their deision making proesses. Evenif FairsNet foused on a spei� appliation domain, namely trade fairmanagement, the framework is quite general and appliable to di�erentdomains.



Chapter 1Bakground and motivation
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8 1.1 Introdution1.1 IntrodutionThe enormous amount of data available on the web must be adequatelyexploited by ompany managers in order to improve their business.An important role is played by various tehniques that are apableof extrating useful information. Traditionally, these are data min-ing tehniques based on either statistial methods or mahine learn-ing methods. The approah adopted in this thesis enhanes the useof lassial data mining algorithms with the use of visualization teh-niques with various purposes, aording to an emerging area in explo-rative data analysis and mining that is Visual Data Mining (VDM)[186, 129, 10, 86, 185, 64℄.Shneiderman alls omputational tools for disovery both data min-ing tools and information visualization tools [179℄. They have advaneddramatially in reent years, but they have been developed by largelyseparate ommunities with di�erent philosophies. Data mining andmahine learning researhers tend to believe in the power of statistialmethods to identify interesting patterns without human intervention.Information visualization researhers tend to believe in the importaneof user ontrol by domain experts to produe useful visual presentationsthat provide unexpeted insights.VDM is essentially a ombined approah that exploits both lassi-al data mining algorithms and visual representation tehniques. Thisombined approah an lead to new tools that enable e�etive datanavigation and interpretation, preserve user ontrol, and provide thepossibility to disover anything interesting or unusual without the needto know in advane what kind of phenomena should be observed.In this thesis we present a framework for VDM that we have devel-oped as a result of the work within two suessive European fundedprojets: FAIRWIS (IST-1999-12641) and FairsNet (IST-2001-34290).Trade fairs is the appliation domain of both projets. FairsNet is a-tually a trial that has been funded with the objetive of deriving asystem ready for the market from the prototype developed as result ofFAIRWIS. In the following, we will refer only to FairsNet. Its aim isto o�er on-line innovative servies to support the business proesses oftrade fairs and to provide information servies organised in a web-basedsystem. The projet is desribed in the following setions.



Bakground and motivation 91.2 The FairsNet projet1.2.1 Trade fair domainAdvanes in tehnology give the possibility to virtually be ubiquitous,using several medium for ommuniation, from the 3G mobile to videoonferene systems. However, people still need to physially meet andshake hands with other persons who are ustomers, ompetitors, sup-pliers, et. To do this, one possibility is to partiipate to a trade fair.Trade fairs represent an indispensable medium for exhanging ideas,relationships and information within a given business area.Developing a Web appliation for supporting a trade fair businessproess poses the main hallenge of how the information, ommuni-ation, and knowledge management funtionalities that are requiredshould be designed and e�iently implemented to best support thetrade fair business proess. Due to the partiularly dynami globalmarket in whih the trade fair business proess is positioned, the re-quirements toward the Web appliation hange as frequently as themarket's tastes and trends do [143℄. In Barbini et al. [16℄ there aresome indiations on how important trade fairs are in the objetives ofompanies. In the European market, trade fair investment ranks as10% of total advertising investment, and in the ase of ompanies op-erating in the business to business area this �gure reahes 40%. Tradefairs are an integral ommuniation faility, whih allows simultane-ously ommerial promotion, advertising, fae to fae ontats, sellingations, publi relations and market researh.Nowadays, information media for supporting trade fair events arestill mostly paper-based. Booklets, �yers, maps, et. are usually themeans used to exhange information. Web sites have been reated toprovide information both on trade fair events and on ompanies par-tiipating in these fairs. However, these data are often not organizedin an integrated, homogeneous and omprehensive way, sine they areusually presented in a rigid pre-designed ompany oriented style. More-over, urrently available web sites exploit stati data that is di�ult toupdate and to put on-line in an appropriate format.FairsNet has a real time onnetion with an underlying informa-tion system that guarantee oherene of data and up-to-date status.FairsNet aims at enhaning the existing traditional approah of gettingpeople together by means of trade fair, not at replaing the traditional



10 1.2 The FairsNet projetbusiness proess. The system gives a tehnologial support that fail-itates and speeds up ontats among ompanies. Indeed it provides ameans for allowing visibility of small and medium enterprises withinthe market.In FairsNet, the whole onept of trade fairs is transferred into aneletroni form, and visualisation tehniques, inluding virtual reality.Environments generated by a graphial engine are used in order toprovide �reality� feelings to the users of trade fair information systems,to allow the users to grasp the knowledge stored in the database, andimprove human-omputer interation.FairsNet primarily addresses three types of users: fair organizers, ex-hibitors, and professional visitors, that are desribed in Setion 1.2.3.The data analysis funtionalities we have developed aim at providing avaluable help to these users in di�erent phases of the deision makingproess they may undergo to improve their own business. Some relevantinformation in the trade fair database is related to data about ompa-nies involved in the fair. Suh data are exploited to provide ompanymanagers a valuable support for improving their ativities during thevarious phases of the fair business proess. FairsNet supports users' a-tivities stritly related to the trade fair, suh as trade fair preparation,stand planning, and also to marketing ativities that an be arried outduring and even beyond the fair. For example, a ompany manager maybe interested in some business data stored in the trade fair database inorder to retrieve a set of ompanies with similar with mutual interests.One an appropriate set of ompanies has been identi�ed, the deisionmaker an start some ontat ativity or a marketing ampaign. Wedeveloped several software omponents that support the exhibitor inthis kind of analysis.1.2.2 FairsNet overviewFairsNet is a �exible, Web-based IT system, designed to support atrade fair organizer's objetives to seamlessly manage on-line ativitiesrelated to real trade fairs as well as to provide information servies toa large number of fair ustomers.FairsNet is omposed of four main omponents:1. Core system, whih permits to generate and manage an on-linetrade fair web-site;



Bakground and motivation 112. User Pro�le Engine (UPE), whih provides system personalization;3. 3D Engine, whih provides virtual reality representations;4. Data Analysis Engine (DAE), whih provides various tools for theanalysis of the stored data.The Core omponent is omposed by a set of tools that supportsthe ativities of managing and running the trade fair. A good dealof urrent researh in Web-based appliations is aimed at enabling anappliation to adapt its own behavior to the users harateristis, suhas goals, tasks, interests, that are stored in user pro�les. We performeda survey on the trade fair domain and we disovered that personaliza-tion is not available in any of the hundreds of trade fair web sites weanalyzed. Personalization applied to a Web site is a proess of gather-ing and storing information about visitors of that web site, analyzingthe stored information, and, based on this analysis, delivering the rightinformation to eah visitor at the right time. It is inreasingly used asa mean to make the site useful and attrative in order to stimulate thevisitor and onsequently to tempt it to visit the Web site again. Ourapproah integrates the data the system ollets about users, both ex-pliitly and impliitly in order to provide reommendations to the userduring the visit of the on-line fair atalog. More details about UPE areavailable in [38, 41, 40, 37, 35, 36℄.Three fators haraterize the FairsNet system arhiteture:1. database independene of the system and tools for a omfortableintegration of existing databases into the Web appliation;2. the introdution of a powerful and �exible form-based user inter-fae model;3. the use of the Web servies as paradigm for omponents intera-tion.These fators failitate integration with legay systems and existingappliation database, as well as enable low-ost deployment, whih isa must for the targeted trade fair market. Database independene isahieved by relying on an arhiteture that uses standards like ODBCfor aessing the database and by restriting database operations tothose supported by all ommerially available relational and objet-relational databases. Furthermore, a database independent RDF-based



12 1.2 The FairsNet projetdomain model is introdued together with tools for its navigation, in-spetion, and adaptation. This provides an additional layer of abstra-tion that eases the e�ort of integrating other types of databases likenative XML databases already present in the managers IT infrastru-ture. DAE is integrated in the overall system through this model. Theintrodution of a powerful and �exible form-based user interfae modelmakes the FairsNet Web appliation �exible, e�etive and responsive[207, 27℄. The form-based user interfae model is based on XForms 1.Its innovative features are:- extended lient side interations enabling the onstrution of dy-nami forms that adapt to the urrent business step requirements,e.g. by dynamially adding new form elements;- lient-site validation of strutural as well as value-based onstraintson the user interfae instane data;- a lear oneptual separation of data, ontrol, and layout followingthe model view ontroller approah, whih enables the support ofdi�erent UI agents and even of servie interfaes, and the system-ati support for �exibly grouping form elements, inluding delara-tive approahes for dynami olletions of instane data, as well asfor the grouping of entire forms into larger, meaningful units withrespet to the implemented business proess (multi-form dialogs).For omponent interation the Web servie paradigm is hosen [107℄.System omponents are wrapped as Web servies that an be ativatedusing the Internet Infrastruture. Relying on standards like XML andSOAP2, the Web servie paradigm enables dynami, platform indepen-dent omponent interation and integration and, thus, ontributes tothe openness and extensibility of the system. Furthermore, it failitatesthe integration of omponents built on other platform on external thirdparty omponents.FairsNet is a system to support trade fair events both in the realfair environment and in the virtual one. In fat, one of the main obje-1XML appliation that represents the next generation of forms for the Web. By splittingtraditional XHTML forms into three parts�XForms model, instane data, and user interfae�itseparates presentation from ontent, allows reuse, gives strong typing�reduing the number ofround-trips to the server, as well as o�ering devie independene and a redued need for sripting[210℄.2Short for Simple Objet Aess Protool, a lightweight XML-based messaging protool usedto enode the information in Web servie request and response messages before sending them overa network. SOAP messages are independent of any operating system or protool and may betransported using a variety of Internet protools, inluding SMTP, MIME, and HTTP.



Bakground and motivation 13tives of FairsNet is to reate a web based virtual system that operatessimultaneously with the real (physial) event. Moreover, a system likeFairsNet an be a valuable support for eah of the three typial phases ofa trade fair event: the organization before the event, during the event,and after the trade fair is ended [34, 40, 39℄. The FairsNet partnersperformed various ativities in order to de�ne the general requirementsof the FairsNet system. They are desribed in Setion 5.4. Next setiondesribes the types of users that emerged from the user analysis as themost relevant for FairsNet.1.2.3 Users in FairsNetBefore the development of FairsNet we performed a deep study of therequirements. We performed several ativities to de�ne the user re-quirements desribed in [16℄. Detailed analysis of users involved inthe business of trade fairs, the environment in whih they operate andthe tasks they perform have been arried out. The study has beenperformed by the various projet partners working with users in Italy,Spain, and the United Kingdom. This setion desribes the types ofusers that emerged from the user analysis.Venue owner/manager. The venue owner/manager is the organizationor individual who owns the hall, the exhibition enter, et. They sellspae in the venue to the event organizer together with a number ofspei� servies. They are not usually involved in the organization norin the running of the event. This type of user was primarily investigatedin UK, where venue owners are typially loal authorities or ommerialompanies for medium to large venues. The venue owner/managerould use DAE to searh event organizers and/or events whih ouldbe interested in using the venue. In partiular it ould use DaeQPdesribed in Setion 4.9, whih is a tool that allow to segment potentialexhibitors that have some spei� harateristis.Organizer. The organizer is the organization or individual responsiblefor organizing the events. It may be a venue owner or a di�erent user.The organizer may be a professional ompany speialized in this ativ-ity or one for whih organizing events in a partiular market area isomplementary to its main business. FairsNet ould be of great bene�tto this user in many ways, some examples are:



14 1.2 The FairsNet projet- Helping in planning and organizing trade fairs;- Searhing venues for events and exhibitors;- Managing mailing lists and mail shots;- Managing the build-up and end-up proesses.FairsNet also has the potential to provide information and serviesto fair visitors and to the press before, during and after the event. Dueto the e�ets of the Internet on global eonomy, organizers nowadayswork, ompete, and ooperate on a worldwide sale. They must be ableto ope with the fast pae of worldwide ompetition by being highlyinnovative in the produts and the servies they o�er. Beause of thedynami nature of involved proesses, there is a need for new frame-works and integrated omputational environments to model, developand support business proesses in all their steps. O�iating a tradefair event is only one part of the tasks of a trade fair organizer. Thismost visible ativity is preeded by other ativities suh as exhibitoraquisition and resoure reservations, and followed by a variety of otherativities, suh as business evaluation and marketing analysis phases.Fundamentally, the organizer's tasks are geared toward planning andmanaging trade fairs on behalf of the exhibitors by satisfying their de-sire to inrease visibility on the market improving the image of theompany and suessfully attrating new eonomi partners. In thetrade fair domain there are a lot of ativities that an organizer does.In the fair business proess three basi phases are found and analyzed:pre-event, running, and post-event. For eah phase, the involved usersmay perform data analysis for di�erent goals.Exhibitor. The exhibitor is the organization or individual responsiblefor putting together and running an individual stand or exhibit at anevent. Exhibitors will vary from major orporations to small/mediumompanies or sole traders, depending on the nature of the trade fair/event.DAE helps the exhibitors in searhing events to attend and in planningtheir partiipation, managing mailing lists and mails, et.Visitor/Delegate. Visitors and delegates are also bene�iaries of DAE/FairsNetservies (onferenes and seminars are often held during the trade fairs).The system ould help in providing information in order to selet anevent to attend, to register for the event, to book additional funtions,



Bakground and motivation 15and to provide information after the event. Visitors range from busi-ness/professional visitors (also alled professional visitors) to the gen-eral publi and students (alled generi visitors). They will neessarilyspan a very large range of harateristis in age, IT-literay, soial lass,interests, intelligene and buying power, depending on the fous of theevent. In FairsNet we foused on professional visitors beause they arethe most suitable users for the developed tools.Contrator/Servie Provider. The ontrators and servie providersare the individuals or organizations responsible for building and settingup the stands. They inlude: audio-visual equipment providers, ater-ing servies, eletriians, arpenters, �orists, furniture providers, arpet�tters, graphial designers, photographers, stand eretors, teleommu-niations, et. They work with the organizer or the individual ex-hibitors.Fair workers. This type of user inludes all individuals who work in afair, usually when running a fair. Examples of workers are: hostesses,language translators, �orists, et. Often they get a job through someagenies or servie providers, but in some ases they apply diretly tothe fair organizer, or ontat the exhibiting ompanies. They ouldbe interested in using the system in order to speed up the proess ofapplying for a job at the fair, with the possibility of quikly sendingtheir possible �multimedia� urriulum (inluding photos and other in-formation) and obtain rapid feedbak.Press and Media The press and media are speial types of visitorswho ould be interested in the information that an be supplied by thesystem.Sponsor Sponsorship of events is an important fator, although spon-sors are not onsidered as prinipal bene�iaries of FairsNet servies.Prestigious or at least redible sponsorships an de�nitely determinethe suess of an event. Sponsors may typially be banks or �nanialinstitutions, major orporations, government bodies, loal authorities,et.Power user. Members of the trade fair Organizer enterprises are em-powered to be speial users of the Web appliation, not only to use the



16 1.2 The FairsNet projetappliation but also to adapt it to hanging requirements. In fat, thetask of adapting the Web appliation an be shifted from a program-ming task, for whih a software expert is neessary, to a design task,whih an be performed by members of the trade fair Organizer enter-prises, the so-alled power user. In this way, time-onsuming softwarere-implementation yles and the assoiated ommuniation overheadare avoided, and the stakeholders of the domain expertise (the mem-bers of the trade fair Organizer's enterprise) are fatually involved inthe Web appliation development life yle.As a power user of the FairsNet system, a trade fair organizer isapable of dynamially design and deploy a Web-based appliation asit is neessary to support the spei� business proess harateristisof the users of the Web-based appliation, like trade fair exhibitors,professional visitors, visitors (alled the End-User to be distinguishedfrom the Power Users). For example, the power user an design andustomize Web appliation modules to support the trade fair serviebooking proess so that the trade fair exhibitors an navigate and bookspei� servies from the servie o�ering of the trade fair. This us-tomization inludes administrative tasks in the area of taxonomy andontent management (e.g. de�ning a taxonomy of servies, managingand lassifying spei� servie o�ers), and by performing Web designtasks to ustomize the Web pages for the on-line booking of servies.It is needed a user that builds the analysis and sets whih tools aresuitable for a partiular type of analysis. The power user should beable to deide what kind of analyses may be performed by what user.We performed a deep analysis of all the users involved in the tradefair. At the end of the analysis the FairsNet onsortium agreed onaddressing the system to the three most relevant users: organizer, ex-hibitor, professional visitor. A omparison of the user involved in tradefair in several European ountries (Germany, England, Italy, Spain) andtheir use of Internet in 2000 was also performed. Results are that inSpain there is a low Internet penetration. The number of ative Inter-net users in Spain is about 4,5 million people (around 12% of Spanishpopulation). Aording to IDC's foreast, only 18% of Internet usersperform online shop. In the UK fators as age, omputer/web attitudeand experiene will vary over a wide range. But it should be also notedthat the use of IT and now inreasingly web-based servies is the normrather than the exeption. Survey in the UK (by Age Conern and Mi-



Bakground and motivation 17rosoft) indiated that 4 million people over 50 own a omputer and onein four of these used it in their spare time. 30% of the UK, populationof more than 60,000,000 have aess to, and use, the Internet.The trade fair organizer plays a key role in the trade fair world.Fundamentally, the organizer 's goal is to plan and manage trade fairsthat will target spei� business setors. This ativity is arried outon behalf of exhibitors, whose goal is to obtain inreased visibility andsuessfully attrat new visitors (or eonomi partners). Organizersprovide exhibitors atalogs and information about sheduled events sothat visitors are aware of the exhibitors' and organizers' o�erings. Inaddition, the organizer provides servies and material resoures so thatexhibitors an reate the best environment to support visitors in theirbuying and deision-making ativities.Within FairsNet, the organizer assumes an additional role - that ofo-designer of the Web appliation that support the trade fair businessthrough the o�er of on-line innovative servies. A fair organizer andynamially inorporate trade fair business spei� fators, (suh astarget market spei� business logi, or purhasing options) into thereation and deployment of tailoredWeb appliation that fair ustomers(exhibitors and visitors) an employ for planning and preparing theirpartiipation to the trade fair event (for example, exhibitors prouringresoures neessary for disseminating information to potential Visitorsin a trade fair).1.3 Thesis main ontribution and organization1.3.1 Main ontributionThis thesis illustrates a framework for Visual Data Mining that we havedeveloped as a result of the work arried out within the FairNet projet.It is a software omponent alled DAE (Data Analysis Engine) whoseaim is to provide various visualization tehniques to assist the users intheir deision making proesses. Even if FairsNet foused on a spei�appliation domain, namely trade fair management, the framework isquite general and appliable to di�erent domains. Several data visu-alizations are generated to browse among the data and to present theretrieved information in appropriate ways for eah user ategory.DAE supports several ativities involved in the analysis, startingfrom the data seletion through data transformation, until the presen-



18 1.3 Thesis main ontribution and organizationtation of the results. DAE is not intended for replaing the urrentativity of a deision maker, but for integrating his ativities by allow-ing him to diretly analyze with alternative tools the data in order toon�rm analyses and/or disover new and unexpeted insights.The goal of DAE is to give users the possibilities of putting their�hands on data�. DAE main users are not omputer siene expertsnor they want to beome suh. They are experts in their appliationdomains, they know about the data of their ompanies. As designersof interative software systems, our hallenge is to develop systemsthat domain experts are apable to use for their ativities with nointermediary and possibly no training. DAE has been developed withthis hallenge in mind. In this respet, DAE does not aim to ompetewith any of the big ommerial produts of business intelligene thatare brie�y reviewed in this paper, suh as Cognos or Mirostrategy.These are omplex systems that need speialized omputer and humanresoures to be used. DAE main users are the managers of ompanieswho an diretly use some visualization sools that DAE provides sothat, thanks to their expertise on the appliation domain, they anbest exploit the visualized data to extrat useful knowledge.A further ontribution of this work is that some of the tools devel-oped within DAE have been designed to be general enough and anbe used to visualize the results of data mining algorithms when theygenerate tabular outputs with multidimensional data.1.3.2 OrganizationThe rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents somebakground knowledge in all the topis onsidered in the thesis: Busi-ness Intelligene, Data Mining, Information Visualization, Visual DataMining. Chapter 3 fouses on the related work. Chapter 4 desribes thework of this PhD researh, there is the presentation of framework fordata analysis and the desription of all the developed tools, inludingsome examples of interation with them. Chapter 5 desribes the stepsfollowed during the development of the framework aording to a user-entred and partiipatory design approah; it also reports the usabilityevaluations performed on some tools that are part of the framework.
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20 2.1 Introdution2.1 IntrodutionThere is still onfusion about what VDM is and what is not. One ofthe reasons is beause this is a young researh area that ombines twoonsolidated researh areas: Data Mining and Information Visualiza-tion. Depending on the researh area to whih researhers belong orprefer, the de�nition may hange.We will refer to VDM as the use of visualization to help data min-ers in their task of disovering knowledge from data and help deisionmakers to understand data they interat with.This means that information visualization tehniques should be usedto support the knowledge disovery proess, from data seletion to datapresentation. These onepts and methods are applied in several on-texts, one of the most relevant domain is Business Intelligene (BI).This setion starts desribing BI, giving de�nitions and explaining howthe BI proess works, then a brief history follows, in order to explainthe motivation that make BI important, espeially in the business do-main. Setion 2.3 shows how BI is related to Knowledge Disovery inDatabases (KDD). Next two setion desribe the two main area men-tioned above, namely Data Mining and Information Visualization.2.2 Business Intelligene2.2.1 IntrodutionThe need for trade fair, and in general for ompanies to analyze the datathey have in order to make previsions and to perform strategi deisionslead deision makers to use appropriate tools that allow them to do that.Deision makers need to explore data, apply �lters, transform data inan appropriate form, perform analyses and look at the results in orderto take deisions, this is similar to what business intelligene proessis. Business intelligene refers to onepts and methodologies of di�er-ent disiplines whose aim is to provide deision support by transform-ing the information usually stored in huge distributed databases intoknowledge useful to optimize the ompany proesses as well as the us-tomer relationships. In this setion an overview of Business Intelligeneis presented. In partiular are presented the relevant terms and taskthat typially are performed in Business Intelligene, at the end of the



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 21setion there is a brief history of Business Intelligene, in order to bet-ter understand how this researh area is born and how it's growth hasbeen done. After the presentation of relevant tasks and de�nitions inthe Setion 2.2.3 it is illustrated a brief history of this disipline.2.2.2 Relevant ativities in Business IntelligeneThe word Business Intelligene annot explain the set of ativities andtools involved in this area. In this setion are presented relevant ativ-ities and terms that will be used in the rest of the thesis.Business Intelligene involves several ativities like Enterprise Re-soure Planning, whose aim is to integrate all the ativities of the om-pany in a single appliation. The existene of di�erent data soures isa real situation in many ompanies, there are tools that allow the dataexhange among di�erent ompany data soures.Data need to be analyzed, there are tools that allow users, typiallyompany managers, to query data soures and produe reports thatsummarize the data status in a given moment. The need for improve-ments in ERP systems, that basially are built to organize transationalsystems has led to the development of new tools that allow to performquik analyses and to math harateristis that belong to di�erent di-mensions. These are DSS tools, that often work with an underlyingarhiteture alled data warehouse. Often data warehouse are orga-nized to allow quik analysis along di�erent dimensions. The ativityof organizing data with a multidimensional struture and it's analysisis alled On-Line Analytial Proess.Enterprise Resoure PlanningThe ERP aronym means Enterprise Resoure Planning (ERP), whihshould onsist in all the ativities whose goal is to organize enterpriseresoures and allow users to make plans for the growth of the ompany.Today ERP software, di�er from the meaning of its aronym. Plan-ning and resoure does not �t to the tools that managers have in theirhands. This The relevant part is the enterprise part. The ambition ofERP onsists in the attempt of integrating all departments and fun-tions aross a ompany to reate a single software program that runson a single database.In order to better understand this onept an example is desribedin the following. A ompany with several department and a ustomer



22 2.2 Business Intelligenebuys a produts (perform an order). Eah of those departments, like�nane or human resoures, typially has its own omputer system, eahoptimized for the partiular department. After the ustomer plaes anorder, the order begins a mostly paper-based journey from in-basketto in-basket around the ompany, often being typed and retyped intodi�erent omputer systems along the way. All that lounging around inin-baskets auses delays and lost orders, and all the typing into di�erentomputer systems potentially introdue errors. Meanwhile, no one trulyknows the order status.ERP automates the tasks neessary to perform a business proess,suh as order ful�llment, whih involves taking an order from a us-tomer, shipping it and billing for it. With ERP, when a ustomerservie representative takes an order, he or she has all the neessaryinformation, suh as the ustomer's redit rating and order history, theompany's inventory levels and the shipping dok's truking shedule.Everyone in the ompany an view the same information and have a-ess to a single database that holds the order. When one department�nishes with the order the ERP system automatially route it to thenext department. To �nd out where the order is at any point, one needonly login into the system.In order to have the presented advantages, the ompany needs tohange it's urrent business proess. The hanges do not ome withoutpain (migrating to ERP may take years). It's ritial to �gure out ifthe urrent business proess will �t within a standard ERP pakagebefore doing any hange. The migration to ERP has a strong impatin the business proess and all the people in the enterprise needs to betrained on the new business proess. In addition there is a long list ofexpenses before the bene�ts of ERP appear.Extration Transform LoadThe job for Extration, Load and Transformation (ETL) tools is totake the data from the soure ERP or an OLTP (On-Line TransationProessing) system then lean and transform them to math the datawarehouse shema, and �nally load the data in the data warehouse orin a data mart1. Many data warehouses also inorporate data fromother soures, suh as text �les, legay systems, and spreadsheets; suhdata also requires extration, transformation, and loading.1see pag. 28 for data mart de�nition



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 23In its simplest form, ETL is the proess of opying data from onedatabase to another. This simpliity is rarely, if ever, found in datawarehouse implementations; ETL is often a omplex ombination ofproess and tehnology that onsumes a signi�ant portion of the datawarehouse development e�orts and requires the skills of business ana-lysts, database designers, and appliation developers.When de�ning ETL for a data warehouse, it is important to thinkof ETL as a proess, not a physial implementation. ETL systems varydepending on the partiular data warehouse or the partiular depart-ment data mart within a data warehouse. A monolithi appliation, re-gardless of whether it is implemented in Transat-SQL or a traditionalprogramming language, does not provide the �exibility to hange toETL systems. A mixture of tools and tehnologies should be used todevelop appliations that eah perform a spei� ETL task.Sine new data is added to a data warehouse periodially, ETL isused periodially too. Typial periodiity may be monthly, weekly,daily, or even hourly, depending on the purpose of the data warehouseand the type of business it serves. Beause ETL is an integral, ongoing,and reurring part of a data warehouse, ETL proesses are automatedand operational doumented proedures. ETL also hanges and evolvesas the data warehouse evolves, so ETL proesses must be designed forease of modi�ation.Data warehouses evolve to improve their servie to the business andto adapt to hanges in business proesses and requirements. Businessrules hange as the business reats to market in�uenes�the data ware-house must respond in order to maintain its value as a tool for deisionmakers.A tight integration between the ETL and the end-user analysis hasthe potential to provide better insights. Companies want possibly buyone produt set to do all these ativities, this has led vendors to expandtheir tool sets in order to be more ompetitive. There are today severaltools on the market: Orale Disoverer (Orale); DeisionStream (Cog-nos); PowerAnalyzer (Informatia); Data Integrator (Business Objet)are some examples. In the Setion 3.2 are analyzed the most relevantsystems for Business Intelligene.



24 2.2 Business IntelligeneQuery and reportingThis ativity onsists in querying the data soure and format the re-sult for the analysis task. During this ativity users may query a datawarehouse, a data mart or they may query a transation system. Thede�nition is not lear, beause it is possible to see the query and re-porting as an operational reporting, but if we onsider that the purposeof Business Intelligene is to explore and analyze data to improve prof-itability or to manage osts. With ever dereasing business yles andinreased urgeny for ation, deision making has been pushed downthroughout organizations. From the exeutive suite, down through lineworkers, more and more people need quik aess to aurate informa-tion so they an make good deisions and take optimal ations.Even with the proliferation of information and reports it is possibleto hear the ry of users throughout organizations beause they annotget the information they need quikly. Data is sattered in multipleloations. It is not easily available nor in usable formats. Eah timeanswers are needed, deision makers must turn to IT for help.Some Business Intelligene tools allow users to store standard re-ports in a entralized repository, the stored reports are then aessedto di�erent users of the ompany and they an take advantage from thework made by others and avoid to do again the same work. Query andreporting apabilities should empower users aross an organization notonly to answer to spei� questions, but to gain the insights needed toreate optimal business strategies. Rather than just �nding out whathappened, the users need to be able to make informed preditions aboutwhat will happen next.Data warehouseEvery little and medium sized ompany has some level of mehaniza-tion of the basi ativities of the ompany management (purhases,aountany, suppliers, furnishing planning and ontrol, billing, reditmanagement, ustomer management). The mehanization of those a-tivities has redued the every day work load of the employees, but fewadvantage from the market side. During their deision making ativity,managers have an ever growing need for an easy and quik aess tothe information available in management systems.Deision makers need both the analyti and syntheti information2.2Kant explains the a logial distintion between analyti and syntheti propositions: in analyti



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 25In order to have the needed information, managers ask to the systemadministrators to produe reports with the data they need. This a-tivity is not the natural ativity of the system administrator, but theyare the only people that an satisfy the needs of the managers. Inthe latest years this need has been kept in the IT market and therehave been produed solutions and produts for the ompany deisionmakers. They take the name of Deision Support Systems (DSS). Theinfrastruture that supports those systems is alled data warehouse.Sean Kelly reports that in 1997 almost all the most important om-panies in the United States were equipped with a data warehousingstrategy [124℄. He gives several interesting examples in di�erent se-tors. For instane in manufaturing setor the Toyota Motor Sales asethat adopted several data warehousing appliation to improve the man-agement of the ar sales. It's worst to mention that the sales are overa million ars eah year, the data warehouse approah has redued theosts and has speeded-up the delivery of the ars. The introdutionof data warehouse has led many ompanies to disover waste on manyustomers and high pro�ts onentrated in a smaller set of ustomers,this hanged the organization of their work and has permitted to fouson the atual relevant ustomers. In the setors of delivery and retaildata warehouse are used often to selet suppliers, to analyze the de-mand, to point on the borders for produts and ustomers. An exampleis MKesson Corp., the biggest distributor for pharmaeutial produtsin the USA delared that one year after the introdution of data ware-house had a pro�t of 2 millions dollars. Today data warehouse is widelyused in many setors from mediine to tourism, there are appliationsin the aountany too.Data warehouse de�nition. Despite data warehouse is used in severalontext and this term is ommon today, there are no ommonly agreedde�nition for it. Literally it means warehouse for data. Inmon was the�rst to talk about data warehouse, de�ned as a olletion of data thatare: subjet oriented, integrated, time variant, not volatile [111℄.Subjet oriented. Data in traditional database are organized to opti-mize the most ommon operations in a ompany (adding a new order,propositions, the prediate-onept is impliitly or expliitly ontained in the subjet-onept (forexample, �A bahelor is unmarried� or �An unmarried male is male�), so the proposition onveysno new information and is true by identity alone; in syntheti propositions, the ontent of theprediate is learly not ontained in the subjet-onept (for example, �Bahelors are unhappy�),so the proposition onveys new information and annot be true by identity alone [155℄.



26 2.2 Business Intelligenebilling information, stok management). These operations are alledtransation operations. Data warehouses are organized to support thesubjets that in�uene managers in deision making. Subjets may beustomers, suppliers, sales, purhases. While the usual systems fouson the appliations available on the ompany, data warehouse fous onobjets, fats, information, not on their manipulation.Integrated. This is probably the most important harateristi of thedata warehouse. This property follows the need of giving oherene tothe di�erent data models used by the appliations. It is reasonably thatthe data model are di�erent for eah appliation, sine eah appliationis intended for a di�erent goal and use di�erent data, at least they areorganized di�erently. The problem of giving a unique meaning to datathat is expressed in di�erent form but represent the same objet maybe solved with the adoption of a data warehouse. In order to have thishomogeneity there are some problems to fae that will be presentedwith some examples. The presented ativities are typially overed byETL proesses.- let us suppose that there are four data soure, in eah of them thenationality of a ustomer is stored in a di�erent way; what formatis the valid one? whih of them is better to use as a valid format?- appliations may use di�erent unit measures to perform omputa-tions, for instane in a data soure there is an order whose urrenyis in euros while into another soure in the orders dollars are used.In order to guarantee integrity only one urreny must be used allthe orders must be expressed in that urreny;- more than a soure may ontain the desription of an item, in thisase it is needed a deision on what should be the most suitableand omprehension desription to be stored in the data warehouseor if it is better to store all the desription into a single one (theone of the data warehouse);- attributes that refers to the same argument may be de�ned indi�erent ways, for instane a ustomer ID may be expressed as astring or a number or as an alphanumeri ode. There is the needto hoose the best way and then to ommute all the ode to theadopted ode.Time variant. The data stored in a data warehouse have a biggertime range (5-10 years) than data stored into a transational system



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 27(60-90 days). In a data warehouse are stored all relevant informationthat show the situation in a given moment or that show a phenomenathat last for a very long period. In a traditional database data rep-resent the ultimate situation of the ompany (the real-time status ofdata) and often they don't provide the historial evolution of the an-alyzed phenomenon. This means that the operational data representsthe urrent situation of the ompany while in the data warehouse dataare �snapshots� of the ompany in a given moment in the past, sinethey have to support the deision makers and the analysts.Not volatile. This property indiates that there is no possibilityto hange data in the data warehouse, sine it is read-only, beausedata warehouses are used to perform analysis about the data, not tomanage them. This means that it is easier to design the data warehousedatabase than a transational database. Data warehouse designer don'tare about the anomalies due to data update and don't are of omplextehniques to keep data integrity or tehniques to manage aess duringupdates. Typially data are loaded during bath session and then areavailable to the �nal users.There are several reasons for a ompany to use a data warehouse.Most relevant are:- Growth opportunity, data warehouse allows the managers to driveand ontrol in the ompany life, �nding new opportunity to in-rease the market, improving the servies for ustomers, improvingthe demand of solutions. Indeed, data warehouse allow to deeplyknow ustomers and their purhase behavior, thanks to the pos-sibility to perform very detailed and �ne tuned analysis on hugeamount of data.- Internal e�ieny reation, one of the most ommon problems inthe deision support domain is the representation of the reality.Very often, during the ompany meetings there are heated dis-ussions and eah of the partiipants has his vision of the truth,and usually this truth is far from the truth of the other partii-pants. This is not weird beause we make information from databut information is not unique and it is possible to have di�erentinformation about the same data, depending on the goal we wantto reah and the knowledge we have. A solution to this problemomes with data warehouse, by using a single soure to get infor-mation and exploiting the ollaborative work that is very di�ult



28 2.2 Business Intelligenewith transational systems.- Costs redution, a good use of data warehouse allow to redueoperative osts, i.e. typially analysis and deision proesses arevery expensive and omplex; with data warehouse those proessesare make easier and osts are redued. Data warehouse allow alsoto redue marketing osts; with a areful use of the data ware-house it is possible to better analyze ampaigns, like a new prod-ut launh, before the ommerialization of the produt a goodmarketing ampaign permits to avoid a total failure. The legayof the ompany is a mine with plenty of information from whomhange new knowledge.- Strategi deision support, data warehouse is a tool to highlightsyntheti information for deision makers, beause of the ability tograsp relevant information from huge quantity of data in informa-tion systems. Data warehouse is also a powerful way to supportknowledge workers, people that do business analysis, that use datawarehouses to support their analyti and deisional work.Company data warehouse and data mart. There are two main datawarehouse ategories: ompany data warehouse and data mart.Company data warehouse, inlude information about the overall om-pany. Typially they are omposed by several topis and subjets, likeustomers, sales, purhases, et. Their dimensions ranges from dozensof Gigabytes to several Terabytes, and they are very expensive in termsof design and management. The average time needed to the develop adata warehouse is about one year.Data marts are data warehouses spei� for a ompany setor, theyontain only a subset of the data available in the ompany. The averagetime for their development is about weeks or months instead of years,and osts are about dozens of thousand dollars instead of millions dol-lars. The urrent trend on data warehouse development is to designand develop big projets, paying attention to the development of datamarts �rst.Data warehouse arhiteture. Data warehouse physially stays in theentral information system beause it is a seondary system. Transa-tional platforms ontinuously perform update ativities, while, a dei-sion support platform is optimized to aomplish a limited number of



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 29omplex queries. A data warehouse arhiteture is presented in Figure2.1, it is possible to see both operational systems and analytial appli-ations, the data warehouse is built on the operational systems. Datamarts may be of two type, those built for reporting purposes also alledOperational Data Store and those build for analysis purposes [125℄.When ompanies adopt a virtual data warehouse approah this ar-hiteture is not appliable beause, in this ase, data are not manipu-lated or opied but diretly aessed from transational systems. Dataare still aessed like they are in a data warehouse but the platformis not a real data warehouse. This solution avoid dupliates but doesnot exploit advantages of using a real data warehouse, in partiular forperforming analysis on historial data.

Figure 2.1: A data warehouse arhitetureA basi data warehouse organization is omposed of four layers:- Data quality: the aquisition and validation of data in the datawarehouse;- Data preparation and store: data delivery to users and to analytiappliations;- Data analysis and interpretation: data transformation into infor-mation;



30 2.2 Business Intelligene- Presentation: presentation of the results to the users.In order to properly have these layers there should exist an orga-nization that supports this proess with well de�ned users and rolesand there should exist a tehnology that supports the proess, basedon hoies and funtional needs of the proess itself. The hoie of theright tehnology is very important beause of the data integration.In the arhiteture of data warehouse it is possible to distinguish thefollowing main omponents:- Data �lter: heks the orretness of data oming from di�erenttransational systems. In this omponent there is also the dataleaning proess, whose goal is to remove wrong data and to de-tet/orret inonsisteny in the data;- Export: extrat data from the transational systems;- Data loading: loads data in the data warehouse.As presented before, these omponents are the set of appliationsthat are alled ETL. These appliations are used ylially; the ylesmay be daily, weekly or monthly. There are other omponents inside adata warehouse that perform spei� tasks:- data alignment: synhronize data in the di�erent transationalsystems;- data aess: query data for analyzing them;- data mining: perform omplex searhes inside data in order to �ndinformation hidden in data;- export: export data from a data warehouse to another allowing ahierarhial arhiteture.There are also other modules depending on the needs, like modulesfor the design and management of the data warehouse, or the dataditionary, that may be helpful to understand better the ontent of thedata warehouse.On Line Analytial Proessing (OLAP)The aronym OLAP stands for On-Line Analytial Proessing, and itis a tehnology that provides multidimensional analysis on di�erent di-mensions at di�erent levels of detail. Typial OLAP funtions are: drill-down, rotate, and swap. The de�nitions for OLAP where given by E.F.



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 31Codd in 1993. OLAP may be further divided in relational (ROLAP),multidimensional (MOLAP) and desktop (DOLAP). Those approahesare di�erent depending on how data proessing is performed. if om-putation is done in a relational database then it is alled ROLAP; ifalulations are performed in a server-based multidimensional databasethen we all it MOLAP. Typially, ubes are available to input data orto do analysis; Finally, we say it DOLAP if ubes are read-only and al-ulations for building them are performed on the desktop/lient or Webmidtier. The main omponent of OLAP is the OLAP server, whih sitsbetween a lient and a database management systems (DBMS). TheOLAP server understands how data is organized in the database andhas speial funtions for analyzing the data. There are OLAP serversavailable for almost all the major database systems.The term OLAP is more than a de�nition, and it is not a leardesription of what OLAP means. It ertainly gives no indiation ofwhy a ompany would want to use an OLAP tool, or even what anOLAP tool atually does. And it gives no help in deiding if a produtis an OLAP tool or not.Nigel Pendse [156℄ onsidered this problem in late 1994 beause heneeded to deide whih produts fell into the ategory. This is a dif-�ult task, beause as more and more vendors laim to have `OLAPompliant' produts, whatever this mean (often they don't even know).Pendse reated a vendors own de�nition table in whih are listed thede�nition for OLAP that vendors give their own. There is also an OLAPCounil, but the membership to the OLAP Counil is not a good ri-teria beause several signi�ant OLAP vendors were never members orresigned, and several members were not OLAP vendors.The Pendse work group built the FASMI test in order to lassifyOLAP appliations without ditating how they should be implemented.There are many ways of implementing OLAP ompliant appliations,and no single piee of tehnology should be o�ially required, or evenreommended. They suggest in whih irumstanes one approah oranother might be preferred, and have identi�ed areas where we feel thatall the produts urrently fall short of what they regard as a tehnologyideal.They summarized the OLAP de�nition in just �ve key words: FastAnalysis of Shared Multidimensional Information (FASMI).Fast means that the system is targeted to deliver most responses to



32 2.2 Business Intelligeneusers within about �ve seonds, with the simplest analyses taking nomore than one seond and very few taking more than 20 seonds. Inde-pendent researh in The Netherlands has shown that end-users assumethat a proess has failed if results are not reeived with 30 seonds, andthey are apt to hit `Alt+Ctrl+Delete' unless the system warns themthat the report will take longer. Even if they have been warned that itwill take signi�antly longer, users are likely to get distrated and losetheir hain of thought, so the quality of analysis su�ers. This speed isnot easy to ahieve with large amounts of data, partiularly if on-the-�yand ad ho alulations are required. The full pre-alulation approahfails with very large, sparse appliations as the databases simply gettoo large (the database explosion problem), whereas doing everythingon-the-�y is muh too slow with large databases, even if exoti hard-ware is used. Even though it may seem miraulous at �rst if reportsthat previously took days now take only minutes, users soon get boredof waiting, and the projet will be muh less suessful than if it haddelivered a near instantaneous response, even at the ost of less detailedanalysis. The OLAP Survey found that slow query response is onsis-tently the most often-ited tehnial problem with OLAP produts, sotoo many deployments are learly still failing to pass this test.Analysis means that the system an ope with any business logiand statistial analysis that is relevant for the appliation and theuser, and keep it easy enough for the target user. Although somepre-programming may be needed, it is not aeptable if all appliationde�nitions have to be done using a professional 4GL. It is ertainly ne-essary to allow the user to de�ne new ad ho alulations as part of theanalysis and to report on the data in any desired way, without havingto program, so probably should be exluded appliations (like OraleDisoverer) that do not allow adequate end-user oriented alulation�exibility. All the required analysis funtionality be provided in an in-tuitive manner for the target users. This ould inlude spei� featureslike time series analysis, ost alloations, urreny translation, goalseeking, ad ho multidimensional strutural hanges, non-proeduralmodeling, exeption alerting, data mining and other appliation de-pendent features. These apabilities di�er widely between produts,depending on their target markets.Shared means that the system implements all the seurity require-ments for on�dentiality (possibly down to ell level) and, if multiple



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 33write aess is needed, onurrent update loking at an appropriatelevel. Not all appliations need users to write data bak, but for thegrowing number that do, the system should be able to handle multipleupdates in a timely, seure manner. This is a major area of weak-ness in many OLAP produts, whih tend to assume that all OLAPappliations will be read-only, with simplisti seurity ontrols. Evenproduts with multi-user read-write often have rude seurity models;an example is Mirosoft OLAP Servies.Multidimensional it is a key requirement. This is the one-word def-inition of OLAP. The system must provide a multidimensional on-eptual view of the data, inluding full support for hierarhies andmultiple hierarhies, as this is ertainly the most logial way to analyzebusinesses and organizations. It is not set a spei� minimum numberof dimensions that must be handled as it is too appliation dependentand most produts seem to have enough for their target markets. Thisis a oneptual view, this means that this applies on every databasemodel or tenology, it is important to have a truly multidimensionaloneptual view.Information is all of the data and derived information needed, wher-ever it is and however muh is relevant for the appliation. It is theapaity of various produts in terms of how muh input data they anhandle, not how many Gigabytes they take to store it. The apaitiesof the produts di�er greatly � the largest OLAP produts an holdat least a thousand times as muh data as the smallest. There aremany onsiderations here, inluding data dupliation, RAM required,disk spae utilization, performane, integration with data warehouses.FASMI is a reasonable and understandable de�nition of the goalsOLAP is meant to ahieve.Data MiningIn a Business Intelligene tool is it possible to �nd a omponent whosetask is to apply a data mining tool or tehnique in order to disoverhidden and unexpeted insight from data. Data mining is the proessof disovering relationships, patterns and information previously un-known and potentially useful in big databases. This topi is presentedin Setion 2.4.



34 2.2 Business IntelligeneTime Series analysisTime series is present in many domains, it is very interesting in thebusiness domain. There are time series into sales, purhases, stoktrends, ustomer pro�ling and ustomer behavior analysis. Everythinghanges with the time are feasible to be represented as time series.More details are in Setion 4.10.Analyti appliationsThis term was oined by Henry Morris of IDC (International DataCorporation). It refers to a software that works independently of thetransation or soure system, allow time-based analysis and extrat,transform, and integrate data from multiple soures; automate a groupof tasks related to the optimization of partiular business proesses.Morris [141℄ distinguishes analyti appliations from business intel-ligene tehnologies or tools. There is a long-standing market for busi-ness intelligene tools suh as OLAP, query/reporting and data mining.Analyti appliations inorporate suh tehnologies, but are fundamen-tally di�erent in terms of speialization, segmentation and struture.Speialization: Analyti appliations are speialized into a parti-ular business proess or funtion, while business intelligene tools aregeneri.Segmentation: Analyti appliations an be segmented by businessfuntion (suh as �nane or marketing), while business intelligene toolsan be segmented by tehnology (suh as data mining or OLAP).Struture: Analyti appliations build and manage business ativ-ities to ahieve a partiular result (suh as produing a budget or as-sessing the performane of key suppliers); business intelligene toolsan support ad ho query and analysis that are not prede�ned.Analyti appliations expand the objetives of business intelligeneto an extended user base, pakaging these tehnologies in a businessontext; but analyti appliations will not displae business intelligenetools. They will ontinue to be a need for ad ho analysis for exploringnew types of issues and questions that they arise.2.2.3 History of business intelligeneBusiness intelligene is born in the early 1990s, a relatively young his-tory despite the fat that the need of information is old in people that



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 35makes strategi deisions for a ompany. Before business intelligenethe aess to true data was an expensive task in terms of time andmoney. In the 1980s the tools that deision makers ould ount onwhere basially printed reports, spreadsheets and instint of the ana-lyst/deision maker.Typially the reports were generated periodially on mainframe-based systems. When an important information was missing in thereport it ould take months to reate a new ustom report.Spreadsheets provided more �exibility than printed reports, but atthat time, putting data into a spreadsheet was not an easy task (eventoday, often it is not immediate), analysts and aountants put datamanually, that led to huge amounts of human errors.Instint is still a good requirement for deision makers. Managersare, and were, lose to the markets and the ustomers, and marketsdid not hange at the same speed that they do now. In the past whenmanager aessed to quantitative numbers, the high noise produed lowreliability on data, so low that they often did not trusted on data.Beause of those problems, Deision Support Systems (DSSs) andExeutive Information Systems (EISs) were reated in order to improvethe reliability on data and speed-up their analysis. The �rst task thatwas optimized was the data retrieval. Instead of having �xed reports,by entering some parameters (typially time intervals, geographi areas,ustomer or ategory of ustomer, produt or ategory of produts) theusers were able to retrieve the results, typially in a tabular format.The DSS enabled the user to get the data from the mainframe-basedtransation system and look at them aording to the spei�ed param-eters.Even though the DSSs were �ne most of the time, the the problemof visualizing the data was not solved. In general it was di�ult (oftenimpossible) to view data aording to a subjet not designed before.Typially DSS were designed to have an own ustom transation sys-tem, making it almost impossible to share information aross funtions.If we onsider a ompany with di�erent departments, i.e. aountany,sales and supply hain. Typially the sales sold the produt to a spe-i� ustomer, the supply hain delivered the produt to the ustomeraddress and the aountany produed the billing information. Thisproess looks �ne but the problem is that information typially wasnot shared among departments, so the information needed about the



36 2.2 Business Intelligeneustomer was typed eah time the produt moved from a departmentto another. Also unique odes for ustomers were not shared amongdi�erent department. Eah DSS was intended for the partiular de-partment. This made impossible to ross information about the salesdata with the orders, this senario was typial.Moreover, the proprietary nature of DSS led to the birth of EISs.The aim of those systems was to provide graphial dashboards based ona larger set of information. Often they got data from external soures,those systems had high implementation osts and they were fousedonly on exeutive data, but the need to analyze data was felt verysoon from all deision makers, not only on exeutive people. The mainproblem to solve was to introdue a new onept of data organizationand design and hanging the business proess is always hard for anyompany. It was harder to aept also beause until the 1990s datawarehousing was not onsidered a good tehnology, and just brows-ing inside the old organization of information system was almost animpossible task.The most used produts were: Pilot Software In.'s Lightship [158℄;Platinum Tehnology's Forest and Trees [83℄; Comshare In.'s Com-mander Deision [62℄, most of them are sold now by suessful ompa-nies or have been aquired by other ompanies.Several big historial fators led to the need to get information fasterthan in the past: the inreased free trade, the uni�ation of Germany,the signing of North Amerian Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), thegrowth of the globalization and the possibility to operate to a widerange of new markets. The possibility to operate to a global marketpushed deision makers to perform ross analysis among di�erent se-tions of the ompany. In distributed market the main analysis wasmade along the region-based DSSs, but this type of analysis was stillnot satisfying.The need of analysts and deision makers were inreasing while ostsfor buying of the devies was dereasing and the PCs were beomingmore powerful and ommon o�e tools. Users started using spread-sheets and PC-based graphis programs to better understand data.This pushed the demand of more powerful and robust reports and fordistributed omputing (�rst lient/server, then multilayered arhite-tures). The need to redue the number and the omplexity of ustomtransation systems, met the business demand for growth and global-



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 37ization, derive the produtivity and ost bene�ts of business proessreengineering, led to the development of the Enterprise Resoure Plan-ning (ERP) systems. ERP systems are omposed by modular om-ponents that share ommon data, and eah module follows its ownbusiness rule. This mehanism permits, for instane, to trak all theativities for order shipping, i.e. the ustomer buy a produt, the dataof that ustomer are stored in a ommon repository, the shipping mod-ule takes the subset of those data to ship the ordered produt to theustomer address, and the aountany department may produe theinvoie with the details about the order and the ustomer.Having an ERP system running in the ompany, the ommon dataare typed one, the onsisteny of the information about the ompanyis preserved. One of the biggest reasons that settled the deision ofmany ompanies to move to ERP logi is the year 2000 problem thatpushed ompanies to hange their business proess and de�nitely leavethe legay systems. An ERP system does not guarantee to performBusiness Intelligene tasks beause ERP is foused on data onsisteny,performane and low ustomization osts. The Business Intelligenetools had room to oexist with ERP systems, beause just sharing datais not enough to analyze them.Moreover, the adoption of the Business Intelligene solution waspushed by the possibility of implementing a lient/server arhiteture.Most of the rendering of previous mainframe-based reports ould beobtained on almost every desktop. The suess of Business Intelligenetools ame from the adoption of data warehouse. A data warehouse ex-trats information from the ERP and aggregates it to allow fast analysison huge amount of data. The best exploitation of data warehouse omesfrom building what Inmon de�ned subjet-oriented data marts. Datamarts allow to produe quikly analysis on data. In general a entraldata warehouse ats as a platform, populates data marts, the transa-tions are safely isolated from the reporting system. Compared to anERP transation system in a data warehouse the data is ombined intoa subjet area or a business view, allowing users to perform analysisaross multiple business proesses. Moreover, a data warehouse anontain years of history, sine data are aggregated, and users an an-alyze trends and patterns. This is the main di�erene with ERP andtransation systems that typially ontain urrent data at the mostgranular level of detail.



38 2.3 Business Intelligene and Knowledge Disovery in DatabaseDespite business intelligene tools inluded advaned report, OLAPtehnology, and enterprise-wide deployment apabilities, the exeutives(the user ategory that most exploited BI) still needed something sim-ilar to the dashboard they where used to work with and former DSSusers still wanted to be able to log into the system from any terminaland see the data at the push of a button. Internet has been the solutionto these needs.Initially most BI vendors allowed users to aess to standard reportin HTML format. As BI vendors redesigned their produts, Internetpromised to ful�ll two main needs: push-button aess to key per-formane indiators, and �exibility of interative, ad ho aess whenrequired [13℄.2.3 Business Intelligene and Knowledge Disoveryin DatabaseThere are many analogies between BI proess and KDD proess, a typ-ial BI proess pyramid is the one shown in Figure 2.2. As shown atthe bottom of the �gure, row data are usually extrated from varioussoures. They may be stored in single �les or organized in di�erentdatabases, they may also ome from paper douments or from infor-mation providers. These data are then organized in data warehousesand data marts. Multidimensional databases are used for data explo-ration and analysis along di�erent attributes. Data mining tehniquesare exploited to extrat knowledge that is presented to deision makersin order to support their deision proess for their strategi ativities.Indeed, deision makers should be allowed to easily browse inside thepresented data and to be helped in disovering interesting patterns onthe basis of whih they will take their deision.Visualization tehniques an be pro�tably used in the data explo-ration level, but also for data mining as well as at the data presentationlevel. They are used for data exploration ativities to better selet setsof interesting data. In the data mining and data presentation levels,visualizations may espeially support post-proessing ativities nees-sary to fully understand the results of a data mining appliation [142℄.Moreover, visualization tehniques an sometimes be onsidered as datamining tehnique themselves, whih atually involves more interationbetween users and system. Indeed, graphially presenting data may



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 39allow user to disover new and useful properties, their orrelations andalso detet possible deviations from the expeted values [121℄.Knowledge Disovery in Databases (KDD) is de�ned as the nontrivial proess of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and ulti-mately understandable patterns in data by Fayyad at al. [81℄. Thereare usually several steps in a KDD proess: data seletion, prepro-essing, transformation, data mining, and interpretation/evaluation ofthe results, as shown in Figure 2.3. Despite there is a real distintionbetween data mining and KDD (data mining is a step of the KDDproeess) many researher use those two terms interhangeably.Other researhers propose more detailed proesses for KDD, Sarkeret al. [170℄ propose 13 steps for KDD to be e�iently automated:- problem de�nition and determining the mining task;- data desription and seletion;- data onversion;- data leaning;- data transformation;- data redution and projetion;- domain-spei� data preproessing;- feature seletion;- hoosing the mining algorithm;- algorithm-spei� data preproessing;- applying the mining algorithm;- analyzing and re�ning the results;- knowledge onsolidation;The base is that eah step is de�ned either in terms of time span ortehnial knowledge and human e�ort. In data desription and sele-tion, suitable �les are seleted as well as suitable data �elds. There mayexist many �les/tables in the database. However, not all are suitablefor knowledge disovery. After an initial study, suitable and unsuitabledata should be identi�ed. The seletion here may involve seletion of�elds that are potentially useful for multiple mining tasks. In data



40 2.3 Business Intelligene and Knowledge Disovery in Database

Figure 2.2: A typial Business Intelligene pyramid

Figure 2.3: Steps of the KDD proess



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 41onversion, the database �le system suitable for the mining proess isidenti�ed and the data is onverted from its original stored format tothe seleted one. Data leaning removes (or redues) noise and errors inthe data. If the proportion of inonsistent or noise data is quite small,their deletion may have little e�et on the results. Inonsisteny mayalso ause su�ient trouble for the mining algorithm and small SQL-like statements may trak this type of inonsisteny and failitate themining task. With data transformation we mean re�eting the logialrelations between the tables into a single table that ontains all theinformation needed for the mining proess. Many of the mining algo-rithms do not work on multiple-tables and therefore we need somehowto ombine the tables into one. Redundany may arise as a result andone needs to be areful here as this ombination of tables may hangethe lass frequeny, whih will in turn a�et the mining proess.

Figure 2.4: The BI pyramid integrated with the KDD proessWhere and how the two proess may overlap? If we look at the BIpyramid, the two bottom layers are basially the organization of thedata soure of a ompany. In partiular, the ativities at the bottomare those desribed in Setion 2.2.2 related to data warehouse.In Figure 2.4 is shown a single proess overing both KDD and BI,in whih is possible to distinguish the KDD after the �rst two layers,typial of data warehouse.The use of data mining tehniques in Business Intelligene proessis visible today in many platform.



42 2.4 Data Mining2.4 Data MiningNowadays, there are some domains (remote sensor on satellites, tele-sope sanning skies, omplex sienti� simulations, miroarrays gener-ating gene expression data, et.) that produe/ollet and store data atenormous speeds (Gbyte/hour). Traditional tehniques are infeasiblefor raw data, this domains needs more than others the help of data min-ing tools and tehniques. Data mining is used for several goals, for dataredution, ataloging, lassifying, segmentation, that helps sientists inhypothesis formulation.In data mining, there are three primary omponents: model repre-sentation, model evaluation and searh. There are two basi types ofsearh methods used: parameter searh and model searh [80℄.In parameter searh, the algorithm searhes for the best set of pa-rameters for a �xed model representation that optimizes the spei�model on the data set. The optimal solution is reahable for relativelysimple problems. For more general models this is more di�ult, soit is needed to apply other methods, like gradient desend method ofbak-propagation [102℄.In model searh parameter are �xed and loop ours over the searhmethods. The model representation is hanged in a family of models.With this riteria the use of heuristi is very important and parameterare used to evaluate the quality of a partiular model. Here, heuristisearh plays a key role in �nding good solutions. More informationabout modern heuristi tehniques is provided in Abbass [2℄.In order to give a simple taxonomy of data mining a �rst possibledistintion is between tasks and tehniques. The tasks are the goalsthat a data miner have in mind, they answer to this question: do Iwant to desribe what is in data or I want to predit some event basingon the data stored in the database? Another question may be relatedto the types of tehnique available to reah the goal.2.4.1 Data mining tasksThere are two may types of data mining tasks: desriptive and predi-tive, a lassi�ation is presented in [1℄. In the following are listed thedata mining tasks, in parenthesis is spei�ed if they are desriptive orpreditive, for eah task the methods used are listed:- Features seletion (desriptive) - Dependeny models (Assoiation



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 43Rules).- Point predition/estimation (preditive) - Regression methods; Neu-ral networks; Regression deision trees; Support vetor mahines.- Classi�ation (preditive) - Statistial Regression models; Neuralnetworks; Deision trees; Support vetor mahines.- Rule Disovery (desriptive) - Deision trees; Learning lassi�ersystems.- Clustering (desriptive) - Density estimation methods; Neural net-works; Clustering tehniques.- Assoiation methods (desriptive) - Assoiation rules; Density es-timation models.The most relevant methods are summarized below:Dependeny models/Assoiation rules determine how are related var-ious harateristis of data (attributes). Dependeny modeling existsin two levels: the strutural level of the model that spei�es whihvariables are loally dependent on whih, the quantitative level of themodel spei�es the strengths of the dependenies using numerial rep-resentation [82℄. More about assoiation rules is desribed in Setion4.5.Feature Seletion is onerned with the identi�ation of a subset offeatures that allow to disriminate or predit the problem. The featureis found using fast iterative linear-programming-based algorithm thatterminates in a �nite number of steps [135℄. The feature seletion prob-lem is de�ned as a mathematial program with a parametri objetivefuntion and linear onstraints [25℄.Summarization methods �nd a ompat desription of a subset ofdata. Summarization an be performed using a bar hart or statistialanalysis. This is useful for understanding the importane of ertainattributes when ompared against eah other [108℄. More sophistiatedmethods involve the derivation of summary rules [6℄, multivariate visu-alization tehniques, and the disovery of funtional relationships be-tween variables [213℄.Clustering identi�es a �nite set of ategories or lusters to desribethe data [115℄. The ategories may be mutually exlusive and exhaus-tive, or onsist of a riher representation suh as hierarhial or over-lapping ategories [81℄. Unlike lassi�ation, in general the number of



44 2.4 Data Miningdesired groups is unknown, the lustering problem is usually treatedas a two-stage optimization problem. First, is determined the numberof lusters then the data is �tted to the most probable luster. The�rst step (determining the number of lusters) may be automati ormanual. Outliers are always possible. By using the sequential opti-mization tehniques or setting the number of lusters the optimality ofthe overall problem is not guaranteed.Regression modeling minimize the error funtion with an unon-strained optimization.Arti�ial Neural Networks are widely used for predition, estimationand lassi�ation [15, 176, 214℄. In terms of model evaluation, thestandard squared error and ross entropy loss funtions for trainingarti�ial neural networks an be viewed as log-likelihood funtions forregression and lassi�ation respetively [88, 167℄. Regression Treesand Rules are also used for preditive modeling, although they an beapplied for desriptive modeling as well.In lassi�ation, the basi goal is to predit the most likely state ofa ategorial variable (the lass) given the values of the other variables.This is fundamentally a density estimation problem [174℄. A numberof studies have been undertaken in the literature for modeling lassi�-ation as an optimization problem [25℄ inluding disriminant analysisfor lassi�ation whih uses an unonstrained optimization tehniquefor error minimization [162℄.Rule Disovery (RD) is one of the most important data mining tasks.The basi idea is to generate a set of symboli rules that desribe eahlass or ategory. Rules should usually be simple to understand andinterpret. RD an be a natural outome of the lassi�ation proessas a path in a deision tree from the root node to a leaf node thatrepresents a rule. However, redundany is often present in deisiontrees and the extrated rules are, in general, simpler than the tree. It isalso possible to generate the rules diretly without building a deisiontree as an intermediate step. In this ase, Learning Classi�er Systemsplay a key method to rule disovery.2.4.2 Data mining tehniquesIn the rest of this setion, we will present some of the most ommonlyused tehniques for data mining. This list should not be onsideredomplete, but rather a sample of the tehniques for data mining.



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 45Bayesian methods is a powerful lass of tehniques for data mining.It an be proven that bayesian methods work under unertainty. Theability of these tehniques to apture the underlying relationship be-tween the attributes and their use of probabilities as their method ofpredition inrease their reliability and robustness in data mining ap-pliations. The main problem with bayesian methods is that they arenot salable and the researh is trying to overome this problem.Feedforward Arti�ial Neural Networks are one of the most om-monly used arti�ial neural networks arhitetures for data mining.Feedforward arti�ial neural networks are non-parametri regressionmethods, whih approximate the underlying funtionality in data byminimizing a loss funtion. Arti�ial neural networks are known to beslow, reent advanes in this �eld present fast training algorithms aswell as adaptive networks [212℄. Arti�ial neural networks are largelyused in real life appliation sine, by rule of thumb, they have beendemonstrated that are more aurate than many data mining teh-niques.Deision trees may be univariate or multivariate [2℄. Univariate de-ision trees approximate the underlying distribution by partitioning thefeature spae reursively with axis-parallel hyperplanes. The underly-ing funtion, or relationship between inputs and outputs, is approxi-mated by a synthesis of the hyper-retangles generated from the parti-tions. Multivariate deision trees have more ompliated partitioningmethodologies and are omputationally more expensive than univariatedeision trees. The split at a node in an multivariate deision trees de-pends on �nding a ombination of attributes that optimally (or at leastsatisfatorily) partitions the input spae. The simplest ombination ofattributes is taken to be linear. Even in the simple ase, the proess isvery expensive sine �nding a single linear hyperplane that optimallysplits the data at a node is an NP-hard problem. A path from the rootnode to a leaf node in both univariate deision trees and multivariatedeision trees represent the rule for de�ning the lass boundary of thelass present at the leaf node.Support Vetor Mahines [42, 56, 196℄ are powerful tools for bothlassi�ation and point estimation. They lassify points by assigningthem to one of two disjoint half spaes that are either in the originalinput spae of the problem for linear lassi�ers, or in a higher dimen-sional feature spae for nonlinear lassi�ers. Support vetor mahines



46 2.5 Information Visualizationrepresent a good example of data mining tehniques that are based onoptimization theory.Optimization provide another alternative set of tehniques that pro-due robust results [25℄. The main problem with these tehniques issalability and slow onvergene. Global optimization an be ombinedwith heuristis to overome the slow performane of optimization teh-niques [14℄. However, onventional heuristis are muh faster by manyorders of magnitude than onventional optimization. Those methodsapplies to all the methods previously presented.2.5 Information Visualization2.5.1 IntrodutionMCormik says that �Visualization is a method of omputing. It trans-forms the symboli into the geometri, enabling researhers to observetheir simulations and omputations. Visualization o�ers a method forseeing the unseen. It enrihes the proess of sienti� disovery andfosters profound and unexpeted insights� [137℄.Visualization may be thought as an adjustable mapping from data toa visual form that a human may pereive. In the Figure 2.5 is desribeda proess that is needed to have this mapping. Raw data are availablein some format, then the data transformation proess maps data todata tables or relational desriptors; then visual mappings transformstables into visual strutures, ombining spatial substrates, marks andgraphial properties. Finally, the view transformation proess maps thevisual strutures to reate views of the visual strutures by speifyinggraphial parameters suh as position, saling, lipping.
Figure 2.5: Referene model for visualization. Visualization an be desribed as the mapping ofdata to visual form that supports human interation in a workspae for visual sense makingA de�nition for information visualization is �the use of interativevisual representations of abstrat data to amplify ognition� [45, 204,



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 47187, 18℄.Information visualization should not be onfused with sienti� vi-sualization, the di�erene is in the term abstrat. In sienti� visualiza-tion people wants to represent on the sreen real events and real objet(i.e. the health of a brain, a weather status or foreast, an EKG, stoktrends..), the information visualization's goal is to graphially representinformation that is in some way related to the knowledge of the user,not to a physial event. There are many visualization tehniques andthey may be lassi�ed in di�erent ways.Moreover, in sienti� visualization, 3D may be neessary, in parti-ular when typial questions involve ontinuous variables and volumes,surfaes, inside/outside, left/right, and above/below. In information vi-sualization, typial questions involve more ategorial variables and thedisovery of patterns, trends, lusters, outliers, and gaps in data suhas stok pries, patient reords, or soial relationships [53, 54, 44, 24℄.We are now all familiar with diret manipulation interfaes; theirsuess testify the power of using the omputer. Diret manipulationis based on some fundamental onepts, suh as the visualization of a-tions and objets of interest, the use of fast, inremental and reversibleations, and the immediate visualization of the result. Visual displaysallow to show relationships by proximity, ontainment, onneted lines,olor oding, et. In order to fous the attention to spei� items amongthousands of items highlighting tehniques (blinking, brightening, re-verse video) an be used. Rapid seletion an be performed by pointingto a visual display.By visually presenting information, we exploit the potentiality ofvisual pereption of human beings. Visual presentations are partiu-larly useful sine they allow users to ativate pereptual proedures toquikly obtain the desired result. Suh proedures substitute the log-ial inferenes the user should perform without a visual presentation.Moreover, by allowing dynami user ontrol of the visual informationthrough diret manipulation priniples, it is possible to traverse largeinformation spaes and failitate omprehension with redued anxiety.In a few tenths of a seond, humans an reognize features in mega-pixel displays, identify patterns and exeptions, reall related images.The use of proximity oding, olor oding, size oding, animated pre-sentation, and user-ontrolled seletions enable users to explore largeinformation spaes rapidly and with fun.



48 2.5 Information VisualizationToday the researh is foused on interation tehniques that, om-bined with information visualization tehniques, permit to reah thegoal of information visualization in a more e�etive way. The goal maybe synthetially expressed with this slogan: Find what you need andunderstand what you �nd. The sense is obvious, the user needs to �ndinformation, but even if it have the results of the searh he needs to wellunderstand them. So ��nd� is the keyword for information visualiza-tion. Finding information may be obtained through exploration, thatis supposed to be a nie experiene for the user, but this is not alwaystrue beause one of the main problems with information visualizationis the information overload and anxiety [172℄.2.5.2 Tasks in Information VisualizationThere are many visual design guidelines. Pereptual psyhologists,statistiians, and graphi designers o�er valuable guidane about pre-senting stati information [208, 192, 60, 21℄. The hallenge for infor-mation visualization researher today are dynami displays. A en-tral priniple for information visualization might be summarized inthe Shneiderman's Visual Information Seeking Mantra �Overview �rst,zoom and �lter, then details on demand� [178℄. In this setion is pre-sented a lassi�ation of tasks in information visualization aording toShneiderman's lassi�ation in [181℄.OverviewThe overview allows the user to grasp the entire ontent of the appli-ation and its distribution aross the di�erent attributes. Overviewstrategies inlude zoomed-out views of eah data type that allow usersto see the entire olletion plus an additional detail view. This detailview (also alled �eld-of-view box) is displayed into the overview thatgives the user the feedbak on what area is observed in the detail win-dow and often allow the user to move inside the overview area in orderto quikly fous on another data set. Providing an overview is partiu-larly useful in WWW interfaes for information systems, that give usersdiret aess to the ontent and interonnetions within an informationdomain. WWW navigation should be stimulating and attrative for theusers; unfortunately, due to the large amount of aessible information,the searh of some detailed information an often beome a long andomplex ativity. One of the main problem is the di�ulty users have in



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 49generating their mental model of the system they are interating with;it an be di�ult for them to grasp the kind of information stored andthe modality for managing it. Suh a problem is partiularly serioussine WWW interfaes are mostly used by oasional users, who arenot willing to perform an in-depth study, but need to easily grasp thekind of information they an have and want to get it quikly.ZoomZooming is another interesting task, sine users typially have an in-terest in some portion of a olletion, and they need tools to enablethem to ontrol the zoom fous and the zoom fator. A satisfying wayto zoom in is to point to a loation and to issue a zooming ommand.Smooth zooming helps users to preserve their sens of position and on-text. Another popular approah for keeping the ontext while zoomingsome areas of interest is the �sheye strategy [85℄; the �sheye distortionmagni�es one or more areas on the display. Typially, zoom fatorsrange from 3 to 30 while �sheye views fator is limited to about 5.Semanti zooming is an interesting feature, that allows to fous alwayson relevant information depending on the level of detail. Some exampleare Jazz and its suessor Piolo toolkits [17℄. Zooming is ruial inappliations for small displays, like appliation for mobile phones orPDAs.FilterUsers are not interested to all the displayed information so they maywant to �lter out uninteresting items in order to quikly fous on theitems of interest. Dynami queries applied to the items in the olle-tion are one of the key ideas in information visualization [7℄. Sliders,buttons, or other ontrol widgets oupled to rapid display update areused for the �lter task.Details-on-demandUsers want to see the details of data they are interating, beause theyare able to fully evaluate information looking to numbers or words.After having performed some interation the information visualizationtool should provide the possibility to show the details to the users.We an selet an item or a group of items to get details. One wehave obtained a few dozen of items, it should be easy to browse the



50 2.5 Information Visualizationdetails about the group or individual items. The usual approah is tosimply lik on an item to get a pop-up window with values of eahattributes. The details-on-demand window an ontain informationthat are related to the items of interest but not neessary visible on theworking window, an example is Spot�re [43℄, that may ontain HTMLtext with links.RelateUsers may want to view relationship among items. relationships anbe displayed by using proximity, by ontainment, by onneted lines,or by olor-oding. In the FilmFinder details-on-demand window [7℄users ould selet an attribute, suh as the �lm's diretor, and ausethe diretor alphaslider to be reset to the diretor name, thereby dis-playing only �lms by that diretor. The Table Lens emphasizes �ndingorrelations among pairs of numerial or ategorial attributes [165℄.HistoryWe an keep the history of ations to support undo, replay, and pro-gressive re�nement. Information exploration is inherently a proesswith many steps, thus keeping the history of ations and allowing usersto retrae their steps is important. Currently, many prototypes fail todeal with this requirement.ExtratIt is also useful to allow extration of sub-olletions of the query pa-rameters. One users have obtained the item or the set of items theydesire, it would be useful for them to be able to extrat that set and tostore it into a �le in a format that would failitate other uses, suh assending by e-mail, printing, inserting into a presentation pakage. Asan alternative to saving the result set, they might want to save the set-tings for the ontrol widgets. At the moment, few prototypes supportthis task.Shneiderman replaes the well known sentene �a piture is worth athousand words� to �an interfae is worth a thousand pitures� [181℄,this easily give the sense of information visualization goals. Many peo-ple use omputers everyday, digital environment are ubiquitous. Newtehniques are used and eah is better than the one before. While before



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 51the development of a omplex interfae was a long proess nowadaysdesigners and developers have powerful tools to develop them in a veryshort time. The most relevant think is not anymore how to do but whatto do. The main goal is to give the user a better experiene with themahine.2.5.3 Tehniques in Information VisualizationThere are many lassi�ations and taxonomies for information visual-ization tehniques, Keim uses three main dimensions [121℄:- Data type (1, 2, 3, multidimensional, text/web, hierarhies/graphs,algorithms/software);- Visualization tehniques, (standard 2D and 3D display, geometri-ally transormed display, ioni display, dense pixel display, stakeddisplay);- Interation and distorsion tehniques, (standard, projetion, �lter-ing, zoom, distortion, link/brush).He ombines those dimensions into a ube and put the tool in the spaede�ned by these three dimensions.Shneiderman lassify information visualization along two dimen-sions, the tasks (presented in Setion 2.5.2) and the data type.In the Shneiderman's taxonomy [181℄, there are four basi data types(1, 2, 3, or multidimensional) plus three more strutured data types(temporal, tree, and network). This lassi�ation is useful to desribethe visualizations that have been developed and to haraterize thelasses of problems that users enounter.1-D Linear DataThis big lass of data inludes program soure ode, textual douments,ditionaries, and alphabetial lists of names, all those data that an beorganized sequentially. Are exluded those sequential data that dependstritly on time, for those there is a dediated setion (2.5.3). Anexample in this ategory is [74℄. In order to represent this lass of datatype issues like olors, size, layout to use, what overview, srolling, orseletion methods are of interest for the user.



52 2.5 Information Visualization2-D Map dataAlso alled planar data inlude geographi maps, �oorplans, and news-paper layouts. Items are represented on the plane, sometimes thereis a layer logi in order to simulate a 3-D approah, but is not 3D, itis only a multi layered 2-Dimensional representation. There is a hugeolletion of tehniques and tools about maps in [65℄.3-D WorldThose are data type that ome from real-world suh as moleules, thehuman body, and buildings that have volume and omplex relationshipswith other items. Computer-assisted medial imagery, arhiteturaldrawing, mehanial design, hemial struture modeling, and sien-ti� simulations are built to handle these omplex three-dimensionalrelationships. Representing the 3rd dimension in a 2D sreen is notan easy task beause there are well known problems suh as olusion,navigation, omparison, olor. Solutions to the typial problems havebeen found, suh as overviews, landmarks, teleportation, enhaned 3Dtehnique. There are many examples and many information visualiza-tion researhers disuss a lot about the opportunity to display the thirddimension, and it is di�ult to justify in many ases.Temporal dataTime series are very ommon. The harateristi in this type of datais the time, this means that data are ordered (and this order annot behanged) and often are yli. Examples are meteorologial data, thatare in�uened by season, and during the day by the sun (if we onsidertemperature, during the night is lower than during the day). Silvaand Catari [184℄ made a survey on temporal data while more detailsabout time series are in Setion 4.10. An interesting work about theombination spae-time data is the work of Andrienko et al. [8℄, in thedomain of geovisualization.Multidimensional dataThere is an ative researh about multidimensional data. The possibil-ity to analyze multidimensional data is a goal of several researh area,not only in information visualization. In any ase the hallenge is torepresent those dimensions on the sreen and researher uses several



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 53tehniques. A typial domain is the one desribed in Setion 2.2.2, re-lated to the business domain. The representation of multidimensionaldata an be dynami and bidimensional. The user have some widgetsthat allow him to move into other dimensions. In Setion 4.8, 4.6 and4.9 are presented tools that allow multidimensional data visualizationand analysis.Tree dataHierarhies or tree strutures are olletions of items, in whih eahitem (exept the root) has a link to one parent item. Items and thelinks between parent and hild an have multiple attributes. One ofthe most known tree representation is the Windows Explorer, someexamples of appliation that visualize tree data are [160, 46, 130, 19℄.Network dataTrees are a sub-ase of graphs. The di�erene between a tree and agraph is that a node in a tree have only one parent, while in a grapha node may have more than one parent. There are many types of net-works (ayli, latties, (un)rooted, (un)direted), but it is onvenientto onsider them all as one data type. Network visualization is an oldbut still imperfet art beause of the omplexity of relationships. InSetion 4.5 is presented a tool that uses graphs to visualize assoiationrules.The presented data types may be ombined and other types maybe used (four-dimensional data, mutitrees). The taxonomy here are tohelp understanting the range of problems in information visualization,there are other problems to fae in order to reate suessful tools. Im-porting data is often an underestimated task, one of the problem is theseletion and the leaning of data, but also dealing with missing data[73℄ is not an easy task; Is very important to provide Textual informa-tion using labels or sreen tips; additional information is often needed,so it is important to give aess to related information about a spei�item; another hallenge is to visualize large volume of data, often visu-alization are not salable; also the integration with data mining toolsis an ativity that is more present in the most reent information vi-sualization tools. Data miners needs to visualize their results and tointerat with them, DAE tools aim to this result, more in detail see Se-tion 4.5 and 4.6. The ooperation is another topi to take into aount,



54 2.6 Visual Data Miningsine ollaborative work and distane learning are ativities that havebeen gained popularity; �nally the universal usability is a hallenge forinformation visualization, sine there are ommunities that annot usestandard devies, in order to give an example, the mobile users om-munity may be ompared to �blind� users, at least those that use nongraphi mobile phones.2.6 Visual Data MiningCurrently there are several several de�nition for Visual Data Mining(VDM), it may be de�ned as an approah to explorative data analysisand knowledge disovery that is built on the extensive use of visualomputing. Many researher does not have a lear idea of what VDMis and what is not.Shneiderman presents the advantages of the use of information vi-sualization ombined with data mining, explaining that omputationaltools suh as data mining and information visualization have advaneddramatially in reent years, but they have been developed by largelyseparate ommunities having di�erent philosophies. Data mining andmahine learning researhers tend to believe in the power of their sta-tistial methods to identify interesting patterns without human inter-vention, while information visualization researhers tend to believe inthe importane of user ontrol by domain experts to produe usefulvisual presentations that provide unantiipated insights [179℄.Niggerman talk about VDM but gives no de�nitions [152℄.Keim says that the basi idea of visual data mining is to present thedata in some visual form, allowing the human to get insight into thedata, draw onlusions, and diretly interat with the data. It is alsothe proess of searhing and analyzing databases to �nd impliit butpotentially useful information [121℄. More formally: VDM is the pro-ess of �nding a subset D′ of the database D and hypoteses Hu(D
′, C)that a user u onsider useful in an appliation ontext C [121℄.Many researher agree that Visual Data Mining is also onsidered asa olletion of interative re�etive methods that support explorationof data sets by dynamially adjusting parameters to see how they a�etthe information being presented [185, 138, 151, 91℄.VDM is the use of visualization tehniques to allow data miners andanalysts to evaluate, monitor, and guide the inputs, produts and pro-



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 55ess of data mining. It an help introdue user insights, preferenes, andbiases in earlier stages of the data mining life-yle to redue its overallomputation omplexity and redue the set of uninteresting patternsin the produt [86℄.VDM ould be related with all the previously tasks desribed inSetion 2.4. The goal should be to provide a synthesis of visualizationand data mining, to enhane the e�etiveness of the overall data miningproess.Ankerst de�nes VDM as �a step in the KDD proess that uses vi-sualizations as a ommuniation hannel between the omputer andthe user to produe novel and interpretable patterns� [10℄. He alsopresents a possible ombination of information visualization tehniqueswith data mining tools [9℄.VDM involves the use of visual representations that an be appliedin the three data-mining life yle stages: data preparation, model ap-pliation and validation of the results. This may involve a partitioningof VDM in three �elds, eah one targeted on produing visual repre-sentations that will enhane eah single stage, plus another set of visu-alization tools at an higher abstration level that allow the interationwith the overall proess.VDM ould be exploited in the preparation to visually de�ne andguide the pre-proessing tasks. This involves the visual manipulationof row data aording to the requirements imposed by the data miningtasks. Visual manipulation means the ability to use visualizations tohandle problems suh as missing data, data transformations, samplingand pruning, data inonsistenies, all tasks related to this stage. Suhability enable the data miner to formulate aurate hypotheses andobjetives in KDD, and selet arefully only the relevant and usefuldata to be sampled and extrated during the data pre-proessing. Thisis the ase shown in Figure 2.6(). Data are immediately visualizedwithout running a sophistiated algorithm before. By interating andoperating on the visualization, the user has full ontrol over the searhin the searh spae. The patterns are obtained by exploring the data.This stage may be used also to perform visual data mining without theatual use of data mining algorithm. Looking to the de�nition of datamining, if the user disovers novel and unexpeted insights from datathis may be seen as a way to perform data mining.VDM may imply the spei�ation of data mining models using vi-



56 2.6 Visual Data Miningsualizations. Seletion of the training data set and model, de�nitionof its parameters, training proess spei�ation and outomes storageare the general tasks of this stage. Moreover visualization tehniquesmay provide a visual overview of the whole model. This implies evalu-ation, monitoring and guidane of the data-mining module. Evaluationinludes the validation of training samples, test-samples, and learnedmodels against the data in the database plus the appropriateness of dataand learning algorithms for spei� data-mining ativities. Monitoringinludes ativities suh as traking the progress of the data-mining al-gorithms, evaluating the ontinued relevane of learned patterns in theontext of database updates, et. Guidane inludes ativities suhas user-initiated biasing or altering inputs, learned patterns and othersystem deisions. Moreover often data mining algorithms are iterativeand the results of an iteration are the input for the next iteration. Theintermediate result an be appropriately visualized, then the user re-trieves the interesting patterns in the visualization of the intermediateresult and may also hange them in order to in�uene the next step.One basi motivation for this approah is to make the algorithmi partindependent from an appliation. This senario is depited in Figure2.6(b).The results of a data mining model appliation should allow users todisuss and explain the logi behind the model with olleagues, to ex-plain results to ustomers, or, in general to deision makers. If the useran understand what has been disovered, he or she will trust it anduse it. A omprehensible data mining model is also a trusted model,even often, auray is traded o� for understandability. Advaned visu-alization tehniques expand the number of models that domain expertsan understand. From this point of view having visualizations for thepresentation of results is the most ommon hoie. In most ases theresults of data mining algorithms are di�ult to be understood by hu-mans who are austomed to pereive information by their visual sensesor, even if they are experts the quantity of data may produe ognitiveoverload and they may not well understand the results or, at least theymay �nd very hard to extrat useful knowledge from the results. Thisase is the one depited in Figure 2.6(a).In this ontext, VDM may be seen as the graphial presentation ofdata, whether the data is row data, summary data, or mined outomesextrated from data. This is a type of visual data analysis, where



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 57the analyti omponent is shifted from the ognitive system to humanpereption. Based on the visualization, the user may want to returnto the data mining algorithm and run it again with modi�ed inputparameters;This lassi�ation provides a possibility to distinguish between dif-ferent approahes for visual data mining and re�nes the de�nition ofthe KDD proess by fousing on the data mining and evaluation.

Figure 2.6: Di�erent approahes to visual data miningThe goal of VDM is to move information hidden in the data spaeto the visualization spae, in this way the is easier for the knowledgeworker (or deision maker) to grasp insight from data. To do that thereis the need to provide the user with more information possible, but onthe other hand, the risk for information overload is high, so it is neededthat only relevant information should be presented to the user. Thebalane those two opposite needs makes hard the prodution of newvisualization models. Another issue related to data presentation is thatfrom raw data to the result it is needed to visualize also relationshipsand how original data have been transformed into results.2.6.1 Explanatory exampleThe lassi example to explain the usefulness of visualization is at-tributed to Dr. J. Snow. In the nineteenth entury, there were severaloutbreaks of holera in London. In the 1849 outbreak, a large pro-



58 2.6 Visual Data Miningportion of the vitims reeived their water from two water ompanies.Both of these water ompanies had the soure of their water on theThames River, just downstream from a sewer outlet. In an 1854 out-break, most of the deaths ourred within the area of the Southwarkand Vauxhall Water Company. Fortunately, just before the outbreak,the Lambeth Water Company reloated their water soure to a lesspolluted point so fewer deaths ourred among their ustomers. Thedistribution of deaths was one of the primary fators whih proved thatthe deaths were aused by ingestion. Dr. Snow plotted the distributionof deaths in London on a map 2.7. He determined that an unusuallyhigh number of deaths were taking plae near a water pump on BroadStreet. Snow's �ndings led him to petition the loal authorities to re-move the pump's handle. This was done and the number of holeradeaths was dramatially redued. The work of Dotor Snow stands outas one of the most famous and earliest ases of geography and mapsbeing utilized to understand the spread of a disease [61℄.

Figure 2.7: Snow's map. In the map are drawn the death and the wather wells of London in 1849Today omputers are powerful means that help human in manag-ing information proessing systems. Humans are limited in salingand are easily overwhelmed by big data volumes. Data mining help



Visual Data Mining and related disiplines 59to redue the data volumes and omplement human apabilities. Vi-sualization makes data mining near the humans presenting results ofthis proess and giving the human more possibility to grasp insightsfrom data. Data mining is primarily entred on omputation and onalgorithms, visualizations emphasize user interation and data manip-ulations. Algorithms that works stand alone may miss the possibilityto take advantage of to the human knowledge, and then the users anlose opportunity in high-dimensional spaes. The ombination of thetwo approah provide opportunity to take advantage eah other andhene to solve more di�ult analysis problems.The missing thing is that the human pereption enables the users toanalyze omplex event in a very short time, hene to reognize relevantinformation and then make deisions. The human pereption systemis able to immediately spot unusual properties and ignore well-knownproperties. Humans are able to handles impreise knowledge easierand better than a omplex urrent omputer system, and easily pro-vide omplex onlusion. It is worth to note that most data miningtehniques work fully automatially but need to have a-priori de�nedtasks. The tasks are a spei� type of hypothesis and the goal of thealgorithms are to �nd quantitative rules that make the hypotheses morespei� and allow the user to on�rm or rejet them. Task-oriented datamining is important but it is also important to develop tehniques fordata-driven hypotheses generation. For this purpose, it is neessary toinlude the human in the data mining proess and ombine the �exibil-ity, reativity, and general knowledge of the human with the enormousstorage apaity and the omputational power of today's omputers[121℄.For those reasons visual data mining ould be very important tomake the deision maker part of the data mining proess and takeadvantage of human's pereptual system.
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62 3.1 Introdution3.1 IntrodutionIn this setion a survey on researh and ommerial systems that workin the area of Business Intelligene, Information Visualization, and Vi-sual Data Mining is presented. We have seen that these three areas arerelated, this means that some of the systems presented ould be posi-tioned in more than one area. We put those system in the area thatis more representative for the system taken into aount. The surveymay also be extended, there is a huge presene of systems both in theresearh and in the ommerial setors.3.2 Business Intelligene systemsThe urrent senario is haraterized by an inreasing ompetition, theompany data are more and more used as a strategi resoure, and thebusiness is more and more based on the strategi support. Many peoplesays that now is the right moment to exploit the Business PerformaneManagement strategies [51, 206℄.Business Performane Management solutions help ompanies to mea-sure their own performane in order to improve the management of pro-esses, gain e�ieny and ompetitiveness, through a faster and easieraess to the ompany information, everywhere and when needed.Many information useful for divine market hanges, ustomer be-havior, produts and servies demand, in order to make business planare staked in transational systems, in the so many worksheets andinto log �les produed by web appliations. Without the right tools tomove information to the right people at the right time ompanies mayloose market positions.The senario is rapidly hanging and we have already seen in Se-tion 2.2.2 that the stakeholders understand that the atual value for aompany is measured by the apaity to aess to information.Business Intelligene provides the users with tehnologies and basiservies needed to develop powerful Business Performane Managementappliation for a spei� ompany. With the Business Intelligene toolsthe users should be able to interat with data and intuitively explorethem in real-time.In this setion is presented a little survey on the most relevant Busi-ness Intelligene tools used today. A partiular attention is dediatedto the user interfae. The order in whih they are presented is not



Related work 63relevant. At the end of the setion it is illustrated a short omparisontable, whih ompares relevant features on those tools.3.2.1 MirostrategyAording to Mirostrategy1 Business Intelligene systems should havethe following harateristis:Business Intelligene software allows users to �nd answers in theirdata. In order to trigger business deisions, they must be presentedin an intuitive way, possibly using graphial forms, grids, soreards,maps, or a ombination. Reports must be desriptive, visually appeal-ing and aessible to the entire organization.To maximize value, true enterprise reporting must address the fol-lowing apabilities:- Rih Data Aess: BI solutions must be able to read large volumesof data from disparate data soures.- Complex Formatting: Users should be able to develop and produereports with a wide variety of preise formats, from dashboards toinvoies to detailed sales or inventory reports to the most sophis-tiated graphial presentations.- Salable, Seure Platform Arhiteture: Reports should be deploy-able to a large number of users with entral administration andwithout ompromising performane or data seurity.Mirostrategy has a rih set of presentation styles. The data an bepresented in ommon formats suh as grids or graphs. The XML arhi-teture enables data to be transformed into other presentation mediasuh as maps, Gantt harts and soreards. Customers an visualizethe data in a format that makes the most sense for their business needs.More in detail, Mirostrategy has:- Support for 80 graph types (inluding 3-D rendering options) withtitle formatting, axes formatting, grid wall formatting and graphbakground formatting;- A library of standard grid formatting templates that an be us-tomized using the the XSL (eXtended Style Language) language;1http://www.mirostrategy.om/Solutions/5Styles/enterprise_reporting.asp



64 3.2 Business Intelligene systems- Formatting features inluding subtotals, banding and ustom group-ing;- Creation of douments that ombine grid, graph and text and thatmay be viewed over the Web or distributed via email;- Bath prodution and distribution of reports;- Ability to ombine multiple reports into a single �report dash-board�Mirostrategy, born in 1989, is one of the most representative om-pany in the business intelligene area. Basing on the historial devel-opment of appliations and tehnology for business intelligene todayMirostrategy is promoting the �ve ommon styles of that have evolvedduring the past deade; eah style represents a harateristi usage andfuntion by end users [139℄:Enterprise Reporting Broadly deployed pixel-perfet report formatsfor operational reporting and soreards/dashboards targeted atinformation onsumers and exeutives.Cube Analysis OLAP slie-and-die analysis of limited data sets, tar-geted at managers and others who need a safe and simple environ-ment for basi data exploration within a limited range of data.Ad Ho Query and Analysis Fully investigative query into all data,as well as automated slie-and-die OLAP analysis of the entiredatabase � down to the transation level of detail if neessary.Targeted at information explorers and power users.Statistial Analysis and Data Mining Full mathematial, �nanial,and statistial treatment of data for purposes of orrelation anal-ysis, trend analysis, �nanial analysis and projetions. Targetedat the professional information analysts.Alerting and Report Delivery Proative report delivery and alert-ing to very large populations based on shedules or event triggersin the database. Targeted at very large user populations of infor-mation onsumers, both internal and external to the enterprise.In Figure 3.1 is shown the relationship between the user interativityand the number and type of users ompared to all eah of this �ve styles.In the middle there are business managers, whih are those users who
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Figure 3.1: The 5 Styles of Business Intelligene have evolved to support di�erent needs, fromadvaned professional analysis to basi information onsumption.

Figure 3.2: The MiroStrategy arhiteture delivers any or all Styles of BI through a uni�ed userinterfae and leverages an integrated bakplane of uni�ed serviesmakes deisions. They typially use soreards and dashboards, theread also reports, that are mostly stati.Mirostrategy arhitetureDuring time the MiroStrategy arhiteture was ompletely rebuiltfrom the ground up from 1996 through 2000 to ahieve preisely thisrange of �exibility, along with unparalleled salability � all the thingsthat ompanies need. In the 7i version Mirostrategy developed a uni-�ed user interfae in order to give the user always the same environ-ment even using di�erent servies or modules. the appliation layer isomposed of all appliations belonging to eah of the 5 BI styles (�vegroup of servies). Those �ve group of servies are performed from four



66 3.2 Business Intelligene systems

Figure 3.3: Evolution of o�ered servies during time in Business Objetsomponents:- Mirostrategy Report Servie- Mirostrategy OLAP Servies- Mirostrategy Ingelligene Server- Mirostrategy Narrowast ServerAt the bottom is visible an integrated bakplane that is the datalayer.3.2.2 Business ObjetsOverviewIn the Figure 3.3 is shown the relatively long history (ompared withothers BI tools) of Business Objets (BO). Like other BI vendors, BOo�ers a wide set of produts in order to satisfy the need of the om-panies. Today BO is at the version 6.5 and improved a lot of previousservies. Considering the di�erent BI areas, BO has been distinguishedin the past for the advaned reporting system. Even today, that o�ersa global solution, reporting is one of the best servies that is possibleto have with this tool.BO now is Web-based and is omposed of:- Query and analysis - tools that allow to query data soure (Rela-tional or OLAP) and then analyze them;



Related work 67- Performane management - to monitor business metris, analyzeperformanes and hoose objetives;- Analytis - allow business analysis like the ustomer pro�ling andROI2 analysis;- Data integration - aess, integration, transformation, and distri-bution among data soures;- Business Intelligene infrastruture - a framework for BI that in-ludes a portal, a data aess interfae, an SDK3 and systems fordata aess ontrol, monitor and alerting.3.2.3 COGNOSCognos has a set of business intelligene apabilities that allow peopleaross a ompany to reate, modify, and distribute reports. Cognosontains OLAP software that allow to easily perform multidimensionalanalysis and data visualization software to ommuniate omplex in-formation intuitively. ETL apabilities let the user unite di�erent datasoures.These apabilities help ompanies exeute an overall business strat-egy of driving breakthrough performane aross the enterprise.3.2.4 HyperionHyperion Business Intelligene Platform ombines OLAP4, query andreporting, ad-ho analysis, data integration and appliation develop-ment tools. Hyperion platform integrates di�erent types of data frommultiple systems through a set of integration tehnologies. This inte-gration provides a ommon view of business strutures and data arossthe enterprise, inluding data from transational appliations suh asbilling, olletions, manufaturing, sales fore automation and all en-ter; and data warehouses, spreadsheets, �at �les, and Web logs. Hy-perion platform leverages ommon tools suh as work �ow, modeling,reporting and OLAP within and aross Business Performane Man-agement appliations to support all aspets of the management yle.Hyperion platform enables in-house and third-party developers to on-2Return Of Investment3Software Development Kit4On-Line Analytial Proessing



68 3.2 Business Intelligene systemsentrate on building new appliations or extending existing ones ratherthan on how to integrate new appliations one they are developed.Hyperion uses Visual Explorer a visual tool used by: brand managersto understand top and bottom performing produts, and inrease prof-itability by orrelating produt performane to di�erent ustomer de-mographi, geographi and hannel variables; Business analysts to un-derstand trade promotion e�etiveness by orrelating lift with events,produts, ustomers, and hannels. They an alloate the spendingof trade dollars based on exeution and pro�tability; Category man-agers to analyze store sales, view the many dimensions of retail salesategories in a simple interfae, and sort and �lter ategory views toimprove merhandiseplanning; Quality assurane managers to quikly�slie and die� prodution data and loate problemati outliers, andeasily produe interative pitures of prodution line performane bydragging and dropping dimensions; Finanial analysts to analyze, lus-ter, and ategorize their ustomers along a variety of key metris; allenter managers to understand how to up-sell and ross-sell to us-tomers based on various ustomer attributes and past produt purhasehistory.3.2.5 MirosoftA white paper [69℄ perform a omparison among three of the mainOLAP platform that support BI, namely Mirosoft SQL Server 2000,IBM DB2 OLAP Server and Hyperion Essbase. Essbase has a strongOLAP engine and IBM has made signi�ant improvements in the a-pabilities of DB2 OLAP Server, Analysis Servies seems to be muhmore salable, omprehensive, and a�ordable solution for Business In-telligene. The database arhiteture of Analysis Servies has set a newstandard in the OLAP marketplae, and seems to be superior to thatof DB2 OLAP Server/Essbase for three main reasons:- Its ability to manage data explosion. Analysis Servies does notstore sparse data, and ontains support for virtual dimensions,dynami alulated measures, and partial aggregation. AnalysisServies also applies powerful data ompression algorithms to re-due the �nal size of the ube that gets stored.- Its ability to store data using MOLAP, ROLAP, or HOLAP arossmultiple partitions in a single ube, thereby allowing for very large



Related work 69appliations.- Its ability to provide an audit trail and instant availability of ag-gregations from write-bak operations.Analysis Servies an be implemented and deployed more quikly be-ause:- It provides a series of wizards that walk users through the keysteps of designing, building, and tuning the database.- It an build meta data strutures diretly from the star and snow�akeshemes in the data warehouse, without the need to purhase ad-ditional software.- It uses an open API arhiteture that enables more rapid devel-opment of ustom appliations.Analysis Servies total ost of ownership is lower beause:- The software liensing fees are simply not as high.- Implementation osts are redued due to shorter implementationtimes. Fewer onsulting hours will be required to perform databasetuning.- Cost of support is lower sine Analysis Servies provides powerfulsheduling and data transformation tools.- Analysis Servies has demonstrated that it is the best-in-lassOLAP engine.3.2.6 OraleOrale Business Intelligene 10g5 features ranges from ad-ho query,reporting and analysis to Extrat, Transform and Load (ETL) to busi-ness intelligene appliation development, in a single pakage. It triesto aomplish the need of ompanies that prefer a single environmentto perform all the ativities related to management and query of infor-mation that present in the ompany.5http://www.orale.om/appserver/bi_home.htmlhttp://www.orale.qassoiates.o.uk/orale-9i-business-intelligene.htm



70 3.2 Business Intelligene systemsDisoverer 6 is an intuitive ad-ho query, reporting, analysis, andWeb-publishing tool that empowers business users at all levels of theorganization to gain immediate aess to information from data marts,data warehouses, on-line transation proessing systems and Orale E-Business Suite. Casual users (those that perform a random aess tothe database) an view and navigate through pre-de�ned reports andgraphs. Disoverer allow to hide the omplexity of the underlying datastruture.In order to onsolidate disparate data soures, perform any requireddata transformations, manage the warehouse life yle, and integratewith the analysis tools, there is DS Warehouse Builder that �rst mapstransational soures to a target data warehouse using an extration,transformation, and loading (ETL) proess. Then DSWarehouse Buildergenerates the ode to extrat, transform and load data. One the on-solidation take plae and data are loaded into a target warehouse, themultidimensional design is shared with Disoverer, another tool of thesuite.Analyti Funtions allow users to answer sophistiated business ques-tions on demand, analytis onsist of ranking, period-to-period ompar-isons and moving averages, that are available to administrators and endusers. Users an sort, pivot, and drill on the data to meet their analysisneeds. Orale 9i DS Reports will permit multiple queries in the samereport, where eah query an be based on a di�erent data soure.Reports an publish data from the database using di�erent formats:PDF, XML, HTML, HTML/CSS, Postript, PCL, Delimited text, andRTF. Users an publish data using industry-standard JSP's 7.Also developers are supported, they are able to reate their ownjava-based extensions to the Reports Server to open it up to previouslyunsupported destinations suh as Fax, FTP, et. The broadast of thisinformation an be done on-demand or sheduled, or even as a reationto an event that has ourred within an Orale9 i Database.Orale9i Data Mining allows ompanies to build advaned businessintelligene appliations that mine ompany's databases to disover newinsights and integrate those insights into business appliations. TheOrale9i Database has embedded data-mining funtionality like lassi-�ations, preditions, and assoiations.This allows appliation developers to integrate data-mining apabil-6http://www.orale.om/tehnology/produts/disoverer/index.html7Java Server Pages: http://java.sun.om/produts/jsp/



Related work 71ities into their business intelligene appliations 8.Orale9 i AS Portal is a omplete framework for development anddeployment of web-based portals. It inludes user administration, se-urity, ontent ustomization, and development features to reate andmaintain basi reports, harts, and form-based appliations. Creatinga Business Intelligene dashboard personalized by job role is easy withOrale9 i AS Portal. Charts and/or reports representing key perfor-mane indiators (KPI's) an be rapidly developed. These harts andreports are deployed as portlets. Individual users may ustomize theirportal presentation by seleting the KPI portlets that are most relevantto their management fous.3.2.7 SASThe SAS slogan is �A wealth of knowledge at your �ngertips�, now is atversion 9, and o�er an integrated Intelligene Platform that is omposedby:- an ETL Server that inludes di�erent aess engines, an integratedmetadata management, data leansing and a graphial interfae;- a way to store information o that all the appliation an aess tothe same information (like in a data warehouse);- the SAS Enterprise BI Server empowers users by giving them a-ess to information in the format they need, when they need it.It provides appropriate interfaes for various user skill levels andneeds, enabling users to generate their own answers;- a set of analytis, algorithms, mathematial data manipulationand modeling apabilities. SAS takes the mystery out of thesehigh-end statistial tehniques by oupling them with a wide rangeof user interfaes and graphis. More in detail, it provides data vi-sualization with maps, harts and plots. Users are enabled arossthe enterprise to visually present their ideas and �ndings using ahuge variety of business maps, harts, plots and 3D relationshipgraphs. Choropleth, prism, blok and surfae maps an be reatedin many olors and patterns. Available harts inlude vertial andhorizontal bar, pie, donut, sub grouped pie and donut, star and8Typial ativities supported by data mining are: Preventing ustomer attrition; Cross-sellingto existing ustomers; Aquiring new ustomers; Deteting fraud; Identifying the most pro�tableustomers; Pro�ling ustomers with more auray



72 3.2 Business Intelligene systemsblok, and many more. Plots inlude satter, line, area, bub-ble, multiple axis and overlay. Data also an be displayed withina three-dimensional oordinate system using response surfaes orsatter plots.3.2.8 Conluding remarksConsidering the tools that implement OLAP in Figure 3.4 is lear thatMirostrategy and Brio have the best solution for the ompany. Thosetools implement also a set of user interfae, inluding wizard and us-tomized to the type of user that helps the user using that tool. Theanalysis onsiders several fators, among those fators there is the re-porting (the leader is Brio), the improved ustomer satisfation, howthe system helps making better deisions (the leader is Mirostrategy).

Figure 3.4: Table showing the omparison of 6 BI produtsFigure 3.5 represent an possible software on�guration of BI in amedium-sized ompany. Typially are the head of departments of theompany that hoose their ustomized solutions department automa-tion basing on whih produt has the greatest strength in one targetedBI usage area. No produts today does have a global solution, eventhough some of them, like Mirostrategy, have a vision that overs allthe aspet of the ompany. As a onsequene is that in the ompanythere are have several appliations, eah speialized in a ontext. Oneof the urrent hallenges of BI produts is to o�er a global solution toompanies. The need omes from the need to have available the truthof the ompany's data.Applying very �exible tools in one of the setor of the ompany willguarantee that even the arhiteture hanges those tools may still work



Related work 73well on data extrated from the ompany data soure. One of the ideasfor the framework presented in the thesis is to handle the result of thequery or of the report produed from those systems and o�er to thedeision maker an alternative way to put the hands on data. Lookingto the tehnial spei�ations many of those systems are open and o�erthe possibility to integrate third party tools.

Figure 3.5: Multi-platform analyti appliation framework3.3 Information Visualization systems3.3.1 Information Visualization PrototypesIn this work, we are partiularly interested to designing visualizationtools that provide users a rapid overview of the ontent of an informa-tion system. Reently, many visual query systems have been developed[49℄; suh systems use visual representations to depit the domain ofinterest and express related requests. Indeed, exploring large multi-attribute databases is greatly failitated by presenting information vi-sually. Among di�erent visualization tehniques of databases proposedin the literature, Ahlberg and Shneiderman have proposed star�elddisplays [7℄, that plot items from a database as small seletable spots(either points or small 2D �gures) using two of the ordinal attributesof the data as the variables along the display axes. The displayed in-formation an be �ltered by hanging the range of displayed values oneither axes. If this is done inrementally and smoothly, the result is



74 3.3 Information Visualization systemszooming in and out on the star�eld display, and the user an trakthe motion of the spots without getting disoriented by sudden, largehanges in ontext.The values of other attributes of the database an also be varied bythe user through appropriate widgets that allow to perform dynamiqueries [183℄. This is a very interesting visual query formulation teh-nique (see Catari et al. [49℄ for a lassi�ation of suh tehniques),based on range seletion, i.e. it allows a searh onditioned by a givenrange on multi-key data sets. The query is formulated through diretmanipulation of graphial widgets, suh as buttons, sliders, and srol-lable lists, with one widget being used for every key. The user aneither indiate a range of numerial values (with a range slider), or asequene of names alphabetially ordered (with an alpha slider). Givena query, a new query is easily formulated by moving the position of aslider with a mouse; this is supposed to give a sense of power but alsoof fun to the user, who is hallenged to try other queries and see howthe result is modi�ed. Higher usability is ensured if the query results�t on a single sreen and are displayed quikly, i.e. within a seond[183℄. Moreover, input and output data are of the same type and mayeven oinide. As a onsequene, dynami query appliations typiallyenode multi-attribute database items as dots or olored polygons ona star�eld display.An appliation of dynami queries is shown in [183℄ and refers toa real-estate database. There are sliders for loation, number of bed-rooms, and prie of houses in the Washington, D. C. area. The usermoves these sliders to �nd appropriate houses. Retrieved ones are in-diated by bright points on a Washington, D. C. map shown on thesreen. Another interesting appliation that ombines dynami queriesand star�eld displays is FilmFinder [7℄; it allows information aboutmovies to be retrieved by providing names of ators, atresses, or moviediretors through alphasliders, or values of other attributes through ap-propriate range sliders and buttons. The user an selet some values byusing a slider, and this �rst hoie determines the set of values that anbe seleted with the remaining widgets. For example, if the user has se-leted a spei� movie diretor, only names of ators and atresses whoworked with that diretor an be seleted next. This strategy is alledtight oupling and it is aimed at preventing users from speifying nullsets. In other words, query widgets and their related query formulation



Related work 75mehanisms are designed to interat with eah other to avoid emptyquery results; this is ahieved by restriting users to speify query ri-teria that lead to non-empty results. A tightly oupled query is thena series of �lters seleting a subset of a database. For eah new �lterthat is set, users an only selet values of the remaining �lters that letthrough at least one database objet still existing after the last �lter.Dynami queries are also alled diret-manipulation queries, sinethey are based on the same fundamental onepts of diret manipula-tion illustrated above. One of the big advantages of suh interationtehnique is that it allows fousing the attention on the tasks the usershave to perform. Objets of interest are all displayed so that ationsour in the high level semanti domain. Eah ommand is a om-prehensible ation in the domain of the problem whose e�et is imme-diately visible; this relieves the user from the burden of deomposingtasks into syntatially omplex sequenes, thus reduing user load inproblem-solving. The sliders are a good metaphor for the operation ofentering a value for a �eld in the query: hanging the value is done bya physial ation instead of entering the value by a keyboard. Suh a-tion is easily reversible by moving the drag box, if the obtained resultsare not what users expeted. No ation is illegal, hene error messagesare not needed. More referenes to work on dynami queries an befound in [180℄.At Xerox PARC in the last years a group of researhers has devel-oped several information visualizations, with the aim of helping theusers understand and proess the information stored into the system[168, 165, 47, 130℄. They have reated the �information workspaes�,i.e. omputer environments in whih the information is moved from theoriginal soure, suh as networked databases, and where several toolsare at disposal of users for browsing and manipulating the information.One of the main harateristi of suh workspaes is that they o�ergraphial representations of information that failitate rapid perep-tion of the overall patterns. Moreover, they use 3D and/or distortiontehniques to show some portion of the information at a greater level ofdetail , but keeping it within a larger ontext. These are usually alled�sheye tehniques [85℄, or alternatively fous + ontext, that bettergives the idea of showing an area of interest (the fous) quite largeand with detail, while the other areas are shown suessively smallerand in less detail. Suh an approah is very e�etive when applied to



76 3.3 Information Visualization systemsdouments, and also to graphs [169℄. It ahieves a smooth integrationof loal detail and global ontext. It has more advantages of other ap-proahes to �lter information, suh as 1) zooming or 2) the use of twoor more views, one of the entire struture and the other of a zoomedportion; the former approah shows loal details but looses the overallstruture, the latter requires extra sreen spae and fores the viewerto mentally integrate the views. In the fous + ontext approah, it ise�etive to provide animated transitions when hanging the fous, sothat the user remains oriented aross dynami hanges of the displayavoiding unneessary ognitive load. A good example is provided bythe Perspetive Wall [134℄. For other tehniques developed at XeroxPARC see [165℄.Numerous prototypes have been proposed for information visualiza-tion. The ones mentioned above are among those providing the mostnovel ideas. Shneiderman provides in [45℄ a very good survey.3.3.2 CommonGisCommonGis is a software tool for spatio-temporal data visualization[89, 8℄. This lass of software on the one hand exploits the oppor-tunities provided by modern omputer tehnologies and, on the otherhand, inorporate the legay from the onventional artography. An-drienko et al. [8℄ have undertaken a study with the aim to enumeratethe basi set of tehniques (regardless of the implementation peuliar-ities) devised to support exploratory analysis of spatio-temporal datathrough visualization or in onnetion with visualization and evaluatethese tehniques from two perspetives:1. what types of spatio-temporal data they are appliable to;2. what exploratory tasks they an potentially support.The result of the study is a strutured inventory of existing tehniquesrelated to the types of data and tasks they are appropriate for. Thisresult is potentially helpful for data analysts, in partiular for users ofgeo-visualization tools: it provides guidelines for seletion of proper ex-ploratory tehniques depending on the harateristis of data to analyzeand the goals of analysis.



Related work 773.3.3 InfoVis toolkitInfoVis Toolkit, under many aspets is similar to CommonGis, it is de-signed to support the reation, extension and integration of advaned2D Information Visualization omponents in interative appliations.The InfoVis Toolkit provides spei� data strutures to ahieve a fastation/feedbak loop required by dynami queries. It omes with alarge set of omponents suh as range sliders and tailored ontrol pan-els required to ontrol and on�gure the visualizations. These om-ponents are integrated into a oherent framework that simpli�es themanagement of rih data strutures and the design and extension of vi-sualizations. Supported data strutures urrently inlude tables, treesand graphs. Supported visualizations inlude satter plots, time series,Treemaps, node-link diagrams for trees and graphs and adjaeny ma-trix for graphs. All visualizations an use �sheye lenses and dynamilabeling. The InfoVis Toolkit supports hardware aeleration whenavailable through Agile2D, an implementation of the Java GraphisAPI based on OpenGL, ahieving speedups of 10 to 60 times.3.4 Visual Data Mining systemsThere is a large presene of the VDM systems/tools, there are toolsloser to data mining and those loser to information visualization.Some VDM systems are:- VidaMine [127, 128℄- Interative Parallel Bar Charts [57℄- Spot�re [188℄- VizMiner [129℄- Visual Analytis [197℄The most omprehensive list of the tools is out of the sope ofthis thesis, there are many others, among them is worst to mention:AVS/Express [4℄, CrossGraphs [20℄, Data Desk [67℄, DataSope [66℄,DEVise [140℄, ADVIZOR [198℄, JWAVE [199℄, Open Visualization DataExplorer [109℄, VisualMine [13℄.



78 3.4 Visual Data Mining systems3.4.1 VidaMineVidaMine9 [127, 128℄ is a visual data mining system designed to supportthe KDD proess. This is a work very lose to DAE that �rst presentsa disussion on some systems/tools that o�er a reasonably large anddiverse number of data mining and visualization funtionalities. Theauthors also aknowledge that e�etive visual strategies an be used inextrating useful information from data and propose VidaMine, as aVDM environment that an support the entire disovery proess. Inpartiular VidaMine is foused on the design and development of severaldata mining tehniques and the respetive interfaes.The key features of VidaMine inlude:- an open arhiteture for the system, whih is split into a user layerand a data mining layer;- a set of infrastrutural servies allowing interation between thevarious software omponents and providing a lean interfae forforthoming system extensions;- a onsistent, uniform, �exible visual interfae based on the goal ofsupporting the user aross the entire data mining proess;- a real user-entered user interfae design, equipped with usabilitystudies. Usability methods have been progressively employed inthe development life yle. The usability studies involved expertusers, suh as data miners, statistiians and data analysts, andasual users, suh as managers;- the uniform presentation of di�erent mining tehniques, in orderto reah the desired level of integration between system ompo-nents. In this system there is the �rst attempt to present a uni-form framework for the lustering algorithms and to o�er a userinterfae speially for the visual onstrution of metaqueries. Thesystem urrently supports, but is not limited to, lustering, meta-queries, and assoiation rules;- a areful de�nition of visual syntax and formal semantis; eahkind of data mining algorithm onsidered has been arefully ana-lyzed in order to point out the preise meaning of eah user hoie.9VidaMine is an aronym for VIsual DAta MINing Environment



Related work 79The type of user of VidaMine is a data miner, that is an expert user,sine only tehniques suh as lustering, assoiation rules and metarulesare inluded, even if the arhiteture is, in priniple, open to the in-tegration of other tehniques. The use of suh tehniques is still verydi�ult for users like ompany managers. This is why it was realizeda system that, beside lassial data mining tehniques, inludes toolsthat an be used by managers with no need of any intermediary. Moredetails will be provided in Setion 4.3.4.2 Interative Parallel Bar ChartsInterative Parallel Bar Charts [57℄ proposes an approah for visualdata mining on temporal data in the medial domain, i.e. the manage-ment of hemodialysis, where liniians have to deal with huge amountsof data automatially aquired during the hemodialyti treatment ofpatients su�ering form renal failure (a medium-sized hemodialysis en-ter ollets about 228 millions of patients' parameter values per year).The approah is based on the integration of 3D and 2D informationvisualization tehniques, suh as 3D bar harts and parallel oordi-nates, and is very muh user-entred. Indeed, the �rst prototype wasa VRML-based visualizer of the olletions of time-series aquired dur-ing hemodialyti treatments, whih was disarded beause the exploitedmetaphor was not e�etive for the end-users. One the suessive proto-type, based on 3D bar harts, was evaluated with end-users, it emergedthat the visualization and its interative features were very quiklylearned and remembered by liniians. User evaluation also pointedout a number of needed usability improvements and new funtionali-ties required by liniians. For example, it emerged that the liniian,who is studying a parallel bar hart illustrating a parameter, needsto know the value of several other parameters, but only for a few se-leted time instants: Therefore, in order to permit more �exibility inthe analysis of several parameters on the same sreen, a new versionof the prototype inluded another type of visualization, based on thewell-known tehnique of Parallel Coordinates, that allows the liniianto relate the parallel bar hart he/she is onsidering with many other.3.4.3 Spot�reSpot�re DeisionSite [188℄ is a guided analyti appliation and plat-form for rapidly generating analyti appliations for any business pro-



80 3.4 Visual Data Mining systemsess and data soure. A omplete guided analyti appliation andplatform providing a user-on�gurable environment that speeds inter-ative, multi-variant data analysis; integrates ustomer business pro-esses; provides the infrastruture for ommuniations and ollabora-tive deision-making; easily integrates existing data and appliationinfrastruture.The Spot�re DeisionSite is omposed by:- Visual, Interative Analysis- Guided Proesses- Collaborative Deision-makingVisual, Interative Analysis provides users a single user environmentto rapidly relate and ontinuously ask questions about omplex data.It inludes an interative appliation framework and a set of analysistools for interating with data using visualizations and diret manipu-lation in order to allow the deision maker to make deisions based onanalysis data from multiple soures. For enhaned statistial analysis,the DeisionSite Statistis appliation adds a library of interative an-alyti statistis, mathematial funtions, and data mining apabilitiesfor any DeisionSite appliation.Guided Proesses. Spot�re pioneered the ability to apture analysisproesses and generate a on�gured appliation alled a �Guided Ana-lyti Appliation�. A Guided Analyti Appliation ombines ustomerunique analysis expertise and proesses with the DeisionSite visual,interative appliation environment so all users have a onsistent busi-ness proess framework for performing analysis and making deisions.This apability enables ustomers to have one appliation that inludesvisual interative analysis, data aess, and support for expert inter-nal analysis work�ows. With this apability, it provides the ability tointegrate di�erent people with di�erent expertise.Collaborative Deision-making. Spot�re have also an infrastrutureto broadly publish, apture, and share live analysis insights and in-teratively make deisions. DeisionSite Posters enables ustomers tomaximize the ROI10 in using analyti appliations by making it fastand easy to involve teams, groups, organizations, or ompanies in theanalysis and deision making proess to make eah deision the highestquality. The entire set of related results, inluding the analysis data10Return Of Investment



Related work 81and annotated expertise, are saved on a Poster and stored in a internetaessible library.3.4.4 VizMinerKopanakis and Theodoulidis propose some visual data-mining modelson whih they have onstruted graphial representations of the out-omes produed by ommon data mining proesses [129℄. The goal ofVizMiner is to equip the knowledge engineer with a tool that would beutilized on his/her attempt to gain insight over the mined knowledge,the tool presents as muh information extrated in a human pereiv-able way. Additionally, VizMiner is built on guidelines that led theonstrution of eah data mining model, as long as the de�nition ofthe underlying representational ideas. The di�erent models have dis-tintive advantageous harateristis, addressing the ommonly tediousissues that the knowledge engineer handles during the exploitation ofthe mining outomes. Furthermore, the possibility to ombine foresand enhane the information �ow among the di�erent models and theuser, brings the users one step loser to make human part of the datamining proess, in order to exploit human's unmathed abilities of per-eption.3.4.5 Visual AnalytisVisual Analytis In. is a ommerial produt that uses several VDMtehniques in order to perform link analysis, information sharing, andollaboration tehnology and servies [197℄. This tool is speialized inthe fraud analysis, Visual Analytis exploits graph visualizations andmatrix visualization in order to highlight relationships and periodi-ity. In this way it failitates to spot potential fraud. The behavior of atypial user is taken into aount and the potential fraud may be reog-nized from a non onsistent behavior or onsidering relationships withsuspiious persons. The features of the tool integrate a wide varietyof data soures, permitting the building of a virtual data warehouse,failitating a ollaborative environment, enabling the analysis, report-ing and exporting data. It is primarily uses as an analytial tool forpattern disovery, link analysis, data visualization and network-entrianalyses.
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84 4.1 Introdution4.1 IntrodutionCompanies support their business plans with tools that help managersto make deisions in a rapid and more e�etive way. In previous setionswe have seen that there are many tools that allow this in di�erent forms.There is still a lot of work to do in order to present data in a onviningand understandable way in partiular when data hange dynamially;it is also di�ult to modify the graphial layout without disorientingthe users.As we have pointed out in previous hapters, Business Intelligeneis a good way to help ompanies to perform the right hoies and toexploit all information present in the ompany itself. We have also seenhow Business Intelligene integrates with the Knowledge Disovery inDatabases proess, those (BI and KDD) are two distint areas thathave di�erent users and di�erent peoples working on it. ERP systemsand data warehouses glue all the information in order to have a uniquesoure that have the true of the information in a ompany. Over thisunique data soure people an build proesses and appliations thataess and get information from data in order to satisfy the di�erentneeds of the di�erent users of the ompany. Using good visualizationsto present the information hidden in various ompany repositories animprove the deision proess.Advanes in information visualization o�er promising tehniques forpresenting knowledge strutures [53℄ and for permitting explorativeanalyses of the data [68, 121℄. Knowledge visualization has variousinterpretations depending on the authors [59, 55℄. It an be de�nedas the visual expliation of oneptual knowledge [59℄ based on un-derstanding the domain knowledge, applying ognitive priniples, andenoding important features graphially by exploiting the visual pa-rameters. It is onsidered the intersetion of three main areas that areognitive siene, graphi design, and information graphis. Cognitivesiene helps to understand the ognitive proesses underlying perep-tion, ategorization, visual reasoning, ommuniation, reativity, andmotivation. Graphi design exploits the rih legay of art and illus-tration. Finally, information graphis refers to the various graphs anddiagrams visualizing quantitative information. Often, visual represen-tations are used to identify single elements in a large knowledge baseand also to show expliit relationships between elements. The bene�tsof visual representations omes from their ability to shift some of the



The framework for data analysis 85load from the user's ognitive system to the pereptual system. Indeed,information needs to be visualized in an information spae in order tobe understood by users. This visualization an either be arried out bythe users in their own mind, in whih ase it is essentially the users'oneptualization of that information, or it ould be aided by the sys-tem by generating visualization on the display sreen, thus reduingthe users' ognitive load.In the next setions will be presented how visualizations an beprovided to assist users in their deision proesses, presenting a mod-ular framework that support organizations. This framework is alledDAE (aronym for Data Analysis Engine) and was a omponent of theFairsNet system desribed in 1.2.1. After the projet ended we ontin-ued in the development of the ideas in that framework, improving themodules, and adding newer, in order to have more than one visualiza-tion tehnique that allow the data analysis.The aim of the framework is to assist the users in their deision mak-ing proesses using visualizations. Even if FairsNet foused on a spei�appliation domain, namely trade fair management, the framework isquite general and appliable to di�erent domains. Several data visual-izations are generated to explore the data and to present the retrievedinformation in appropriate ways for eah user ategory.4.2 DAE: Data Analysis EngineFairsNet and the users involved in it have been desribed in Setion1.2.1. The framework for VDM we have developed within FairsNetis alled DAE (Data Analysis Engine). DAE is primarily related todeision support tasks, its main aim onsists in:- managing and improving interative relationships among the tradefair users;- segmenting exhibitors and visitors on the basis of various hara-teristis;- �nding relationships, if exist, between data of the trade fair database.To address the needs of spei� types of users, primarily fair organizersand exhibitors, by allowing them to easily retrieve information usefulfor their marketing ativities, DAE exploits appropriate visualizationtehniques, in aordane with the Visual Data Mining goals.



86 4.2 DAE: Data Analysis Engine4.2.1 DAE arhitetureThe framework is general enough to be used in ontexts di�erent fromtrade fairs. DAE arhiteture is shown in Fig. 4.1. DAE is a modulediretly aessible by the users. In the FairsNet ontext DAE is on-neted to the FairsNet database, we an urrently onnet DAE to anydatabase.The appliation server is omposed by a loal database and theDaeMine module. This is the data mining omponent whih imple-ments desriptive data mining algorithms to �nd interesting patternsinside data. We inluded algorithms for assoiation rules generationand algorithms for lustering, whih will be desribed in Setion 4.4.

Figure 4.1: DAE arhitetureDaeDB stores the results of data mining algorithms as well as theresults of queries on the appliation domain databases. DAE CommonLibraries inludes all libraries that permits the ommuniation amongthe DAE omponents. DAE may inlude several visual modules thatare aessible by users to allow them to analyze the stored data. Theyompose the UI (User Interfae) layer in the arhiteture in Fig. 4.1.Currently, in the framework there are the following visual modules:- DaeVET enables the user to selet relevant data and to reate



The framework for data analysis 87analysis [33℄;- ARVis visualizes assoiation rules using graphs and allows the userto interat with them [32, 28℄;- PCAR uses parallel oordinates to visualize assoiation rules in away that is omplementary to ARVis [28℄;- DaeCV allows the user to analyze the result of the lustering al-gorithms used in DaeMine;- DaeTL allows the user to analyze the data by using a tehniquebased on Table Lenses [164℄;- DaeQP allows the user to analyze the data by using a tehniquebased on Query Preview [182℄;- TimeSearher allows the user to interat with time series data andto perform multivariate analysis by exploring and searhing in timeseries.4.3 DaeVET: a visual tool to extrat informationfrom databasesFollowing the framework forWeb-based Information, Content and Knowl-edge Management (ICKM) system approah [147℄, the �nal user mayustomize the system in whih he is interating with to tailor the sys-tem to the own needs. This implies that several analyses the user mightperform are not known in advane. The data present in the system mayalso hange, and may even hange the struture of data. The analysistools should be general enough to be adapted to a partiular on�gu-ration of the system and to satisfy the need of the user.The deision maker needs to analyze data in the ompany's databasein order to make the right deisions. The proess of making deisionsis made of di�erent steps. We have seen the knowledge disovery pro-ess in Setion 2.3, the �rst ation to do before any analysis an bedone is to selet the data from the database. This is often a long anddi�ult task, and it is sometimes needed to iterate it beause in theseletion some data may be missed. Moreover, people that need dataare not those that an provide them (i.e. database administrators pro-vide data for the marketing division to produe reports). Improving



88 4.4 DaeMine: running data mining algorithmsthis task will result in a redued time to aquire data and to performthe knowledge disovery proess. DaeVET is a module used by the so-alled power user, an expert user that knows the system and the dataof the partiular database. Figure 4.2 shows the DaeVET interfae.

Figure 4.2: DaeVET interfae the user may hoose among di�erent tools and analysisDaeVET visualizes the data that will be used for the analyses. Onethe struture of the database is displayed to the sreen the user mayinterat with it performing dragging, seletion, zooming and panningto hose the data in whih he is most interested in. The power usermay selet tables and attributes and one he has �nished this task hemay selet the users and the group of users that will be able to viewthat data. In order to �nalize the task the user selets whih tools isappropriate for the seleted analysis.For some analysis, in partiular for the data mining tasks, it is notpossible to o�er to the user the data and the results of the task inreal-time, beause they need some omputational time. In this ase,when the power user stores the analysis, the data mining algorithmruns and, at the end of the omputation, the results are stored on theserver. Then the results will be available for the end-user.4.4 DaeMine: running data mining algorithmsIn this setion are presented two DAE modules that perform data min-ing tasks, the �rst produes assoiation rules and the seond luster



The framework for data analysis 89data. In DaeMine there is a data mining engine that is alled eahtime a data mining task is seleted for the analysis.4.4.1 Assoiation RulesThe demand for visual and interative analysis tools is partiularlypressing in the Assoiation Rules ontext where often the user needs toanalyze hundreds of rules in order to grasp valuable knowledge. Theproposed VDM framework inludes a visual strategy to fae this prob-lem; it exploits a graph-based tehnique and parallel oordinates tovisualize the results of the assoiation rules mining algorithm used byDAE. The ombination of the two approahes allows both to get anoverview on the assoiation struture hidden in the data and to deeperinvestigate inside a spei� set of rules seleted by the user. In thefollowing we provide a brief desription of assoiation rules, while inSetion 4.5 and 4.7 will be presented the visual modules.Assoiation rules an be de�ned as follows: let I = i1, i2, . . . , in be aset of items alled literals (in the market basket analysis the items ouldbe the produts sold in the supermarket). The database onsists of aset of transations T = Ti, Ap, . . . , Aq , where Ai ∈ I for i = p, . . . , qand Ti is the identi�er of the transation. Eah transation Ti ∈ T isa set of items, suh that T ⊂ T. An assoiation rule is a ondition ofthe form X → Y (s, c), where X ⊆ I and Y ⊆ I, X ∩ Y = Ø, s and
c are alled respetively support and on�dene. The support s of therule R is s = nR/n, where nR is the number of transation in T holding
X ∪Y and n is the total number of transation. The support representthe proportion of transations ontaining both the anteedent and theonsequent, and don't are about possible relationships between the an-teedent and the onsequent. The on�dene c of a rule R is c = nR/nXwhere nX is the number of transations with X in the left side of theimpliation. The on�dene is a measure of the onditional probabilityof the onsequent, given the anteedent. The on�dene expresses thestrength of the logial impliation desribed by the rule. The maingoal of researhers working in this area is to mine assoiation rules, i.e., to produe as many signi�ant rules as possible. This means thatthey have to produe as many rule as possible, disarding those withlow meaning. The task of disarding rules is alled pruning. Typiallyrules are pruned if they don't reah a minimum support or on�denethreshold. Some authors introdued other parameters to improve the



90 4.4 DaeMine: running data mining algorithmspruning phase and keep interesting patterns, see for example the Dif-ferene of Con�dene in [106℄ or the Item Utility in [29℄. In order toimprove data mining task, researher an redue the number of inter-esting rules generated, or it is possible to produe good visualizationtools that allow to perform explorative analysis of ARs.4.4.2 ClusteringClustering is a proess through whih the target dataset is divided intogroups of similar objets. Eah group, alled luster, ontains objetsthat are similar eah other. The objets in a partiular group/lusterare dissimilar to objets in another or other groups/lusters. Clusteringis sometimes referred to as unsupervised learning or unsupervised las-si�ation. The statistis, mahine learning and data mining literatureontains a huge body of work on lustering [99, 115, 78, 116℄. Clusteringis appliable in many areas suh as: astronomial data, demographis,insurane, urban planning, and Web appliations.Classi�ation of Clustering MethodsTraditionally, lustering methods have been lassi�ed into a taxonomyhaving two broad groups: hierarhial and partitional [116℄.Hierarhial lusteringHierarhial methods produe a sequene of nested partitions; whihis a tree of lusters. The tree, whih is referred to as a dendrogram,shows the hierarhial relationships among the lusters. It is thereforepossible to explore the underlying dataset at various levels of granu-larity. Hierarhial methods are further subdivided into agglomerativeand divisive [115, 120℄.AgglomerativeThis is a bottom-up approah in whih the lustering starts with sin-gletons (eah luster ontaining exatly one point). The lustering thenreursively merges two or more most appropriate lusters. The proessgoes on until a stopping riterion is ful�lled (suh as the number oflusters hosen by the user).Examples of agglomerative algorithms inlude: CURE (ClusteringUsing REpresentatives) [92℄, and CHAMELEON [119℄.DivisiveThis is a top-down approah in whih the lustering starts with onesingle luster ontaining all the objets, and reursively subdivides the



The framework for data analysis 91most appropriate luster. The proess goes on until some riterion ismet. The PDDP (Prinipal Diretion Divisive Partitioning) algorithmis an example of divisive algorithms [23℄. Also in this ategory of divi-sive lustering are approahes based on the k-means algorithm [99, 100℄suh as the biseting k-means algorithm [189, 201℄.Partitional ClusteringPartitional methods attempt to identify lusters diretly either: by it-eratively reloating points between subsets, or by assoiating lusterswith the areas that are densely populated with data. Consequently,partitional methods fall into two ategories: reloation methods anddensity-based methods. Reloation methods fous on how well points�t into their lusters. Suh methods intend to ensure that the builtlusters have the proper shapes. Reloation methods are further sub-divided into: probabilisti, k-medoids, and k-means. The probabilistilustering model is based on the assumption that, data has been inde-pendently drawn from a mixture model of several probability distribu-tions. The results of probabilisti lustering are often easy to interpret.Probabilisti lustering algorithms inlude: SNOB [200℄, AUTOCLASS[52℄, MCLUST [84℄.In lustering methods that adopt the k-medoids approah, a lusteris represented by one of its points. When the medoids are seleted, lus-ters are onsidered to be subsets of points lose to respetive medoids.Algorithms based on the k-medoid approah inlude: PAM (Partition-ing Around Medoids) and the algorithm CLARA (Clustering LARgeAppliations) [120℄, CLARANS (Clustering Large Appliations basedupon RANdomized Searh) [146℄. In k-means [99, 100℄, a luster isrepresented by its entroid, whih is a mean (usually weighted average)of points within a luster. Although the k-means algorithm does notwork well with a dataset that has ategorial attributes, the algorithmis an appropriate hoie for datasets with numerial attributes.Density-based methods aim at identifying onneted omponents/areasin the dataset that are dense with data. In this respet, a luster there-fore orresponds to a onneted dense omponent. Density-based meth-ods an be further divided into two main ategories: density-based on-netivity and density funtions. Density-based onnetivity approahredues density to a training data point. Algorithms that use this ap-proah inlude: DBSCAN [77℄, OPTICS (Ordering Points To Identifythe Clustering Struture) [11℄, DBCLASD (Distribution Based Clus-



92 4.4 DaeMine: running data mining algorithmstering of Large Spatial Databases) [211℄. Density funtions approahredues density to a point in the attribute spae. DENCLUE [103℄is an example of an algorithm based on density funtions. In fat,DENCLUE is a blend of density-based lustering and grid-based pre-proessing. There exist many other lustering tehniques that do not �twell in one of foregoing ategories. For instane: grid-based tehniques,o-ourrene tehniques, et.Grid-based tehniques work indiretly with data by onstrutingsummaries of data over the attribute spae subsets. They segment thespae and then aggregate appropriate segments. On the one hand, grid-based methods often use hierarhial agglomeration as a phase in theirproessing. Algorithms BANG [173℄, STING (STatistial INformationGrid-based method) [202℄, WaveCluster [175℄. On the other hand, theidea behind grid-based methods is exploited by other types of luster-ing algorithms (suh as CLIQUE (Clustering In QUEst) [5℄, MAFIA(Merging of Adaptive Finite IntervAls) [90, 144℄) as an intermediatephase in their proessing.Co-ourrene tehniques are meant to handle suh speial require-ments when it omes to lustering ategorial data. Algorithms ROCK[93℄, SNN (Shared Nearest Neighbors) [76℄, and CACTUS (ClusteringCategorial Data Using Summaries) [87℄.The Proposed Clustering Taxonomy and FrameworkThe traditional ategorization of lustering methods into two broadgroups: hierarhial and partitional [116℄ is tehnially sound and rel-evant to various appliation domains.However, suh ategorization does not highlight similarities and dif-ferenes between the various de�nitions of a luster that are impliitin the methods. For instane, Ward's minimum-variane method [203℄and the PAM method PAM (Partitioning Around Medoids) [120℄, aresimilar. However, the former is hierarhial, whereas the latter is par-titional. As an alternative to the traditional approah of ategorizinglustering methods, lustering an be seen as an optimization problem,in whih the funtion to be optimized is a mathematial measure ofhomogeneity or separation [95℄. Suh a perspetive enables one to at-egorize lustering methods aording to a taxonomy of homogeneity orseparation funtions. Therefore suh a perspetive provides reoursefor ategorizing lustering methods.



The framework for data analysis 93Moreover, suh a taxonomy expresses luster de�nitions impliitly.Suh a ategorization is most likely more e�etive in apturing di�erentbehaviors in pratie. It therefore provides a more natural avenue forthe proess of seleting a lustering algorithm whih is most suited toa partiular appliation or domain.4.5 ARVis: visualizing mined assoiation rules us-ing graphs4.5.1 IntrodutionThe main purpose of ARVis is to allow a data miner to interat withassoiation rules. The best use of ARVis is when oupled with a datamining tool that produes assoiation rules. To design ARVis it hasbeen made a survey on tools visualizing assoiation rules, some relatedwork is presented in the Setion 4.5.5. We have integrated ARVis witha tool working with spatial database. Spatial databases su�er of theproblem of the large quantity of data to proess, this beause typiallyspatial database ontain raster images and/or vetor maps. Satelliteor remote sensing systems nowadays are of large use, those have pavedthe way for advanes in spatial databases. A spatial database ontains(spatial) objets that are haraterized by a geometrial representation(e.g. point, line, and region in a 2D ontext), a relative positioningwith respet to some referene system as well as several non-spatialattributes. The widespread use of spatial databases in real-world ap-pliations, ranging from geo-marketing to environmental analysis orplanning, is leading to an inreasing interest in spatial data mining,i.e. extrating interesting and useful knowledge not expliitly stored inspatial databases.Spatial assoiation rules disovery is an important task of spatialdata mining that aims at disovering interations between refereneobjets (i.e. unit of observation in the analysis) and one or more spa-tially referened target-relevant objets or spae dependent attributes,aording to a partiular spaing or set of arrangements. This taskpresents two main soures of omplexity that is the impliit de�nition ofspatial relations and the granularity of the spatial objets. The formeris due to geometrial representation and relative positioning of spatialobjets whih impliitly de�ne spatial relations of di�erent nature, suhas diretional and topologial. The seond soure of omplexity refers



94 4.5 ARVis: visualizing mined assoiation rules using graphsto the possibility of desribing the same spatial objet at multiple levelsof granularity. For instane, United Kingdom ensus data an be geo-referened with respet to the hierarhy of areal objets ED → Ward
→ Distrit → County, based on the internal relationship between loa-tions. This suggests that taxonomi knowledge on task-relevant objetsmay be taken into aount to obtain multi-level spatial assoiation rules(desriptions at di�erent granularity levels).A full-�edged system that opes with both these issues is ARES(Assoiation Rules Extrator from Spatial data) [12℄ that integratesSPADA (Spatial Pattern Disovery Algorithm) [132℄ to extrat multi-level spatial assoiation rules by exploiting an Indutive Logi Program-ming (ILP) approah to (multi-) relational data mining [72℄. ARESassists data miners in extrating the units of analysis (i.e. refereneobjets and task-relevant objets) from a spatial database by meansof a omplex data transformation proess that makes spatial relationsexpliit, and generates high-level logi desriptions of spatial data byspeifying the bakground knowledge on the appliation domain (e.g.hierarhies on target-relevant spatial objets or knowledge domain) andde�ning some form of searh bias to �lter only assoiation rules thatful�ll user expetations.Nevertheless, ARES may produe thousands of multi-level spatialassoiation rules that disourage data miners to manually inspet themand pik those rules that represent true nuggets of knowledge at di�er-ent granularity levels.While a lot of researh has been onduted on designing assoiationrules exploratory visualization [30℄, no work, in our knowledge, properlydeal with multi-level spatial assoiation rules. ARVis visualize, allowthe navigation and interpretation of multi-level spatial assoiation rulesby exploiting both the knowledge embedded on hierarhies desribingthe same spatial objet at multiple levels of granularity and the numberof re�nement steps performed to generate eah rule.4.5.2 Multi-level spatial assoiation rulesThe problem of mining multi-level spatial assoiation rules an be for-mally de�ned as follows: Given a spatial database (SDB), a set S ofreferene objets, some sets Rk, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, of task-relevant objets,a bakground knowledge BK inluding some spatial hierarhies Hk onobjets in Rk, M granularity levels in the desriptions (1 is the high-



The framework for data analysis 95est while M is the lowest), a set of granularity assignments ψk whihassoiate eah objet in Hk with a granularity level, a ouple of thresh-olds minsup[l℄ and minonf[l℄ for eah granularity level, a language bias
LB that onstrains the searh spae; Find strong multi-level spatialassoiation rules, that is, assoiation rules involving spatial objets atdi�erent granularity levels.The referene objets are the main subjet of the desription, namelyunit of observation, while the task-relevant objets are spatial objetsthat are relevant for the task in hand and are spatially related to theformer. Both the set of target objet S and the sets of target relevantobjets Rk typially orrespond with layers of the spatial database,while hierarhies Hk de�ne is-a (i.e., taxonomi) relations of spatialobjets in the same layer (e.g. regional road is-a road, main trunkroad is-a road, road is-a transport net). Objets of eah hierarhy aremapped to one or more of the M user-de�ned desription granularitylevels in order to deal uniformly with several hierarhies at one. Bothfrequeny of patterns and strength of rules depend on the granularitylevel l at whih patterns/rules desribe data. Therefore, a pattern P(s%) at level l is frequent if s ≥ minsup[l] and all anestors of P withrespet to Hk are frequent at their orresponding levels. The support sestimates the probability p(P ). An assoiation rule A→ C (s%, c%) atlevel l is strong if the pattern A∪C (s%) is frequent and c ≥ minconf [l],where the on�dene c, estimates the probability p(C|A) and A (C)represents the anteedent (onsequent) of the rule.Sine a spatial assoiation rules is an assoiation rule whose orre-sponding pattern is spatial (i.e. it aptures a spatial relationship amonga spatial referene objet and one or more target-relevant spatial ob-jet or spae dependent attributes), it an be expressed by means ofprediate alulus.An example of spatial assoiation rule is "is_a(X, town), inter-sets(X, Y), is_a(Y, road) → intersets(X,Z), is_a(Z, road), Z6=Y(91%, 100%)" to be read as "if a town X intersets a road Y then
X intersets a road Z distint from Y with 91% support and 100%on�dene", where X denotes a target objet in town layer, while Yand Z some target-relevant objet in road layer. By taking into aounttaxonomi knowledge on task-relevant objets in the road layer, it ispossible to obtain desriptions at di�erent granularity levels (multiple-level spatial assoiation rules). For instane, a �ner-grained assoiation



96 4.5 ARVis: visualizing mined assoiation rules using graphsrules an be "is_a(X, town), intersets(X, Y), is_a(Y, regional_road)
→intersets(X, Z), is_a(Z, main_trunk_road), Z6= Y (65%,71%)",whih states that "if a town X intersets a regional road Y then Xintersets a main trunk road Z distint from Y with 65% support and
71% on�dene."The problem above is solved by the algorithm SPADA that oper-ates in three steps for eah granularity level: i) pattern generation; ii)pattern evaluation; iii) rule generation and evaluation. SPADA takesadvantage of statistis omputed at granularity level l when omputingthe supports of patterns at granularity level l + 1.In the ARES system 1, SPADA has been loosely oupled with aspatial database, sine data stored in the SDB Orale Spatial are pre-proessed and then represented in a dedutive database (DDB). There-fore, a middle layer is required to make possible a loose oupling be-tween SPADA and the SDB by generating features of spatial objets.This middle layer inludes both the module RUDE (Relative Unsuper-vised DisrEtization) to disretize a numerial attribute of a relationaldatabase in the ontext de�ned by other attributes [133℄ and the mod-ule FEATEX (Feature Extrator) that is implemented as an Oralepakage of proedures and funtions, eah of whih omputes a di�er-ent feature. Aording to their nature, features extrated by FEATEXan be distinguished as geometrial (e.g. area and length), diretional(e.g. diretion) and topologial features (e.g. rosses) [12℄. Extratedfeatures are then represented by extensional prediates. For instane,spatial intersetion between two objets X and Y is expressed withrosses(X,Y ). In this way, the expressive power of �rst-order logiin databases is exploited to speify both the bakground knowledge
BK, suh as spatial hierarhies and domain spei� knowledge, andthe language bias LB. Spatial hierarhies allow to fae with one ofthe main issues of spatial data mining, that is, the representation andmanagement of spatial objets at di�erent levels of granularity, whilethe domain spei� knowledge stored as a set of rules in the intensionalpart of the DDB supports qualitative spatial reasoning. On the otherhand, the LB is relevant to allow data miners to speify his/her bias forinteresting solutions, and then to exploit this bias to improve both thee�ieny of the mining proess and the quality of the disovered rules.In SPADA, the language bias is expressed as a set of onstraint spe-1http://www.di.uniba.it/ malerba/software/ARES/index.htm



The framework for data analysis 97i�ations for either patterns or assoiation rules. Pattern onstraintsallow to speify a literal or a set of literals that should our one ormore times in disovered patterns. During the rule generation phase,patterns that do not satisfy a pattern onstraint are �ltered out. Sim-ilarly, rule onstraints are used do speify literals that should our inthe head or body of disovered rules.In SPADA, users an speify exatly both the minimum and max-imum number of ourrenes for a literal in a pattern (head or bodyof a rule) and the maximum number of literals to be inluded in thehead of a rule. In this way users may de�ne the head struture of a rulerequiring the presene of exatly a spei� literal and nothing more. Inthis ase, the multi-level spatial assoiation rules disovered by ARESmay be used for sub-group disovery tasks.4.5.3 Multi-level spatial assoiation rules graph-based visu-alizationA set R of multi-level spatial assoiation rules an be naturally par-titioned into M × N groups denoted by Rij, where i (1 ≤ i ≤ M)denotes the level of granularity in the spatial hierarhies Hk, while j(2 ≤ j ≤ N) the number of re�nement steps performed to obtain thepattern (i.e. number of atoms in the pattern). Eah set Rij an be vi-sualized in form of a graph by representing anteedent and onsequentof rules as nodes and relationships among them as edges.This graph-based visualization an be formally de�ned as follows:Given an assoiation rules set R, a direted (not ompletely onneted)graph G = (N,E) an be built from R, suh that:- N is a set of ouples (l, t), named nodes, where l denotes the on-juntion of atoms representing the anteedent (A) or onsequent
(C) of a rule A → C ∈ R, while t is a �ag denoting the node role(i.e. anteedent, onsequent or both of them).- E is a set of 4-tuples (nA, nC , s, c), named edges, where nA is anode with the role of anteedent; nC is a node with the role ofonsequent, while s and c are the support and on�dene of therule nA.l → nC .l ∈ R respetively.Eah node of G an be visualized as a olored irle: a red irlerepresents a node n with the role of anteedent (n.t = antecedent)while a green irle represents a node n with the role of onsequent



98 4.5 ARVis: visualizing mined assoiation rules using graphs(n.t = consequent). If the node has the role of anteedent for a ruleand onsequent for a di�erent rule, it appears half red and half green.The label n.l an be visualized in a retangular frame lose to the ir-le representing n. Conversely, eah edge in G an be visualized by astraight segment onneting the node nA with the node nC . It orre-sponds with the rule nA.l → nC .l that exists in R. The on�dene ofthis rule is oded by the length of the edge, the greater is the on�-dene, the longer is the edge. Conversely, the support is oded by olorsaturation of the edge: from light blue (low support) to blak (highsupport). Support and/or on�dene an be also visualized in a textlabel lose to the edge (see Figure 4.3).
Figure 4.3: Visualizing the graph of spatial assoiation rulesAs suggested by [28℄, this graph representation appears bene�ial inexploring huge amount of assoiation rules in order to pik interestingand useful patterns, sine it takes advantages from human pereptualand ognitive apabilities to immediately highlight whih assoiationrules share the same anteedent or onsequent with respet to the over-all distribution of rules. Filtering mehanisms whih permit to hidea sub-graph of G (i.e. subset of rules in R) aording to either min-imal values of support and on�dene or the absene of one or moreprediates in the rule provide a better interation.To explore multi-level spatial assoiation rules disovered by ARES,this graph-based visualization should be further extended in order toenable data miners to navigate among several graphs Gij aordingto either the levels of granularity i or the number of re�nement steps

j. In the former ase, for eah pair of granularity levels (i, h) with
1 ≤ i < h ≤ M (1 ≤ h < i ≤ M) and number of re�nement steps
j (2 ≤ j ≤ N), a speialization (generalization) operator ρi↓h,j (δi↑h,j)an be de�ned as follows:

ρi↓h,j : Rij → ℘(Rhj) (δi↑h,j : Rij → ℘(Rhj)),where ℘(Rhj) denotes the power set of Rhj. For eah spatial assoiationrule A → C ∈ Rij, ρi↓h,j(A → C) = {A1 → C1, . . . , Aw → Cw}, suh



The framework for data analysis 99that eah Ak → Ck ∈ Rhj (k = 1, . . . , w) and Ak → Ck is a down-speialization (up-generalization) of A→ C.To formally de�ne the relation of down-speialization (up-generalization)between two spatial assoiation rules, we represent eah spatial rule
A → C as AS, AI → CS, CI , where AS (CS) inludes all atoms in
A (C) desribing either a property (e.g. area(X, [10..15]) or ars(X,
[150..1000])), a relationship (e.g. interset(X, Y )) or an inequality(e.g. X/ = Y ). Conversely, AI (CI) inludes all is_a atoms (e.g.
is_a(X, road)). Therefore, A′ → C ′ ∈ Rhj is a down-speialization of
A→ C ∈ Rij i� there exists a substitution θ (i.e. a funtion that asso-iates a variable with a term) that renames variables in A′ → C ′ suhthat AS = A′Sθ, CS = C ′Sθ, and for eah is_a atom of AI(CI) in theform is_a(X, vi), where X denotes a target relevant objet in Rk and
vi is a node at level i of the spatial hierarhy Hk, there exists an atom
is_a(X, vh) in A′Iθ (C ′Iθ) with vh a node in the sub-hierarhy ofHk thatis rooted in vi. The up-generalization di�ers from down-speializationonly in requiring that vi is a node in the sub-hierarhy of Hk that isrooted in vh and not vie-versa.Example: Let us onsider the spatial assoiation rules:
R1: intersets(X1, Y 1), ars(X1, [25, 120℄),is_a(X1, town), is_a(Y 1,road) → mortality(X1, high).
R2: intersets(X2, Y 2), ars(X2, [25, 120℄), is_a(X2, town),is_a(Y 2, main_trunk_road)→ mortality(X2, high).where R1.AS is "intersets(X1, Y 1), ars(X1, [25, 120℄)" and R1.CSis "mortality (X1, high)", while R1.AI is "is_a(X1, town), is_a(Y 1,road)" and R1.CI is empty. Similarly R2.AS is "intersets(X2, Y 2),ars(X2, [25, 120℄)" and R2.CS is "mortality (X2, high)", while R2.AIis "is_a(X2, town), is_a(Y 2, main_trunk_ road)" andR2.CI is empty.R2 is a down-speialization of R1 sine there exists the substitution
θ = {X2/X1, Y 2/Y 1} suh that R1.AS = R2.ASθ, R1.CS = R2.CSθ,and main_trunk_road is a speialization of road in the orrespondinghierarhy. Conversely, R1 is an up-generalization of R2.A di�erent speialization (generalization) operator ρi,j→h (δi,j←h) anbe further de�ned, for eah granularity level i and pair of re�nementstep numbers (j, h) with 2 ≤ j < h ≤ N (2 ≤ h < j ≤ N), suh that:

ρi,j→h : Rij → ℘(Rih) (δi,j←h : Rij → ℘(Rih)),In this ase, for eah spatial assoiation rule A→ C ∈ Rij, ρi,j→h(A→

C) = {A1 → C1, . . . , Aw → Cw}, where Ak → Ck ∈ Rih (k = 1, . . . , w)



100 4.5 ARVis: visualizing mined assoiation rules using graphsand Ak → Ck is a right-speialization (left-generalization) of A → C.More formally, a spatial assoiation rule A′ → C ′ ∈ Rih is a right-speialization (left-generalization) of A → C ∈ Rij i� there exists asubstitution θ suh that Aθ ⊂ A′ and Cθ ⊂ C ′ (A′θ ⊂ A and C ′θ ⊂ C).Example: Let us onsider the spatial assoiation rules:
R1: is_a(X1, town), intersets(X1, Y 1), is_a(Y 1, road)→mortality(X1,high)
R2: is_a(X1, town), intersets(X1, Y 1), is_a(Y 1, road), extension(Y 1, [12..25])

→ mortality(X1, high).R2 is a right-speialization of R1, sine there exists the substitution
θ = {X1/X2, Y 1/Y 2} suh that R1.Aθ ⊂ R2.A and R1.Cθ ⊂ R2.C.Conversely, R1 is a left-generalization of R2.Consequently, by ombining a multiple graph visualization with op-erators of both speialization and generalization de�ned above, dataminers are able to navigate among the graphs Gij. This means thatit is possible to down(right)-speialize or up(left)-generalize the por-tion of the graph Gij representing a spei� rule R ∈ Rij and visualizethe orresponding sub-graph of spatial assoiation rules extrated at adi�erent level of granularity or number of re�nement steps.This graph-based visualization has been implemented into a visual-ization tool, named ARVis (multi-level Assoiation Rules Visualizer),whih atively supports data miners in exploring and navigating amongseveral graphs of multi-level assoiation rules Gij by highlighting theportion of graph that represents the down (right)-speialization or up(left)-generalization of a rule, zooming rules, dynamially �ltering rules a-ording to minimal values of support and/or on�dene as well as pres-ene or absene of some relevant prediate and visualizing details abouta rule (e.g. support, on�dene, patterns, rules).4.5.4 Mining geo-referened dataARVis has been used with the multi-level assoiation rules produed bythe previously mentioned system ARES. The system allow mining andexploring multi-level spatial assoiation rules for geo-referened en-sus data interpretation. We onsidered ensus and digital map datastored into an Orale Spatial 9i database provided in the ontext of theEuropean projet SPIN! (Spatial Mining for Data of Publi Interest)[136℄. This data is related to Greater Manhester, one of the �ve oun-



The framework for data analysis 101ties of North West England, whih is divided into ensual setions orwards, for a total of two hundreds and fourteen wards. Spatial analy-sis is enabled by the availability of vetorized boundaries of the 1998greater Manhester ensus wards as well as Ordnane Survey digitalmaps where several interesting layers are found (e.g. urban area or roadnet). Census data, geo-referened at ward level, provide soio-eonomistatistis (e.g. mortality rate that is the perentage of deaths with re-spet to the number of inhabitants) as well as some measures desribingthe deprivation level (e.g. Townsend index, Carstairs index, Jarman in-dex and DoE index). Both mortality rate and deprivation indies areall numeri. They an be automatially disretized with ARES. Morepreisely, Jarman index, Townsend index, DoE index and Mortalityrate are automatially disretized in (low, high), while Carstairs indexis disretized in (low, medium, high).
Figure 4.4: Spatial hierarhies de�ned for �ve Greater Manhester layers: road net, rail net,water net, urban area and green area.For this appliation, we deide to employ ARES in mining multi-level spatial assoiation rules relating Greater Manhester wards, whihplay the role of referene objet, with topologial related roads, rails,waters, green areas and urban areas as task relevant objets. There-fore, we extrat 784,107 fats onerning topologial relationships be-tween eah relevant objet and task relevant objet stored in the spatialdatabase for Greater Manhester area. An example of fat extrated isrosses(ward_135, urbareaL_151 ). However, to support a spatial qual-itative reasoning, we also express a domain spei� knowledge (BK) inform of a set of rules. Some of these rules are:rossed_by_urbanarea(X, Y ) : − rosses(X, Y ), is_a(Y , urban_area).rossed_by_urbanarea(X, Y ) :- inside(X, Y ), is_a(Y ,urban_area).Here the use of the prediate is_a hides the fat that a hierarhy hasbeen de�ned for spatial objets whih belong to the urban area layer.In detail, �ve di�erent hierarhies are de�ned to desribe the followinglayers: road net, rail net, water net, urban area and green area (see Fig-ure 4.4). The hierarhies have depth three and are straightforwardlymapped into three granularity levels. They are also part of the BK.To omplete the problem statement, we speify a language bias (LB)



102 4.5 ARVis: visualizing mined assoiation rules using graphsboth to onstrain the searh spae and to �lter out uninteresting spatialassoiation rules. We rule out all spatial relations (e.g. rosses, inside,and so on) diretly extrated from spatial database and ask for rulesontaining topologial prediates de�ned by means of BK. Moreover,by ombining the rule �lters head_onstraint([mortality_rate(_),1,1)and rule_head_length(1,1) we ask for rules ontaining only mortal-ity rate in the head. In addition, we speify the maximum numberof re�nement steps as J = 8 and the minimal values of support andon�dene for eah granularity level as: minsup[1℄=0.1, minsup[2℄=0.1,minsup[3℄=0.05, minonf[1℄=0.3, minonf [2℄=0.2 andminonf [3℄=0.1.

Figure 4.5: Visualizing the graph of spatial assoiation rules using ARVisARES generates 239 strong rules at �rst granularity level, 1140 atseond granularity level and 15 at third granularity level. These rulesare extrated from a set of 28496 frequent patterns desribing the geo-graphially distributed phenomenon of mortality in Greater Manhesterat di�erent granularity levels with respet to the spatial hierarhies wehave de�ned on road, rail, water, urban area and green area layers. Toexplore this huge amount of multi-level spatial assoiation rules and �ndwhih rules an be a valuable support to good publi poliy, we exploitthe multiple graph-based visualization implemented in ARVis. In thisway, we are able to navigate among di�erent graphs Gij (i = 1, . . . , 3and j = 2, . . . , 8) representing the group of rules Rij disovered byARES at i granularity level after j re�nement steps. For instane, Fig-



The framework for data analysis 103ure 4.5 shows the graph of spatial assoiation rules G15. By graphially�ltering rules in G15 aording to on�dene value, we identify the moston�dent rule R1 that is: is_a(A, ward), rossed_by_urbanarea(A, B),is_a(B, urban_area), townsendidx_rate(A, high) → mortality_rate(A,high) (c=39.71%, s=70.24%). This rule states that a high mortal-ity rate is observed in a ward A that inludes an urban area B andhas a high value of Townsend index. The support (39.71%) and thehigh on�dene (70.24%) on�rm a meaningful assoiation between ageographial fator suh as living in deprived urban areas and a so-ial fator suh as the mortality rate. The same rule is highlightedin the graph G15 by �ltering with respet to inreasing value of sup-port. Moreover, by left-generalizing R1, we navigate from the graph
G15 to a portion of the graph G14 and identify the rule R2 that isis_a(A,ward), rossed_by_urbanarea(A,B), is_a(B, urban_area) →mortality_rate(A, high) (54.67%, 60.3%). This rule has a greater sup-port and a lower on�dene. The same rule is highlighted in the entiregraph G14 by graphially �ltering with respet to inreasing values ofsupport and on�dene. These two assoiation rules show together anunexpeted assoiation between Townsend index and urban areas. Ap-parently, this means that this deprivation index is unsuitable for ruralareas.Conversely, we may deide to up-generalize R1 and move from thegraph G15 to the portion of the graph G25 representing assoiation ruleswhih are up-generalization ofR2 mined by ARES at seond granularitylevel after four re�nement steps. In this way, we disover that, atseond granularity level, SPADA speializes the task relevant objet
B by generating the following rule whih preserve both support andon�dene: R3: is_a(A, ward), rossed_by_urbanarea(A, B), is_a(B,urban_areaL), townsendidx_rate(A,high) → mortality_rate(A, high)(39.71%, 70.24%). This rule lari�es that the urban area B is large.Similar onsiderations are suggested when we explore graphs of multi-level spatial assoiation rules generated after more re�nement steps.We may explore spatial assoiation rules haraterizing low mortal-ity wards. By visualizingG15 and moving the on�dene �lter slider, wedisover that the highest on�dent rule with low mortality in the on-sequent is: is_a(A, ward), rossed_by_urbanarea(A, B), is_a(B, ur-ban_area), townsendidx_rate(A, low)→mortality_rate(A, low) (19.15%,56. 16%), stating that a low valued Townsend index ward A that



104 4.5 ARVis: visualizing mined assoiation rules using graphs(partly) inludes an urban area B presents a low mortality.4.5.5 Tehniques for Assoiation Rules VisualizationDespite the big amount of algorithms and methods for the produtionand management of assoiation rules (ARs), there are not so manytools that provide a good visualization of the disovered rules. Webrie�y present some tools divided in two ategories: those visualizingAR using 2D and those using 3D. With respet to previous surveys[31, 121℄, more 3D tools are here reported.Tabular visualization. The most immediate way to visualize ARs isusing a table in whih eah row is a rule and the olumns represent theitem set. The last two olumns are typially the value of support andon�dene of the rules. The advantage of this approah is that it iseasy to order rules aording to an attribute. If, for instane, the userorders the rules by on�dene, the rules with the high will be easilyidenti�ed. The main disadvantage is that the user may analyze fewrules at one and it is very hard to look at the overview of the rule setor relations among them. Even if there are few rules to analyze but foreah of them there are many items it is hard to look at them for theuser.Twokey plot. Unwin et al. [193℄ use a satter plot in whih theyrepresent the rules as olored diss. The position of the rules in thesatter plot is represented by the ombination of support and on�deneof the rule. The Y axis represent the on�dene values and the X axisthe support values. The olor represent the ardinality of the rules (howmany items has the pattern), this tehnique is e�etive to represent therelationship among support and on�dene and ardinality. It is alsopossible to see relationships between anestor and desendants of therules (a rule is hildren of another one if the former has one more itemthan the latter). Even thought the user an get some information aboutthe rules it is di�ult to analyze the rules in detail, the items of therules are not easily visible so this tehnique need to be assoiated toother tehniques to better analyze ARs.Pixel grid. Kian-Huat et al. developed a tool that use a tehniquesimilar to the twokey plot. Here the user an use a panel to interatwith the rules and an set some parameters to �lter inside the rule set.Moving the mouse over a rule it is possible to get more informationabout rules (i.e. it is possible to see how the rules are omposed) [153℄.



The framework for data analysis 105Double-Deker plots. The main idea of this approah is to representall possible permutation of the items in the rule on the LHS (Left-HandSide) and RHS (Right-Hand side) as a bar hart. The Y value is thevalue based on the spei� permutation. Eah row is an item. Supportis highlighted and on�dene is the proportion of the highlighted area.The tehnique was born to analyze a rule in detail, for this reason it isdi�ult to analyze many rules at one. To overome this limitations theauthor provided a visualization with a matrix of double-deker plots inorder to analyze relations among rules, but it is still hard for the userto analyze several rules in the same sreen [106℄.Cirular graph. The irular graph approah [163℄ adopts a iru-lar graph layout where items involved in rules are mapped around theirumferene of a irle. Assoiations are then plotted as lines on-neting these points, where a gradient in the olor of the line, fromblue(dark) to yellow(light) indiates the diretion of the assoiationfrom the anteedent to the onsequent. Eah point of the irle is anitem. Assoiations are represented by lines onneting those points.The olor oding is used to show the diretion of the link and there is aspei� olor to show the bi-diretional links. This tehnique has beensuessfully used to highlight relationships among items and it is ableto display high information volumes. Unfortunately with this tehniqueit is di�ult to represent support and on�dene, this imply that it isneeded another tehnique ombined with this to be able to perform agood analysis on the ARs.Direted graph. This is a retiular representation of the ARs. Thegraph tehnique may represent ARs in di�erent way, representing rela-tionships among items (as nodes of the graph) or relationships amongrules (as edges of the graph). If graph is used to represent assoia-tions among items, with rules with many nodes the graph may beomeluttered. A tool that uses this tehnique is DBMiner, that representstwo kind of relationships among the nodes: inter-attribute assoiationand intra-attribute assoiations. The former is an assoiation amongdi�erent attributes; whereas the latter is an assoiation within one ora set of attributes. Sine typially there are many rules in many asesthis tehnique may be not useful.Bi-dimensional matrix. The leading idea of a 2D matrix is the ARrepresentation having the RHS (Right-hand side) and the LHS (Left-hand side) on the x-axis and y-axis respetively. The 2D representation



106 4.5 ARVis: visualizing mined assoiation rules using graphsof this tehnique uses the olor to represent support and on�dene, inthis ase there are a lass of olors for the on�dene and the olorshade is used to represent the support. In order to fae the onfusiongenerated by the olor shade and olor lass, hene to better highlightthe di�erent values of support and on�dene DBMiner [96℄ uses a 3Dversion in whih it exploit the third dimension (histogram height) torepresent on�dene and the olor is used to represent the support. Thebest use of this tehnique is for one-to-one ARs, beause the user maybe onfused about whih item is in the RHS and whih in the LHS.Another problem with the 3D representation is related to the lassialproblems of 3D: olusion, omparison between objets on foregroundand bakground, et.Matrix visualization. The appliation, developed by Wong et al[209℄, visualizes AR using a Text Mining engine. The system visu-alizes relationships using a matrix in whih the rows represent the rulesand the olumns represent the items. In the ross there is a oloredell that is blue in ase the item is on the LHS and is red if the itemis on the RHS. In the bakground there are two histograms that repre-sents the on�dene and the support for eah rule. This tool gives anoverview of all the rule set. In order to avoid other problems relatedto the 3D the system presented by Wong et allow to rotate the matrixand to zoom and pan. This system work best with few rules, with abig number of rules (thousands) it may beome di�ult to understandthe matrix. This tehnique is very good in giving the overview of therules and it is possible to represent also a big number of rules, but it isdi�ult to see relationships among rules and between anteedents andonsequents.3D graph visualization. In the Ming C. et al. [97℄ approah a 3Dgraph is used. Items are represented as spheres linked with arrows.Items that are strongly orrelated are grouped in elliptial lusters.The support is represented with the length of the edge and on�deneusing olors. The hoie of the length of the edge is not the best, sineit is di�ult to represent a real proportional length. This problemomes from the need to have di�erent on�iting onditions. One isthe non overlap of the items, another one is that the length of the edgeshould be �xed, another one is that many items should be grouped.It may happen that not all those ondition �t, then it is neessary aompromise. Another issue is that in this approah the relations among



The framework for data analysis 107the rules are not lear, only relationships among the items of the rulesare visible.Arena. An alternative visualization is the work presented by JulienBranhard et al. [22℄. In this work the authors use a metaphor ofvirtual arenas. There are some walls with steps on whih the authorsput the AR that are represented as spheres. The radius of the spheresis proportional to the support. The spheres are set on a one whoseheight represent the on�dene. By seleting the rules it is possibleto fous on the set of rules related to the items that form the seletedrule. This is a new approah, it is not reommended for a big numberof rules.ARVis 3D We developed also a 3D version for ARVis in order toexploit the third dimension to better organize elements in the sreen.In �gure 4.6 is shown a set of six assoiation rules that share the sameanteedent (red sphere) visualized with ARVis 3D. In the �gure, theusers has liked on a rule (edge onneting the highlighted spheres)and the details of that rule is shown in the semi-transparent label.We found that 3D interfae is very attrative at glane, but for adeep analysis is not appropriate beause the advantage of the thirddimension is in ontrast with the disadvantages of the 3D mentioned inSetion 2.5.3. Comparing pros and ons we onluded that 3D is notappropriate for the goals of data miners so urrently we are not goingin that diretion.4.6 PCAR: visualizing mined assoiation rules us-ing Parallel CoordinatesThe approah of parallel oordinates [112℄ to visualize ARs has beenpresented in [29℄. They found a measure to indiate the utility of anitem in a rule, that they all Item Utility (IU). The IU indiates howgood is an item into a rule, for instane, if there is a rule of the form:
x&y ⇒ z with on�dene CR it is possible to get the value of theon�dene of the rule removing the item y CR(y). The formula toompute IUy lead to three di�erent ases:- if IUy ∈] − 1; 0[ then y is dangerous for the rule;- if IUy = 0 then y is redundant (neutral);- if IUy ∈]0; 1[ then y is useful for the rule;



1084.6 PCAR: visualizing mined assoiation rules using Parallel Coordinates

Figure 4.6: Visualizing assoiation rules using the 3D version of ARVis

Figure 4.7: AR visualization using parallel oordinates



The framework for data analysis 109In order to have this representation the axes are normalized to [−1; 1](IU range). Eah item is an axis and eah rule is a line, the lineross the axes aording to the value of the IU for eah item. Oneof the advantages using this tehnique is the possibility to performsome operation like the �lter on dense rules, highlight interesting rulesaording to some parameters spei�ed by the user, prune uninterestingrules aording to some riteria (i.e. those whose items have a IU belowa spei� threshold).Both these tools allow the user to browse and interat with assoia-tion rules to perform di�erent tasks. Graph visualization is very usefulto desribe the overview of the rules and the relationships among theitems, while Parallel Coordinates work better if used as a visual prun-ing tool by exploring the strength of the disovered assoiation. Due tothese di�erent goals, the two visualizations an be pro�tably used to-gether by exploiting their synergi power. First the user may visualizethe overview of all the rules produed by a lassial data mining algo-rithm using the graph-based tehnique. One the user selets a subsetof rules of interest he pass them to the parallel oordinates tool. Onethe user �lters inside the rules, he may return to the graph visualizationto explore the �ltered rules.4.7 DaeCV: visualizing mined lusters4.7.1 Tools visualizing lustering resultsCurrently DaeCV visualizes textual results of the lustering algorithmused in DaeMine. The rules are produed with the k-means algorithm.DaeCV is a module that will be able to visualize the results of one ormore lustering methods desribed in Setion 4.4.2. A partial surveyon tools that visualize results of lustering methods was onduted inorder to understand the needs of users that urrently perform analysisusing visual tools.The analyzed tools in the survey are:- IAFC [145℄- gCLUTO [166℄- Starlass [191℄- StrutureMiner [152℄



110 4.8 DaeTL: dynami tabular data analysis- Majorlust [152℄- Cluster and Calendar [195℄- Intelligent Miner [113℄- 3-D Graph-based [55℄Some paper prototype have been shown to the data miners, that arethe main users this tool is intended for. After some presentation oftools and having seen the proposal for the prototype the users providedus some useful hints to better understand their needs. Some relevantfeatures were found. The interfae should provide:- on�guration of input parameters;- visualization and management of outliers;- most important items highlighting and less relevant hiding;- availability of widgets for browsing inside data and results.Those are some basi and generi features, at the end of the analysiswe will have a omplete set of harateristis and needs of the tool. The�rst running prototype is expeted by next summer.4.8 DaeTL: dynami tabular data analysisDaeTL is basially intended to support the organizer in data analysisproviding a simple way to identify interesting patterns. Based on someof the most powerful visualization tehniques, it is able to enrih thetraditional data mining results with information disovered by perform-ing diret exploration among the data. Usually the data in databasesare shown to the user in tabular format, the table lenses tehnique [164℄has been proved that is a valuable tehnique for this type of problem,and this is the baseline for this tool; DaeTL merges the power of thetable data view with some graphi representation that the human aneasily understand.This module may be used in two di�erent ways for two di�erentativities:- Explorative analysis, usually performed when the user doesn'thave information or hypothesis about data he is interating with.The module is able to visualize data and the relationships among



The framework for data analysis 111them so that it is easy for the user to grasp information simplyobserving data and their distribution.- Con�rmative analysis, when the user has already some hypothesisabout data he may want to hek them.DaeTL provides users with an overview of the data they are analyzing.A �sheye e�et [85℄ allow them to zoom into elements of interest withoutloosing the overview. In order to visualize quikly the informationzoomed out, it has been implemented an automati zoom that showthe details while moving mouse. The user an hoose to use or not theautomati zoom and tooltips, that are labels that appears while movingon items and show additional information about them. If the user needsto zoommore than one item in the same time, DaeTL allow him to zoomintervals instead of only one item, just dragging the expanded row untilthe item he/she wants to zoom. Sine the type of data that the userwill use it is not preditable at design time DaeTL automatially anmanage numbers, strings and ategories, using the most suitable way toshow them on the sreen without asking the user how to do it. The useran hange parameters in order to ustomize the tool using a ontrolpanel.DaeTL is able to present in a very short way a number of attributesand a number of rows resulting from a query on the database. Theinput of the module is the result of an analysis available in DAE DB.The tool has several features that allow the user to perform analysesto �nd interesting regularities (or irregularities) in the distribution ofthe data. With this tool the user an immediately see the overall dis-tribution of the data along di�erent attributes and simply moving themouse over the interested data he/she an see the row expanded withthe details about data.In order to better explain how the tool works we show an example.Let us onsider an organizer who wants to see some orrelations in thedata to perform further marketing ations. The organizer wants to useone of the DAE tools sine he knows that the information he need arein the data stored in the system. The organizer onnets with trade fairweb site. After the login DaeClient shows the list of available analysisassoiated to the organizer.In Figure 4.8, it is lear that the highlighted ompany �Aspeedo &Figli srl� doesn't serve the following markets: �Afria�, represented bythe blak olour, �Europa Meridionale�, represented by the green olor,



112 4.8 DaeTL: dynami tabular data analysis�Europa Centrale�, represented by the yellow olor, �Europa Settentri-onale�, represented by the gray olor. This ompany does not serveEurope but serves the rest of the world. Moreover, even if the om-pany has a high turnover (over three billions ITL), it has a very littleemployee sta�, in partiular it falls in the range [11-50℄ people.The other ompany highlighted in Figure 4.8, named �AgribrandusEurope Italia s.p.a.� serves only the Italian market, more spei�ally,it serves the middle of Italy, and this is one of the ompanies with thehighest turnover. This time, the employees number falls in the range[251-500℄, as shown by the yellow bar of the olumn related to personnel.Moreover, this is a big ompany whose produts are all types but not�Bestiame�, represented with the green olor, �Impianti per la zoote-nia�, represented with the gray olor, �Mahine per l'imballaggio�, rep-resented with the blak olor, and �Sist. informatii appliati all'agri.�,represented with the green olor.

Figure 4.8: A visualization of a trade fair data using DaeTL that shows two ompanies presentin the databaseThen the user sorts the data by Turnover olumn, as shown in Fig-ure 4.9. The dark yellow olor (seond last) in the turnover olumnindiates that the ompany turnover is more than 3 billions (ITL). Theorganizer then may easily see that more than a half of the ompaniesin database have that harateristi.When the user sorts �rst on the olumn turnover then on the olumngeographi area, the result of this interation are shown in the Figure4.10. Most of the ompanies ome from �Italia Settentrionale�, showed
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Figure 4.9: The data set with the ompanies that have more that 3 billions (ITL) turnoverwith green olor. In suh area, there are most ompanies with turnovermore than 3 billions, while the ompanies oming from the middle Italy(blak olor in the Geographi Area olumn) are small or big, sine theompanies in the range [50 millions (ITL) - 1 billion (ITL)℄ are notpresent.

Figure 4.10: Data set sorted �rst on the olumn turnover then on the olumn geographi areaA note about olors, with gray sale �gures is not possible to easilydistinguish all the olors; the olor hoie has been made in order tohelp people with olor-blind problems and there is always the possibilityto see the tooltips or zooming in order to read the name of eah item



114 4.9 DaeQP: query preview for target seletionjust moving the mouse.4.9 DaeQP: query preview for target seletionDaeQP is a tool inspired to the Query Preview tehnique [71, 190℄ andprovides users with rapid multidimensional overviews of informationabout the data soure, in order to perform appropriate data analysisalong seleted major attributes (or dimensions). One of the main ad-vantage for this visualization is that allow a diret omparison betweendi�erent variables at one. The overview shows the data distributionalong the seleted attributes. Then, we use dynami queries and querypreviews to support e�ient query formulation. Query previews pro-vide the possibility of easily getting preliminary information about dataof interest, making visible problems and gaps in the meta data that aredi�ult to detet with the traditional form �ll-in interfaes. With thistool, the user may rapidly eliminate undesired data and also previewthe size of the result set to avoid the so-alled zero-hit queries, i.e.,queries that provide an empty result set.The question that this tool answers is: �How many elements andwho (users, produts, peoples, ustomers, items in general) in the datasoure have the following harateristis?�In order to better understand how this module works, let us referto this senario: the organizer of an Italian trade fair on agriulturewants to perform a segmentation of the exhibitors of the last edition ofthe fair. Let us suppose that the organizer wants to �nd out a groupof ompanies with some harateristis to whih sending ustomizedadvertising when sending the invitation for the next event. The obje-tive of the organizer is to inrease the trade fair inome by selling moreservies or produing servies with a better quality. Therefore he is in-terested in seleting ompany segments to start appropriate marketingampaign to promote the fair servies.DaeQP �rst displays an overview of data visualized along some ma-jor attributes, the attribute shown are those previously seleted by theorganizer. As shown in Figure 4.11 the user is �rst asked to selet themain attribute and some seondary attribute in whih he is interestedin. The reason for seleting the main attribute is beause the analysis isfoused on a single attribute and in a single analysis the main attributedepends on the preferene of the user.
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Figure 4.11: Di�erent attributes along with the user an perform the analysis

Figure 4.12: An example of query preview along Personnel, Company type, and Current MarketattributesLet us suppose that the user selets the attributes 'Personnel', 'Cur-rent Market', and 'Company type'. After having pressed the button'Next', the interfae updates and shows the distribution of the numberof exhibitors along the seleted attributes (Figure 4.12). Users an seethat the majority of exhibitors are Produer ('Produttore') and thatmost have less than 50 employees.The organizer is probably interested in small ompanies (he mayselet small ompanies taking those that have a few employees) thatare produers and omes from the North of Italy and wants to promotenorthern Italy produers to resellers; if they are interested there aremore possibilities that they will attend next trade fair. So the organizerwants to hoose among the exhibitors displayed on the sreen (that areall the exhibitors, probably of a spei� edition, that are present in theorganizer database) those orresponding to the desired harateristis.



116 4.10 TimeSearher: Time series analysisSo the organizer selets in personnel the range 1-10, then in the setion'ompany type' selets the label orresponding to produer ('produt-tore') and �nally in the 'urrent market' setion he liks on the Northof Italy ('Italia settentrionale'), as shown in the Figure 4.13.The organizer see �rst the overall distribution of the exhibitors inhis database, then he liks on the bars that have some exhibitor inside.In Figure 4.13, for some attributes zero exhibitors are present one ormore items, this is an important information for the user beause whenusing a lassial form-based interfae (still the most used in the web)the user may obtain the so alled zero hit queries. It is well knownthat zero hit queries produe frustration for users who do not knowwhat parameters are allowed and when the data satisfy a query. Withthe query preview tehnique zero hit queries are avoided, beause theuser an see what ombination of parameters will produe aeptablequeries.All the ations performed with DaeQP are immediate and reversible,so users an see the results in few milliseonds and quikly performmany queries. If the query preview shows still too many reords, theuser may need to further redue the seleted data set. To addressthis need, the tool allows query re�nement by liking on the button'Next'. The query re�nement phase supports dynami queries overother relevant attributes of the database. In this way, the user ansee more details of the dataset retrieved in the �rst phase, and get theredued set of data he is atually interested in. For example, the useran speify further attributes, suh as the ompany inome, or he anzoom on the seleted value of an attribute shown in the �rst preview.On the side bar shown in the the Figure 4.13 it is possible to seethe details of the seleted exhibitors. Those are shown in light gray,as the user apply or remove the seletions the status of the exhibitorshanges.4.10 TimeSearher: Time series analysisTime series are widely used in appliations suh as eletroardiograms(EKGs), seismographs, industrial proesses, meteorology, and soundreordings. They onsist of sequenes of real numbers, representing themeasurements or observations of a real variable at equal time intervals.From an algorithmi perspetive, there is a long history on time se-
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Figure 4.13: DaeQP after the seletion of personnel, ompany type and urrent market. Theseleted exhibitors are displayed in the sidebar (Exhibitors)ries, originally grounded on statistial analysis. Today, with the aid ofomputers, users an analyze time series data using lassial statistialmodels, and also explore data using visualization tools. These inter-faes enable users to see the data and apply their powerful pereptualabilities to identify trends or spot anomalies.

Figure 4.14: TimeSearher 2. The top left area shows a detail view of two months for twovariables. An overview for the entire �ve years of data is shown at the bottom. On the detail viewpatterns an be seleted for searhingTimeSearher 2 was developed during my visit at the Human-Computerinteration laboratory at the University of Maryland, in ollaborationwith Aleks Aris, with the partiipation of Amir Khella, and under thediretion of Catherine Plaisant and Ben Shneiderman. The work pre-sented in this setion (Figure 4.14) builds on previous work at theUniversity of Maryland that explored the use of timeboxes to query



118 4.10 TimeSearher: Time series analysis

Figure 4.15: TimeSearher 1. As users draw or drag the timeboxes the lines are �ltered to showonly those that pass through the boxestime series data [98℄ (Figure 4.15). Timeboxes are retangular regionsthat are seleted and diretly manipulated on a timeline overview ofthe data. The boundary values of the timeboxes speify the relevantparameters of the query. This work enhanes the onept of time-boxes by di�erentiating two types of timeboxes. The �rst type (theoriginal) is used to �lter the data and redue the sope of the searh,whereas the seond type is used to perform a spei� pattern searhanywhere in the remaining data. Also the general browsing interfae ofTimeSearher has been enhaned, allowing users to deal with long timeseries of multiple heterogeneous variables. The target users may be ex-pert or intermittent users; the interfaes do not require any speializedanalysis skills suh as statistial knowledge. The aim is to provide in-terfaes that extend the initial exploratory analysis. Users �rst gain anoverview of the data, then �lter and zoom on the data to spot patternsof interest. Next, a searh an be performed to �nd similar patterns atother times and in other series helping users to make hypothesis aboutphenomena in the data (then experts may use external tools that vali-date the hypothesis).4.10.1 Time series related workThe harateristis of time series vary widely and are highly dependenton the appliation domain. Also data that originally are not oneivedas time series an be transformed into time series. Examples inludethe mapping of a video stream as a time series, or the mapping of



The framework for data analysis 119the human movement in 3D spae to a time series (eah oordinatebeomes a single time series) [48℄. There is an abundant literature fo-used on time series data. Some tools deal with a single time series andmay look for patterns within that series [105℄, others deal with multi-ple time series and allow users to �nd the time series of interest [105℄.Very few allow multiple variables to be browsed and searhed [194℄.Several papers propose the visualizations of time series but allow onlylimited interation with the data, suh as altering the order or aessingdetails. Interative searh failities are rare and o�er limited features[122, 123, 75℄. Another diretion is to provide preditions with visualresults but the interation is limited [171℄. This setion fouses on toolsthat inlude a graphial user interfae allowing users to interat withthe data by using simple widgets and without the need of extensivetraining or speialized skills suh as statistial analysis expertise. Oneof the �rst attempts to visualize and interat with time series was Dia-mond Fast [194℄. Diamond Fast visualizes time series on the sreen andpermits users to move and resize them, hene ompare more than twotime series. It also inludes some management of missing values. Dia-mond Fast was only apable of managing short time series whih is notenough today, but remains an important inspiration for new tools anda good appliation in several domains. Other newer tools like in ILOG[110℄ and in Personal Stok Monitor [157℄ permit a high level of inter-ation to browse the data with enhaned zoom features, but they laksearh apabilities and are limited to the visualization of a single timeseries. Brodbek and Girardin [26℄ o�er a semanti zoom implementa-tion and the possibility to visualize very long time series. Tools thatallow users to searh for patterns vary in the way they let users speifythe pattern, adjust the searh algorithm, and browse the results. Sometools allow users to disover patterns interatively. For example, Carlisand Konstan [48℄ show that by using a simple interation tehnique(tightening or relaxing a spiral view) users an visually reveal periodipatterns in serial periodi data without the need of running spei�searh algorithms. The �rst version of Timesearher [26, 104℄ allowsusers to speify patterns by onatenating multiple boxes together toform a pattern at a partiular time in the series. The series are �lteredto show only those that pass through that set of time-spei� timeboxes.It inludes useful tools to interatively searh by slope, or permit thespei�ation of queries that allow a range spei�ation in the time axis,



120 4.10 TimeSearher: Time series analysisbut there is no mehanism to searh for a pattern ourring at di�erenttimes in the dataset. Timesearher also started to explore the spei�-ation of queries on multiple variables and here there is the ontinueof this work. Other tools permit users to speify a pattern of interestand then to see searh results with similar patterns. Chortaras [58℄requires users to speify numerial parameters of the pattern, VizTree[131℄ asks users to speify the shape of the pattern by dividing thepattern into segments and speifying whether eah segment belongs toa spei� range. QuerySketh [205℄ allows users to diretly sketh theshape of the pattern. An interesting ontribution is IPBC [57℄, whihpresents a 3D tool that allows users to selet a pattern of interest in thedata itself, and then initiate a searh for similar patterns. Results arehighlighted showing where the similar patterns are in the dataset. Thistool is ustomized to display time series that have periodi harater-istis (e.g. hours, days, weeks, months, et.). Visualization ombinedwith interation may be useful to generate hypotheses and to on�rmanalysis done using statistial algorithms. We believe that allowingusers to selet a pattern from the data itself is partiularly useful in theexploratory phase of the analysis. During early data exploration, usersdo not know what pattern they may want to look for. They browsethe data and when they see some anomalies or surprising shapes in thedata, they an zoom in, selet the pattern, and then start the searh forsimilar patterns, enabling them to see where and when similar behaviorourred. Of ourse, allowing multiple pattern spei�ation methods isan even more powerful approah (see setion 4.10.3). No tool that weknow of other than TimeSearher allows the spei�ation of multiplepatterns on multiple variables.4.10.2 The appliationTimeSearher 1's basi browsing apability was extended to inludemultiple heterogeneous variables and handles tens of thousands of timepoints. In addition, TimeSearher 2's new searh interfae ombinesboth �lter and pattern searh apability, implementing a three-step ap-proah that an be extended to a variety of time series searh interfaes.The work was primarily guided by petroleum industry prodution data(oil and gas well data) and meteorology data. The sreens shown inthe paper mostly use the meteorology data, as it is more familiar.



The framework for data analysis 121TimeSearher interfaeFor exploratory data analysis users need an appliation that o�ers anoverview of the time series and the possibility to zoom in and out. Wefound that in some ases the data had never been represented visuallybefore and users were eager to explore their data �rst to see patterns,make hypotheses, understand outliers, and reognize that some datawere missing. TimeSearher 2 allows typially up to eight multipleheterogeneous variables to be shown at one, this limitation may beoverome using higher resolution sreen. Figure 4.16 shows an exampleusing the meteorology data that refers to loations in Puglia, a regionof Southern Italy (names have been hanged for this example). Threevariables are shown: amount of sunlight, rainfall and average temper-ature, for a set of items - in this ase Italian ities. On the right handside, a srollable table shows the numerial values and the list of loa-tions. Approximately 5 years of data is shown and the seasonal patternsof most variables are visible. Users an highlight a spei� time pointin all variables by liking on the bakground, whih draws a light bluevertial line and highlights values at the orresponding time in the ta-ble (upper right). Figure 4.17 shows all eight variables for all the items- whih are drawn overlapped. Figure 4.18 provides an alternate viewshowing separated views of individual items (here loations) for a singlevariable.The use of a detail+overview browser to provide aess to details isshown in Figure 4.19. Users may want to look at the seond half of 1997,whih they an ahieve by moving and resizing the orange �eld of viewbox on the bottom (also delimited by dates), as it determines the rangeof time interval displayed on the display. Users often need to omparedi�erent time periods, so the detail view an be split into 2 panes eahshowing a di�erent time period, ontrolled by independent �eld of viewboxes in the overview [118℄. Users an use the browsing apabilitiesof Timesearher 2 to explore data. They an visually spot interestingpatterns, and quikly browse reent data in searh of other instanesof the pattern. Nevertheless, this proess beomes umbersome whenlooking at extensive arhives of data, and searh apabilities beomeneessary. They are desribed in the next setion.Three-step interative searh One of the innovations in Timesearher2 is the apability to perform pattern searh. Our goal was to reate a
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Figure 4.16: Three variables (amount of sunlight, rainfall and average temperature are shown.A loation has been seleted, highlighting its data in dark blue. A date is also seleted andhighlighted in the table and timeline

Figure 4.17: Many variables an be shown at one, here 8 variables over 5 years, for a ompleteoverview of the data available for the loation
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Figure 4.18: This alternate view shows only one variable but eah loation is drawn separately(opposed to overlapping). It learly shows the periods where data is missing at eah loation. Thestart of a missing data period is indiated with a small red irle

Figure 4.19: To see more details users an zoom on the timeline by narrowing the orange �eld-of-view box drawn on the overview shown at the bottom of the sreen. The overview representsthe omplete 5 years of data for one variable, while the detail view is zoomed on the seond halfof 1997
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Figure 4.20: Example of �ltering over multiple variables, using an oil prodution dataset. Eahitem is a well, for whih hourly data is available (pressure, temperature, et.). Users have narroweddown the list of wells down to three (A, H, and I) by �ltering the series to keep only the wells withhigh �bottom hole pressureëarly April and high �bottom hole temperatureïn early Marhsimple interation for searhing for a pattern in the time series. Onethe pattern is spei�ed, the searh for similar patterns an be started.Pattern mathing may be slow so to address this problem, we proposea three-step framework to interatively searh the data. In Step 1,users redue the sope of the query by drawing timeboxes in one ormore detail views. In Step 2, users speify a pattern and get a largenumber of results with an approximate searh. In step 3, users re�nethe query to narrow down the result set by dynamially manipulatingthe parameters of the searh.In Step 1, the goal is to redue the size of the data to be searhed.User blue time boxes on the display. A boolean AND operation isperformed among all time boxes so that the remaining lines are onlythose that go through all the boxes. Filtered out items appear lightgrey on the sreen (and an be removed if needed). The immediatefeedbak given to users lari�es the e�et of users' ations and revealsthe logi of the ombinatory e�et of timeboxes. A smaller number ofitems will allow the next searh steps to be performed more rapidly.Step 2 orresponds to the seletion of a spei� pattern and theinitial searh for similar sequenes within the sope spei�ed in Step1. Users selet the pattern in the dataset itself by seleting a line -therefore highlighting it - then drawing a box enlosing the pattern.Figures 9 to 12 show an example with only one variable to keep the
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Figure 4.21: Users selet a pattern by �rst seleting a line (i.e. a time series) and drawing abox around the pattern of interest. The default tolerane is set to zero. The referene pattern istagged by a green triangle on the detail and on the overview�gures small. After drawing the box (Figure 8), an adjustable toleraneslider appears, allowing users to roughly set the tolerane of the mathbetween the seleted pattern and the searh results.The initial searh is triggered expliitly by liking on the arrow-shaped button loated below the box. The result of the searh isdisplayed with red triangle markers under the horizontal axes on theoverview - and in the detail view(s) when appliable (Figure 4.22). To-gether with the triangles, the mathed patterns appear with a di�erentolor (red) in the detail view and in the overview, when appliable.This step might beome slow when the dataset is large but it may needto be performed only one (see disussion setion). Finally, in Step 3,users redue the tolerane and adjust searh parameters, inrementally.In order to rapidly adjust the size of the result set, the users bene�tfrom having immediate feedbak about the e�et of their ation on theresults. Users an adjust the tolerane level and immediately see thee�et on the ardinality of the result set (Figure 4.23). Finally, theyan use all the basi features presented in the previous subsetion tobrowse the results (�gure 4.24): overview and details, synhronized ta-ble to view numerial values, multiple detail views to ompare patterns,et. When inadequate mathes are found users an readjust the toler-ane or modify parameters of the searh (Figure 4.25). Users an repeatthe operation by seleting patterns in multiple variables (Figure 4.14).At this stage our implementation handles the variables independently,i.e. results of the pattern mathing in one variable are highlighted inthat variable view only and no boolean operation is performed. Theoverview shows the positions of all patterns mathed over the entire
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Figure 4.22: The slider is �rst adjusted to an arbitrary high level of tolerane and the searh isinitiated by liking on the arrow shaped button below the pattern. The starting point of eahmathing sequene is indiated by a red triangle. Here there are too many to examine

Figure 4.23: The tolerane level is redued iteratively until the result set is small enough to beexaminedtime series. Users are then able to browse the results to see how pat-terns found in separate variables math in time. Even though the stan-dard setup shows an overview of the entire dataset at the bottom of thesreen on a single variable, users an streth the �eld-of-view box (thebox in the overview panel) to over the entire time span of the datasetto see an overview of all variables at one in the area generally reservedfor details.Searh algorithm used The searh onsists of two sets of algorithms.Transformation algorithms are applied to the searh pattern and to se-quenes of the times series. Comparison algorithms ompare the trans-formed searh pattern and the transformed sequenes. Transformation:We implemented four transformations. They are o�set translation,magnitude saling, linear trend removal and noise redution. O�settranslation and magnitude saling are applied by default but users anspeify whih transformations are used using the hek boxes availablein the top-right area of the sreen. Comparison: Let's �rst de�ne the



The framework for data analysis 127tolerane perentage and tolerane value. The tolerane perentageis a value hosen by the user with the searh widget. Currently it isa perentage value ranging from 0% to 100% seleted with a slider.0% tolerane orresponds to exat mathes only, and 100% returns avery large number of mathes. The tolerane value is used to deter-mine whether the sequene under omparison mathes the pattern. Wede�ned the tolerane value to be the range (Max - Min) of the trans-formed pattern multiplied by the tolerane level. To illustrate, supposethe range of the transformed pattern is 10 units, and the tolerane levelhosen by the user is 20%. The resulting tolerane value will be 2 units.

Figure 4.24: Moving the �eld-of-view box to the red arrows reveals a sequene mathing thesearh pattern

Figure 4.25: When a searh result is found unaeptable (e.g. here users realize that they areabout the amplitude of the pattern) algorithm parameters an be adjusted (here by turning o�the �amplitude saling� option at the top right of the sreen)We implemented two omparison algorithms, both using a slidingwindow on the time series having the same size as the pattern. The�rst algorithm alulates the Eulidean distane between the windowand the pattern, and determines the sequene as a math only if thisdistane is less than or equal to the tolerane value multiplied by thelength of the pattern. The Eulidean distane is the following formula:
D(Q,C) ≡

√
∑n

i=1
(Qi − Ci)2 where Q and C are two time series with



128 4.10 TimeSearher: Time series analysisn points and D is the distane funtion for two time series but we re-move the square root operation to speed-up the alulation (whih isaeptable as Eulidean distane is a monotone funtion) The seondalgorithm alulates the di�erene between orresponding point val-ues. If the di�erene for every point is within the tolerane value, thesequene is determined to be a math; otherwise, it is exluded fromthe result set. Those simple algorithms were hosen beause the dataprovided by our users were not extremely large, had no periodiity,and beause our users ould not predit the size of the pattern to besearhed, whih meant that existing advaned searh algorithms ouldnot be exploited pro�tably (see disussion in setion 4.10.3).The tolerane value depends on the transformations seleted by theuser. Hene, a 10% tolerane in one transformation orresponds toa di�erent tolerane value into another transformation. As the userselets or deselets transformations to be applied, the tolerane valuehanges although the tolerane perentage remains the same. Overallwe an see that the tolerane value remains an arbitrary measure thathas limited meaning for users therefore we plan to hange the displayto show + and - signs instead of displaying a number for the tolerane.The meteorologial dataset ontains 2000 time points (daily means oftemperatures, humidity, et.). Eah time point has 8 variables and itis possible to perform the searh on 15 items (loations in our ase).All queries in this reasonably sized dataset an be performed in realtime beause we an load all the data in the high speed store, there-fore ahieving dynami queries [177℄. Dynami queries imply rapid,inremental, and reversible ations; and the immediate display of feed-bak (less than 100 milliseonds). The oil prodution data sample hasapproximately 10,000 time points and 7 variables for 10 wells, and dy-nami queries were not ahieved in step 3 at this point.4.10.3 DisussionsThe tool still has many opportunities for improvement. Main issues in-lude dealing with larger datasets, improving the interfae, and dealingwith missing data. Dealing with larger datasets: Our algorithms an beoptimized but for muh larger datasets further development is neededto handle eah step separately so that slower steps an be triggeredexpliitly (by pressing a button) while others are triggered impliitlyto ahieve dynami queries. One tehnique onsists of using Step 2 as



The framework for data analysis 129another sope reduing step. One users have run the searh one, witha high tolerane value of X, the result set R an be used as the newredued sope of re�nement queries using tolerane Y<X (i.e. whendragging the slider up). This makes the operation of reduing the tol-erane faster as the tolerane level is redued). Inreasing the toleranewould require running a searh on the entire data again, unless the al-gorithm keeps trak of the value for whih a pattern was dropped o� theresult list. And if the value is greater than X, or when transformationsare heked or unheked, then a omplete searh on the entire sopede�ned in Step 1 has to be performed again. Another possibility is toindex the time series in step 2 so the dynami queries may be appliedalso for a bigger data set. When the data (indexed or not) is largerthan the high-speed storage apaity, the three-step framework an beapplied as well. The initial searh of Step 2 may be slow, but Step 3an beome interative when the Step 2 result set is small enough to�t into the high-speed storage.When the size of the pattern is identi�ed in advane, simple searhan be replaed by faster indexed searhes that �nd a small set of resultsthen apply the Eulidian distane to quikly re�ne this set. This is thease when the data are yli and patterns of interest math that yle.For example, for EKGs the yle is on the order of a seond. Similarly,weekly yles are likely to be present in time series of human workativities. Those yles are important to index the data for patternsearh beause very e�ient indexing tehniques are available when theduration of the patterns to be searhed is known in advane [159, 126℄.When the length of the searh pattern annot be known in advanebut only approximated to fall within a �xed range, multiple indies anbe reated for a reasonable set of di�erent pattern lengths, having anindex for eah length.Improving interation: Our early feedbak highlighted the bene�tsof good browsing apabilities. Exploring the data visually is extremelyimportant, and providing aess to the numerial values needs to besupported with synhronized views of the graphs, tables and lists. Mul-tiple presentations of the data are useful (for example overlapping ver-sus sequential views of the items). User suggestions inluded providingmultiple methods to speify the pattern and the options of the searhalgorithm. For example, one alternative to speifying tolerane wouldbe to allow users to interatively modify the seleted pattern or to



130 4.10 TimeSearher: Time series analysisdraw boundaries of tolerane on the pattern by interating with theline using diret manipulation. When the users know the pattern theyare looking for and it is not easy to �nd an existing similar one, pureskething may help [205℄. The seletion of patterns in existing datawould also be omplemented by a pure skething option. This ouldeasily be added to the urrent software. Alternatives an be o�eredas well for the seletion of searh parameters. Our early user feedbakindiates that some users are onfused by the tolerane slider label, be-ause the tolerane measure has no real meaning. We initially hose todisplay a number to allow users to return to a previous value that hadbeen found useful. Hopefully, the dynami query behavior will helpusers quikly understand how to use the tolerane slider. An optionmight be to avoid displaying a numerial value and only provide + and- ontrols. Another natural suggestion is to extend the sope-settingStep 1 by allowing users to limit the time range where the searh shouldbe performed. Note that urrently, nothing requires users to start withStep 1, and they an start with Step 2 and 3. Nevertheless it mightbe good to enourage users to redue the sope of the searh with the�lter boxes when the size of the data does not allow the use of dynamiqueries.Dealing with missing data: Missing data is another ommon prob-lem that needs to be arefully addressed. Time series make it easy toinform users of the fat that data is missing [73℄ and TimeSearher 2shows the loation of the beginning of missing data (Figure 5). Nev-ertheless, standard annotation mehanisms are needed to inform usersabout the default method used to handle missing data in the searh(is the missing data ignored? Is it onsidered a perfet math? Is itreplaed by an estimated value?), and users should be able to speifywhat method is to be used. Our experiene suggests that providingannotation mehanisms will also be important to doument the rea-sons for the absene of the data and that exploratory tools suh asTimesearher are a natural environment to gather anedotal knowl-edge about the missing data. Evaluation: The formal evaluation ofexploratory tools suh as TimeSearher remains a hallenges[50℄. For-mative usability studies will allow us to improve the interfae but, moreimportantly, we will ontinue working with users to identify and reporton ase studies, that will help us understand the range of data type andappliation for whih TimeSearher 2's pattern searh an be e�etive.
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132 5.1 Introdution5.1 IntrodutionThe framework presented in this thesis has been developed with the aimof making it useful and usable by its intended users. In this hapter wewill �rst desribe what is usability, then the usability priniples adoptedfor the design of the framework and how we did get user requirements.Setion 5.5 is dediated to the methods for usability evaluation and thefollowing two setions desribe the evaluation of the framework.5.2 Usability of interative systemsIt is now widely aknowledged that usability is a ruial fator of theoverall quality of interative appliations. Several de�nitions of usabil-ity have been proposed. Nielsen de�ned a model in whih usability ispresented as one of the aspets that haraterizes a global feature of asystem that is aeptability by the users, re�eting whether the systemis good enough to satisfy needs and requirements of the users.The aeptability of a omputer system is a ombination of its soialaeptability and its pratial aeptability [148℄, as shown in Figure5.2 its pratial aeptability is analyzed within various ategories, in-luding traditional ategories suh as ost, support, reliability, ompat-ibility with existing systems, et., as well as the ategory of usefulness.Usefulness an be broken down into the two ategories of utility and us-ability, where utility is the question of whether the funtionality of thesystem in priniple an do what is needed, and usability is the questionof how well users an use the funtionality.

Figure 5.1: Usability De�nition about NielsenIn Nielsen model, usability is not a one-dimensional property of a



Design for usability 133system, rather it has multiple omponents. It an be deomposed into�ve attributes:- Learnability: the system should be easy to learn so that the useran rapidly start getting some work done with the system;- E�ieny: the system should be e�ient to use, so that one theuser has learned the system, a high level of produtivity is possible;- Memorability: the system should be easy to remember, so thatthe asual user is able to return to the system after some periodof not having used it, without having to learn everything all overagain;- Few Errors: the system should have a low error rate, so that usersmake few errors during the use of the system, and so that if theydo make errors they an easily reover from them;- Satisfation: the system should be pleasant to use, so that usersare subjetively satis�ed when using it; they like it.Only by de�ning the abstrat onept of �usability� in terms of thesemore preise and measurable omponents, we an arrive at an engineer-ing disipline where usability is not just argued about but is system-atially approahed, improved, and evaluated.Di�erent authors in theHuman-Computer Interation (HCI) literature have proposed di�erentusability priniples for interative appliations. Nielsen [148℄ reportsthe following usability priniples:1. Simple and natural dialogue: Dialogue should not ontain infor-mation that is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra unit ofinformation in a dialogue ompetes with the relevant units of in-formation and diminishes their relative visibility. All informationshould appear in a natural and logi order.2. Speak the user's language: Dialogue should be expressed learlyin words, phrases and onepts familiar to the user.3. Minimize use memory load: The user should not have to rememberinformation from one part of the dialogue to another. Instrutionsfor use of the system should be always visible or simply retrievablewhen it is neessary.4. Consisteny: Users should not have to wonder whether di�erentwords, situations, or ations should have always the same meaning.



134 5.3 Designing usable systems5. Feedbak: The system should inform the user about what he isdoing by means appropriate, e�etive and e�ieny feedbak.6. Clearly marked exits: Users often hoose funtions mistakenly andthen they need simple to leave the unintentional status.7. Shortut: Aelerator, unseen by the novie user, may often speedup the interation for expert user suh that the system aters toboth inexperiened and experiened users.8. Good error messages: Messages should be expressed in a easy lan-guage (no odes), should indiate the problem and should suggestthe solution in a onstrutive way.9. Prevent errors: Even better than good error messages is a arefuldesign that prevents a problem from ourring in the �rst page.10. Help and doumentation: Even better it is better if the system anbe used without doumentation, it may be neessary to providehelp and doumentation. Any suh information should be easyto searh, foused on the users� task, and it should speify theonrete steps to exeute.5.3 Designing usable systemsFairsNet has been developed by using a User-Centered Design method-ology in order to build a system that satis�es lear usability objetives.As a onsequene, the main key points have been the analysis of allpossible users of the system and, in general, of all the stakeholders, aswell as the evaluation proess that involved all phases of the systemdesign and development. Moreover, during the system development,users interated with projet team aording to a Partiipatory Designapproah [143℄, as it is desribed in this doument. In this setion, webrie�y illustrate the user-entred methodology, and then we desribeour approah to the FairsNet design.5.3.1 User-Centered DesignUser-Centered Design implies that �nal users are involved from thevery beginning of the planning stage, and identifying user requirementsbeomes a fundamental and ruial phase to any development projet.



Design for usability 135Early involvement of users has the potential for preventing serious mis-takes and for identifying what is e�etively needed for them [161℄. Pooror inadequate requirement spei�ations an result in interation dif-�ulties, inluding lak of failities and usability problems. The basipriniples of User-Centered Design are:1. analyze users and tasks;2. design and implement the system iteratively through prototypesof inreasing omplexity;3. evaluate design hoies and prototypes with users.User-Centered approah requires understanding reality: who will usethe system, where, how, and to do what. Then, the system is devel-oped iterating a design-implementation-evaluation yle. In this wayit is possible to avoid serious mistakes and to save re-implementationtime, sine the �rst design is based on empirial knowledge of user be-haviour, needs, and expetations. In the traditional software life yle,the standard waterfall model, whih is system-entered, usability is notadequately addressed. Moreover, there are some signi�ant drawbaks.For instane, the system is tested only at the end of the yle, whenunfortunately is too late for going through radial design modi�ationsto ope with possible disrepanies with the requirements. Anotherproblem is that these requirements are olleted with ustomers, whooften are di�erent from the people who will use the system. Customersare the people who negotiate with designers the features of the intendedsystem, while users or end users are those people that will atually usethe designed systems [63℄. A diret onsequene of the restrited na-ture of the requirement spei�ations is that, usually, system testing isnot only performed late in the development yle, but is also limited tosome of its funtional aspets, thus negleting system usability.In order to reate usable interative systems, it is therefore nees-sary to augment the standard life yle to expliitly address usabilityissues: the User-Centered Design methodology stresses the iteration ofthe design-implementation-evaluation yle.The key priniples of the User Centered Design methodology havebeen aptured in the standard ISO 13407 standard (Human-CenteredDesign proess for interative systems), that is shown in Figure 5.2. Thekey points of user-entred design are: 1) analyse users, task, as well asthe ontext in whih users operate (as indiated in blok 2 and 3 of



136 5.3 Designing usable systems

Figure 5.2: ISO 13407: Human-entred design proess for interative systemsFigure 5.2); 2) design and implement the system through prototypesof inreasing omplexity (blok 4 of Figure 5.2); 3) evaluate designhoies and prototypes with user requirements and possibly real users(blok 5 of Figure 5.2). Iterate this yle and stop it when design meetsrequirement. The iterative proess is stopped when requirements aremet. From this it follows that evaluation represents the entral phasein the development yle. For this reason, within the HCI ommunity,Hartson and Hix have developed the star life yle model shown inFigure 5.3.1 [101℄.The star model reognizes that this approah needs to be omple-mented by a bottom-up (syntheti) approah, and an start from anypoint in the star (as shown by the entry arrows), and followed by anyother stage (as shown by the double arrows).Design and implementation of FairsNet follows a User-Centred De-sign: users have an ative role, they have to understand problems andalso to propose solutions. This has been possible thanks to the presenein the Consortium of members that are real users of the system thatwill be developed. Other users have also been involved by the variouspartners. The system is designed iterating a design-implementation-evaluation yle. In this way it is possible to avoid serious mistakesand to save re-implementation time sine the �rst design is based onempirial knowledge of user behaviour, needs, and expetations.5.3.2 Partiipatory DesignPartiipatory Design (known as the Sandinavian approah) [3℄ a-knowledges the importane of involving users in the design proess and,
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Figure 5.3: The Star Life Cyle Modelindeed, argues that they have a right to be involved in the design ofthe systems whih they will subsequently use. Users partiipate by an-alyzing organizational requirements and onsidering appropriate soialand tehnial strutures to support both individual and organizationalneeds.Partiipatory Design is a philosophy, whih enompasses the wholedesign yle, and inorporates the user not only as an experimentalsubjet but also as a member of the design team. Users are thereforeative ollaborators in the design proess, rather than passive parti-ipants whose involvement is entirely governed by the designer. Theargument is that the users are experts in the work ontext and a designan only be e�etive within that ontext if these experts are allowed toontribute atively to the design.Partiipatory Design therefore aims to re�ne system requirementsiteratively through a design proess in whih the user is atively in-volved, being inluded in the design team, in order that they ontributeto every stage of the design proess. Partiipatory Design enompassesseveral methods to failitate data exhange between the users and thedesigners. In FairsNet, we have adopted the following:- Brainstorming- Storyboarding



138 5.3 Designing usable systems- Workshops- Penil and paper exerisesBrainstormingBrainstorming is a tehnique designed to help reative thinking in initialprodut development. A large number of ideas are generated, many ofwhih are disarded. In the proess it is hoped that innovative ideaswill arise that an then be followed up in more detail. The number ofpeople in a brainstorming group an range from 2 - 12 people. Themembers of the group should have a range of experienes and stakes inthe problem to be solved. Hene the group should not only onsist ofexperts, but also lay people and a range of people in between. Theyshould all have some familiarity of the problem preferably from di�erentviewpoints. Brainstorming sessions are relatively easy to run, but doneed to be handled arefully. The group needs to be arefully managedso that all partiipants an ontribute without being ritiized, but itis neessary to have one leader or hairperson to present the problem.It is also important to keep the onversation from straying too far andto prevent any ritiism between the group members, as this will haltthe �ow of reativity.StoryboardingStoryboarding an be used as a means of desribing the user's day-to-day ativities as well as the potential designs and the impat they willhave.WorkshopsWorkshop an be used to �ll in the missing knowledge of partiipantsand provide a more foused view of the design. They may involvemutual enquiry in whih all parties attempt to understand the ontextof the design from eah other's point of view. The designer questionsthe user about the work environment in whih the design is to be used,and the user an query the designer on the tehnology and apabilitiesthat may be available. This establishes ommon ground between theuser and designer and sets the foundation for the design that is to beprodued.Penil and paper exerisesPenil and paper exerises allow designs to be talked through and evalu-ated with very little ommitment in terms of resoures. Users an walkthrough typial tasks using paper mok-ups of the system design. Thisis intended to show up disrepanies between the user's requirements



Design for usability 139and the atual design as proposed. Suh exerises provide a simple andheap tehnique for early assessment of models.The predominant ativity in designing systems like FairsNet is thatthe partiipants in the design team teah and instrut eah other; sinedomain experts (in this ase fair experts) understand the pratie andsystem designers know the tehnology. The knowledge relevant to theproblem is distributed and an be opinionated - it must be aquiredand formalized with a areful user requirements analysis.5.4 Gathering user requirementsIn this setin is brie�y reported the approah for gathering data aboutusers and general system requirements taken by the FairsNet partners.As desribed above, the approah of FairsNet partners is onsistentwith the user-entred methodology we deided to adopt, even if thespei� methods used by eah partner may slightly vary depending onthe partner's spei� experiene and expertise and irumstanes oftheir users.In the United Kingdom the adopted approah has been the ombi-nation of the retrieval of published material, inluding periodials, lit-erature and web sites with interviews and information-gathering visits.The �ndings of these ativities have been ombined with the experi-enes of the system designer, gained by attending, and in some asesexhibiting at, several trade fairs, exhibitions and related events overreent years. The analysis and information gathering has suggestedthat the key users and bene�iaries for the system are the Organisers(prinipally), the Exhibitors, the Servie Providers/Contrators andthe event Visitors/Delegates themselves (a desription of user types isgiven in Setion 1.2.3). The seletion of users has been targeted to getthe representative views of the above ategories of event partiipantsand to over a range of events. It was also felt important to aptureinput regarding events that ombine traditional fair ativity (exhibit-ing and selling) with omplimentary ativities, suh as onferenes andseminars. Several spei� venues and events were onsidered, and par-tiipants were interviewed/onsulted.The aim of the FairsNet user requirements analysis performed byINMARK partner in Spain has been to identify the needs and require-ments of those users who are the main ators for the FairsNet system,



140 5.4 Gathering user requirementsnamely trade fairs organisers, exhibitors and professional visitors.Fair organiser's requirements and opportunities of the FairsNet sys-tem were disussed with Senior Exeutives from the Fundaión SemanaVerde de Galiia (FSVG), in a series of working meetings in the FSVGheadquarters in Silleda (Galiia) during April and May 2000. On theother hand, INMARK has interviewed exhibitors and professional vis-itors attending the Semana Verde de Galiia International Fair heldin Silleda between 3-7 May 2000. A total of 60 diret fae to faeinterviews were performed during the exhibition. The main objetiveof these in depth interviews was to obtain further information on theurrent business proesses in the fair industry, as well as to know thevision of exhibitors and professional visitors on virtual fairs and whatthey would like to get from FairsNet.The user requirement analysis has been arried out in Italy by thepartners University of Bari (Uniba for short) and Luiss. To this pur-pose, Uniba identi�ed Agrilevante as a pilot site. Agrilevante is a fairon Agriulture, held every year in September at the venue Fiera delLevante in Bari. The Uniba approah to data gathering has involvedon-site visits at the Fiera del Levante venue, interviews to people be-longing to di�erent user types involved with Agrilevante, but also withother fairs, and questionnaires submitted to various users. Fair or-ganisers have been interviewed, and also people of the tehnial andmaintenane o�e who, at Fiera del Levante, o�er tehnial supportto exhibitors. Suh a support is the one due by fair organiser in orderto gather exhibitors' requirements, identify their business proess, anddisuss opportunities for a fair support system suh as FairsNet.Fair exhibitors have been interviewed in order to obtain informationon the business proess related to their partiipation to fair events, andto understand their attitude toward systems like FairsNet. In order togather more information on a larger sample of exhibitors, a question-naire has been designed and submitted to exhibitors partiipating atthe Tenorama Fair held in Bari at Fiera del Levante during 4-7 May2000. Uniba also interviewed generi visitors of that fair (in partiulara group of Computer Siene students that visited the fair and stoppedat the Uniba stand where a poster on the FAIRWIS Projet was dis-played), people working at the fair, and also the people responsible ofthe Fidanzia Sistemi srl, a ompany of about 60 employees, whih is ano�ial servie provider of Fiera del Levante and of many Italian fairs



Design for usability 141as well (eg. Fiera di Milano, Fiera di Bologna).The approah of LUISS has been to identify a seletion of venues,organisers, exhibitors and professional visitors, and to submit them e-mail questionnaires. Their answers have been then the basis for a seriesof interviews, tailored on the individual ativity and experiene of theperson. More information has been gathered from the involved peoplein form of papers, web sites, working douments, heklists and so on.The requirement gathering was performed by involving primarily theFiera di Roma venue, loated in Roma, where several fairs take plae allyear around, and the IGStudents Foundation, that is promoted by theSoietà per l'Imprenditorialità Giovanile S.p.A. (an Italian ompany forthe promotion of young entrepreneurs). The IGStudents mission on-sists in the promotion of the ountry's development, using enterpriseas a means to improve the link between the world of eduation and theworking world, to aid the emergene of voation and to promote pro-fessional experienes suitable to the growth of transversal ompeteniesamong young people. Other organisations have been involved too.The interviewed persons gave often their experienes in more thanone role, i.e. exhibitors and organisers answered also as business visitorsand press. Their answers have been integrated with the LUISS team'sown experienes in several Italian and foreign trade fairs, as professionalvisitors and sometime exhibitors and related event organisers. Theinterviewed users have been involved in heking LUISS drafts whilethe work was in progress, to be sure that they would re�eted theexperienes they were based on.5.5 Usability Evaluation in the Software Life CyleIn order to design usable systems, we have seen that in User-Centereddesign usability evaluation plays a fundamental role. The HCI researhhas provided several methods that an help the designers in takingtheir deisions during the di�erent stage of the development of a usablesystem.Many di�erent tehniques an be applied for olleting user infor-mation, among them diret and indiret observation, interviews andquestionnaires [94, 70, 161℄. Diret and indiret observation means ob-serving the users while they arry out their tasks at their workplae. Itis the most reliable and preise method for olleting data about users,



142 5.5 Usability Evaluation in the Software Life Cyleespeially valuable for identifying user lasses and related tasks. More-over, it allows identifying ritial fators, like soial pressure, that anhave a strong e�et on user behaviour when the system will be used inthe �eld. Unfortunately, diret observation is very expensive beauseit requires experimenters to observe eah user individually. It an alsolead to a level of `arti�ial' behaviour, as those being observed reat tothe observation. For these this reasons, it is most useful when a reduednumber of observations is enough to generalize behavioural preditionsor when hypotheses have to be tested rather than generated. Interviewsollet self-reported experiene, opinion, and behavioural motivations.They are essential to gaining �nding out proedural knowledge as wellas problems with urrently used tools. Interviews ost a bit less thandiret observations, beause they an be shorter, easier, and quikerto doument to ode. However, they still require skilled experimentersinterviewers to be e�etive. By ontrast, self-administered question-naires an be handed out and olleted by untrained personnel allowingto the gathering from various users of a large huge quantity of data atrelatively low ost. They allow statistial analyses and stronger gen-eralizations than interviews but also lak the �exibility of questioning.Questionnaires provide an overview on the urrent situation as well asspei� answers. They an be readily produed and distributed to reahas wide an audiene as possible bur need to be arefully onstruted asnot to predetermine the answers given to them.Whih ombination of these methods is best worth to applying de-pends both on requirements and budget. By elaborating the outomeof the knowledge phase, designers de�ne a �rst version of the system.At this stage, design tehniques (e.g., task-entered [154℄ or senario-based [161℄) provide satisfying solutions. The goal is to explore di�er-ent design alternatives before settling on a single proposal to be furtherdeveloped. Possibly, in this way designers will propose di�erent solu-tions and di�erent interation strategies. Tehniques like suh as papermok-ups and prototyping an be applied.Paper mok-ups are the heapest: piees of the system interfae aredrawn on paper and an interviewer experimenter simulates the intera-tion with a user. Despite its simple trivial appearane, this tehniqueallows for the olleting of reliable data, whih an be used for parallelreviewing.Prototyping allows testing some funtionality in depth (vertial pro-



Design for usability 143totyping) or the whole interfae (horizontal prototyping). Then, oneor more solutions an be evaluated with or without users. This step,alled formative evaluation, aims at heking some hoies and gettinghints for revising the design. Di�erent methods an be used for eval-uating systems at the di�erent phases of their development: the mostommonly adopted are user-based methods and inspetion methods.User-based methods mainly onsist of user testing, in whih usabil-ity properties are assessed by observing how the system, or a prototypeof the system, is atually used by some representatives of real usersperforming real tasks [161, 70, 114℄. Usability inspetion methods in-volve expert evaluators only, who inspet the user interfae in orderto �nd out possible usability problems, provide judgements based ontheir knowledge, and make reommendations for �xing the problemsand improving the usability of the appliation.User-based evaluation provides a sounder trusty evaluation from theuser perspetive, beause it assesses usability through samples of realusers. However, it has a number of drawbaks, suh as the di�ultyto properly selet a orret sample of the user ommunity, and to trainit to manage not only the main appliation features but also the mostsophistiated and advaned failities of an interative system.With respet to user-based evaluation, usability inspetion methodsare more subjetive, having heavy dependene upon the inspetor skillsand preoneptions. Among the inspetion methods, we may inlude[150℄:- heuristi evaluation;- ognitive walkthrough;- formal usability inspetion;- guidelines reviews.Heuristi evaluation is the most informal method; it involves a us-ability expert who analyses the dialogue elements of the user interfae tohek if they onform to usability priniples, usually referred as heuris-tis, hene the name of this method. In a ognitive walkthrough, theexpert uses some detailed proedures to simulate users' problem solv-ing proesses during the user-omputer dialogue, in order to see if thefuntionalities provided by the system are e�ient for users and leadthe to orret ations.



144 5.5 Usability Evaluation in the Software Life CyleFormal usability inspetion is a review of users' potential task per-formane with a produt. It was designed to help engineers to reviewa produt and identify any �nd a large number of usability defets. Itis very similar to the traditional 'ode inspetion' methods with whihsoftware developers have long been are familiar. It is arried out bythe engineer designing the produt and a team of peers, looking fordefets. Finally, in a guidelines review, the experts inspets the inter-fae to hek if it is onforms to a list set of usability guidelines. Themethod an be onsidered as a ross between heuristi evaluation andstandard inspetion, the latter is another kind of inspetion to hekthe ompliane of the interfae to some interfae standards. A detaileddesription of these and other inspetion methods an be found in [150℄.The main advantage of inspetion methods is the ost saving: theydo not involve users nor require any speial equipment or lab failities[148, 150℄. In addition, experts an detet a wide range of problemsand possible faults of a omplex system in a limited amount of time.For these reasons, inspetion methods have ahieved widespread use inreent the last years, espeially in the industrial environments [149℄,sine industry is very muh interested in e�etive and formalised meth-ods, that an provide good results whilst being still ost-e�etive andeasily operated.Inspetion methods aim at �nding usability problems in an existinguser interfae, and to then make reommendations for �xing suh theseproblems. Hene, they an be applied at various steps of the softwaredevelopment, and are appropriate ertainly used for evaluating the de-sign of the system in a prototype form, even a paper prototype, so thatpossible defets an be �xed as soon as possible.When a system implementation is available, user-based evaluation isoften reommended. It inludes experimental methods, observationalmethods, and survey tehniques. Among experimental methods, on-trolled experiments are very valuable; they provide empirial evideneto support spei� hypotheses. They allow a omparative evaluation,whih is very useful when alternative prototypes or versions of the samesystem are available. An experiment onsists of the following steps: for-mulation of the hypotheses to be tested, de�nition of the experimentalonditions that di�er only in the values of some ontrolled variables,exeution of the experiment, and analysis of olleted data.In order to verify the usability of a single prototype, we an also



Design for usability 145observe users working with it. A valid tehnique is the thinking aloud,in whih users are asked to think aloud when they use the system orprototype. In this way, evaluators an detet users' misoneptions andthe system elements that ause them.Both experimental and observational methods are used for ollet-ing data about system and user performane; they do not providedata about users' satisfation that is a subjetive measure that an beobtained by survey tehniques, suh as interviews and questionnaires[161, 70℄.By onsidering the industry's interest for ost e�etive heap bute�etive methods, heuristi evaluation plays an important role. It pre-sribes having a small set of experts analyzing the system, and evalu-ating its interfae against a list of reognized usability priniples, theheuristis. Some researhes have shown that heuristi evaluation is avery e�ient usability engineering tehnique [117℄, with a high bene-�t ost-ratio [149℄, and therefore it falls within the so-alled disountusability methods.In priniple, only one evaluator an ondut heuristi evaluation.However, in an analysis of various studies, it has been assessed thatsingle evaluators are able to �nd only the 35% of the total number of theexistent usability problems [148, 150℄. Di�erent evaluators tend to �nddi�erent problems. Therefore, the more experts that are involved in theevaluation, the more problems it is possible to �nd. The mathematialmodel de�ned in [149℄ shows that reasonable results an be obtainedby having only �ve evaluators.5.6 Evaluation Proess of FairsNetEvaluation is not a single phase of the development proess of an ap-pliation, but is an iterative set of proesses deployed aross a set ofprototypes. This has the advantages that problems an be identi�ed asearly as possible and an then be orreted easier and ost-e�etively.FairsNet has adopted evaluation tehniques that are omprehensive andost- e�etive. Spei�ally, the evaluation proess is based on the useof the following tehniques:- user and task observation;- senarios;



146 5.6 Evaluation Proess of FairsNet- simpli�ed thinking aloud;- heuristi evaluation.User and task observationThe �rst step for designing a usable system is to know who will use it.There are di�erent users; so it is important to analyse them. We an usedi�erent query tehniques: diret and indiret observation, interviews,questionnaires, whih have been desribed in the previous setion.SenariosSenarios is a �story about use�. Stories an be of di�erent lengths anddi�erent levels of detail, and, indeed, the word �senario� is used inmany di�erent ways in the literature on user and task analysis.Senarios an be about users, their work, their environments, howthey do tasks, the tasks they need to do, and all ombinations of theseelements. Senarios an fous on the primary users- the people whowill atually use what you develop- or the seondary users- the peoplewho bene�t by what the primary users do. We distinguish four types ofsenarios that vary in their level of detail and the use the developmentteam might make of them. We inlude:a. Brief senarios are very brief stories that give just the fats of areal situation the primary user had to deal with, but that don'tgo into detail on how the user does the task.b. Vignettes Brief narratives, sometimes with �gures that give read-ers a high-level, broad brush view of a user, the user's environment,and the user's urrent way of doing something.. Elaborated senarios are narratives with more details. Whih de-tails you fous on depend on what you want the team to take fromthe story.d. Complete task senarios are narratives that arry the story fromthe beginning to the end of a task or sequene of tasks.Simpli�ed thinking aloudThe thinking aloud method involves having one test user at a timeuse the system (or a prototype) for a given set of tasks while beingasked to �think out loud�. By verbalizing their thoughts, users allow anobserver to determine not just what they are doing with the interfae,but also why they are doing it. Traditionally, thinking aloud studies are



Design for usability 147onduted with psyhologists or user interfae experts as experimenterswho videotape the subjets and perform detailed protool analysis. Amajor di�erene between simpli�ed and traditional thinking aloud isthat data analysis an be done on the basis of the notes taken bythe experimenter instead of by videotapes. Reording, wathing, andanalysing the videotapes is expensive and takes a lot of time.5.7 Evaluation in FairsNet life yleEvaluation is not just something that happens in the delivery phase.As desribed above, it ours in some form at all stages in the softwareyle: analysis, design, development and delivery. A spei� ativitywe have performed in FairsNet was related to designing and imple-menting a monitoring system that, through the evaluation tehniquesdesribed in Setion 5.5 and applied during the whole life-yle, ouldprovide information about the quality of the developed system. Themain fous has been plaed upon the evaluation at an operational level,namely on issue onerning the quality of the modules developed withthe FairsNet, their usability and ease of use, the drawbaks and anyproblems, as well as the strong points and bene�ts of eah module.FairsNet system has been design aording to user-entered design,as we have desribed above, in order to develop a system that was ef-fetive, e�ient, and used by the end user with satisfation. So, in eahphase of the software proess the end user has been involved in variousways and for di�erent purposes. In analysis phase, questionnaires, in-terviews, user observations, study of existing literature and doumentshave been used to ollet information in a systemati way. This ativityhas been extensively doumented in [79℄.During the initial phases of the projet, prototypes of various typesand omplexity have been evaluated in order to explore di�erent designalternatives. The goal was to individuate the best interfae to be furtherdeveloped. Various tehniques have been used: senarios, heuristievaluation, interviews, and simpli�ed thinking aloud.Some meetings have been organized among the FairsNet partnersin order to evaluate prototypes and solve problems that ame out indeveloping the FairsNet system. In partiular, the members of theUniversity of Bari, FSGV, and University of Rome LUISS met on 3-4February 2003 in Rome to examine some FairsNet prototypes together



148 5.7 Evaluation in FairsNet life ylewith user.As we have desribed, DAE o�ers various tools for analysing data.During the FairsNet projet we have tested the tools with data relatedto di�erent fairs. We have also evaluated these tools with users and wereport here the results.One of the �rst data set provided by the organizer of Agrilevante, afair on agriulture organised at Fiera del Levante in Bari, Italy, everySeptember. We then showed to the users the possibility they haveto analyse these data through the DAE tools. Users were two peopleof the management of Agrilevante, involved in the fair organization.As an example of use of the tool DAEQP, we presented to the usersthe following senario: the organiser of Agrilevante wants to performa segmentation of the exhibitors of the last edition of the fair. Letus suppose that the organiser wants to �nd out whih were the mostrequested servies at the fair, whih exhibitors requested them, and soon. The objetive of the organizer is to inrease the fair inome byselling more servies. Therefore s/he is interested in seleting exhibitorsegments for starting appropriate marketing ampaign promoting thefair servies. In order to help the user (in this ase the organiser)in his/her analysis, DAEQP is able to visualize an overview in whihdata are visualized along some major attributes. After aessing thesystem, the user is �rst asked to selet three major attributes amongthose attributes onsidered in the database and shown on the sreen.The user seleted Fair setor, Geographi area, and Requested servies;the resulting overview is shown in Figure 5.4.The users immediately were pleased to see that the module pro-vides very simply a lot of information and the interation is easy andunderstandable after a few minutes of work.The other tool we tested in that trial was DaeTL, desribed in Se-tion 4.8. It is also useful for identifying important orrelations amongdata. During a meeting with Agrilevante organisers, after showing for afew minutes the use of the DAE modules, we let them interat with themodules (prototypes at that time), and observed them working withthe system asking them to think aloud, aording to one of the meth-ods illustrated in Setion 5.5. This user observation ativity provideduseful indiations for improving that version of the prototypes. Beside,we were very pleased to hear one of the fair organisers involved in thattrial to say: �I wish I would have tools like these for diretly analyse
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Figure 5.4: Agrilevante trade fair: an example of query preview along Fair setor, Geographiarea, and Requested servies attributesmy data�. This and other omments we got emphasize the importaneand utility of the tools provided by DAE, that give users the feelingof �putting their hands� on the data and allow them to explore andmanipulate data as they wish.Another data set was provided by the projet partner FSVG. Theywere data related to the fair Semana Verde 2002. Another trial wasthen set up for the meeting that the FairsNet Consortium organisedin Rome, at LUISS during 3-4 February 2003. We showed to the usersthe possibilities they have to analyse their data through the DAE tools.Users were two people of the management to FSVG, involved in fairorganization. We used the same protool of the Agrilevante trial. We�rst showed for a few minutes the use of two of the DAE modules,namely DaeQP and DaeTL, then we let users interat with the modules,and observed them using the thinking aloud evaluation method. As itusually ours with user evaluation, very useful indiations ame fromusers for improving the prototypes, as well as the on�rmation of thevalidity of suh analysis tool in user daily ativities.Among the various DAE tools, ARVIS is the most original tool de-veloped in this thesis. It has been desribed in Setion 4.5. Di�erentlyfrom DaeQP and DaeTL, ARVIS is designed to be used primarily by adata miner rather than diretly by a ompany manager.The usability evaluation of ARVIS has been performed by heuristievaluation at various stages of the development yle, starting from a



150 5.7 Evaluation in FairsNet life ylepaper mok-up and also by user testing.The initial mok-up interfae was presented to the team of DataMining experts partiipating in the FairsNet projet arrying out asimulation of the some typial tasks. Enouraging results from the testswere provided and even suggestion on how to improve the interfae.Among the heuristi evaluations performed during ARVIS designand development, we desribe here the evaluation of a running proto-type, that inluded almost all the planned funtionalities. Three inspe-tors with a good data mining knowledge performed heuristi evaluation.Following the Nielsen's Usability Heuristi, they explored the systeminterfae to disover usability problems, and olleted their inspetionresults in a detailed report. At the end of individual inspetions, thethree inspetors met to disuss their �ndings and produed a �nal re-port. The deteted usability problems have been lassi�ed in two mainategories:1. Category 1: presentation problems (e.g. widgets meaning notlear, tooltip absene)2. Category 2: problems that an redue the tool e�etiveness (e.g. itis not lear how to perform a task using the system funtionality)Analysing the results of the heuristi evaluation, we an say that40% of the problems are in Category 1 and 60% are in Category 2. Anexample of deteted problems is shown in Figure 5.5. A �rst problemis that a same ommand is dupliated in the interfae, thus violatinga priniple of minimalist design. Another problem is related to theinterfae onsisteny, sine when heking a box suh as �Support� inthe tool bar, the orresponding box in the ontrol panel at the bottomleft of the Figure 5.5 is not heked, and vie versa.In line with the results obtained from the heuristi evaluation, theprototype was modi�ed/improved trying to solve the usability prob-lems. Finally, a user test on the new prototype has been performed.Four seleted users from the University of Bari have partiipated to theuser test. Two of the users were PhD students with deep data min-ing knowledge. Other two users were data mining researhers. Thetest involved: the prototype; a ase study, user tasks orrespondingto the ase study; a questionnaire to assess users satisfation and easyof use of the tool. Eah users was required to run and interat withthe prototype by exeuting the list of de�ned tasks while the evaluator
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Figure 5.5: ARVis interfae, the red box indiate the usability problems detetedperformed thinking aloud. The evaluator annotated her omment onpre-formatted sheets, that were suessively arefully analysed.At the end of the interations session, eah user was asked to �ll thequestionnaire.The �rst part of the questionnaire had losed questions pertainingto the simpliity or omplexity of arrying out user tasks. From thequestionnaires analysis it an be dedued that at least three of theusers found eah of the supported tasks fairly easy to arry out. Threeusers found it fairly easy to understand and interat with the graphvisualization and to perform a mining task in general.The seond part of the questionnaire also had losed questions. Thepart aimed at assessing interfae designing aspets. At least three ofthe users found eah of a tested design aspets reasonably well-adheredto. All the users observed that a onsisteny was very well-applied inthe interfae design and found the interfae pereptiveness fairly well-adhered to. Three users noted that it was fairly easy to remember oraquire the aspets relevant to a partiular mining task. Moreover, thesame perentage observed that the system responded to user operationsin a reasonably valuable way. Three of the users found the interfaeelements fairly well-organized.The last part of the questionnaire had open questions pertainingto strengths, weaknesses, and apability of the system/interfae. It isinteresting to realize that the subjets highlighted the same features as



152 5.7 Evaluation in FairsNet life ylethe most-liked. Three users mentioned onsisteny as one of the mainfeatures they liked most about the interfae. Two users mentioned goodlayout/organization. As for the supported system funtionalities, threeusers were very satis�ed.



ConlusionsIn this thesis it has been presented the results of about �ve years of workdone in the �elds of information visualization, databases, web-basedsystems, in partiular in the trade fair domain, have been presented.The framework was oneived in that domain then the various toolsomposing it have been re�ned and used in other domains, beauseideas in the tools are general enough.DAE is modular and every module an work stand-alone. The ra-tionale of a unique framework is to give the user the possibility to workwith a unique system so that on the same data set the user may performdi�erent analyses using di�erent tools.In the future work it is planned to extend the use of these tools tomultiple devies. This is a hallenging task, sine the problems withsmall devies are well known.The review of the literature, of some ommerial systems and thework presented here suggest that there are many �elds in whih theframework an be applied and further developed. The �eld of visualdata mining is urrently a lively �eld and users will bene�t greatlyfrom systems that ombine both improved data mining algorithms andempowering interative interfaes.This work illustrates how traditional features suh as overview anddetails, ombined with an interative searh interfae, an help users toperform exploratory analysis on time series. This is another area thatmay have promising developments.Our interation with users have shown that the work presented hereis useful for several types of users, from the data mining expert thatan bene�t from tools that may relieve some of his ativities to userswho are not omputer siene experts, like a ompany manager, thatwill have support in their deision making ativity.
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